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DT125R, TZR125R (in bits), Honda VFR750 racer (ditto). 
Editor since the start, former PB and Classic Bike staffer, 
one-time LC racer, lover of two-strokes, exotic specials 
and race replicas. Too many projects on the go – always on 
the hunt for more though...
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H
ello, and welcome to Practical 

Sportsbikes. If you’re a regular 

viewer you’ll notice the mag in 

your hands looks a bit different 

this month. It is – bigger and better, too. If 

you’re new to PS and mad about owning, 

fixing and riding brilliant bikes from 1970 

to 2000 and beyond you’ve come to the 

right place; that’s what PS is all about.

We love a restoration, so after eight years 

and 85 issues we thought it time the mag 

got an overhaul of its own. All the things 

you love about PS are still here, plus a 

raft of new stuff too: more in depth resto 

stories, bigger and better buying guides, 

new projects and amazing specials, plus 

more top tech advice and inspiration to 

help you get the best out of your bikes. 

Years (and years) of experience 
(and still learning). Like you, there’s 
a reason we all love the older stuff . 

It’s just better. That’s all 

Owns: Kawasaki 250TR, KH1F (in bits), 
and numerous crap Harleys.
Old head on even older shoulders. The 
brains (or lack of) behind Road Rocket
and several incarnations of PB. Owns the 
slowest bike on the PS fleet, and proud 
of it. Claims he’ll also own the fastest 
when his KH1F is finished. Yeah, right...

Owns: 1996 Yamaha 
Thundercat.
Former Thunderace 
owner, now the 
delighted carer of a 
decrepit T’cat, Damo – 
PB’s glory years design 
guru – is the brain cell 
behind making your 
mag the best it can be. 

Owns: Suzuki GSX1100S, GSX1100EX 
(in bits), Suzuki GSX-R1100 drag bike.
G-Unit is happiest when elbows-deep in 
GSX11 engine internals or a KFC family 
bucket. 30 years experience in the bike 
trade means he can build motors with his 
eyes closed, and reel off more top tips 
than even he’s had hot dinners. Currently 
dreaming of 9-sec quarters on his soon-
to-be-finished budget dragster. 

MARK GRAHAM
Production Editor

DAMIAN SMITH
Art Editor

GARY HURD (BIG G)
Technical consultant

Like you, if we’re not buying our next bike 

or project, we’re certainly looking. What, we 

thought, would we buy for five grand? This 

month we champion three of the best – Yam 

TDR250, Kwak Z650 and 748 Duke to see 

which is most worthy of a hard-earned £5K.

We get behind the fairing of James Hillier’s 

Classic TT Ducati 888 and reveal what 

it takes to build a bike that can face the 

notoriously brutal Mountain course. 

 Also in the issue we meet the UK’s most 

tenacious RG500 restorer, discover what 

drove engineering maverick Erik Buell, 

witness MG’s KH400/500 hybrid take shape 

and get my Katana back to its growling best.

This is PS. Your mag. Your bikes. Your way.

Enjoy the issue.

Jim Moore, Editor
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BUY IT. FIX IT.

27

TT prep:”Even 
the lockwire 

needs to be 
lockwired” 

JAMES HILLIER’S 

DUCATI 888
The inside story on the 

coolest bike at the Classic 

TT. Plus Trevor Nation ! 
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The Z650 launch in Bonnie Scotland 1976. Get your kilts off, 
etc. Although you can’t say that any more. They missed a trick 

without tartan bikinis though. Can you say that?

78  HOW TO FIT 
GREASE NIPPLES
As in grease nipples. Retrofit ‘em 

and watch your suspension smile

82 WHAT’S THE 
PROBLEM?
ECU aggro, discs not playing the 

game, and myriad other woes

 84 WHAT I DO
After years of reading books 

James Harper got off his arse 

and started tuning two-strokes 

 87 PROJECT £1K 
DRAG BIKE 
The PS  budget Bandit begins 

to look more like a bike than the 

scrap corner of breaker’s yard 

 92 HOW TO 
CLUTCH SLAVE 
OVERHAUL
A slave cylinder gets a very hard 

time. Here’s how to give it a new 

lease of life without tears

 95 OUR PROJECT 
BIKES
Jim’s mighty Katana on the dyno, 

MG’s KH400/H1F plan, and Jon 

Bentman’s CBR6 deep-cleaned

 104 PROJECT 
HUNTER
Plenty to see here: Spondon 

RD350, KTM LC4, Honda SP-1, 

plus a very tempting ZX-7R

 106 BUYERS’ 
GUIDE
Yamaha TDM850 warts and all 

 115 BIKES FOR 
SALE
Plus Gary and Jim’s ‘wisdom’ on 

how and what to buy

 122 ONE FOR THE 
FUTURE
Why a Suzuki GSX-R1000 K1 is 

a Buy It Now no-brainer

58

Ohmigod 92
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ROLAND 
SANDS’
BLASTER
He built it for himself

Aptly named ‘2 Stroke Attack’, 
Stateside specials guru Roland Sands’ 
own stroker is part 1976 RD400, part 
’97 TZ250. And pure evil. 

Ed Erlenbacher built the motor: “It uses 
400 cases and transmission – undercut 
– with TZ250 dry clutch and Metmachex 
billet cover. Pistons are Vertex, heads 
are Superior Performance. The crank 
uses RG500 big ends and 2000 TZ250 
outer bearings.  Porting is my RD400 
race spec, making 70bhp at the wheel.”

Roland’s extensive stock of TZ spares  
helped create the chassis. Forks and 
shock are Öhlins, yokes Team Roberts, 
wheels magnesium. Dry weight only 
slightly more than a packet of tabs.

If God rides a Harley, Lucifer will 
smoke him on this...
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YAMAHA RD400/TZ250
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ALL THE HOT 
STUFF THAT 
MAKES PS THE 
GO-TO MAG 

Just one of 
Kushitani’s 
customers, 

Wayne Gardner

Boston, Lincs shop is 50 square metres, and bike park big enough for all sorts of events too. The full range is on display and orders for suits can be taken now  

egendary Japanese kit 

manufacturer Kushitani has 

opened its first-ever retail 

premises in the UK. Those familiar 

with the firm’s products – they’ve 

been making high-end kit for more than half a 

century (and protected the hides of some huge 

racing names, such as Gardner, Dunlop, Hislop and 

Polen) – will appreciate just how big this move is. 

No more having to guess your sizes and order 

online, you’ll now be able to visit the shop and try 

Kushitani products on with factory-level back up on 

site. “Kushitani is a premium product,” said UK boss 

Jonny King. “It’s important for buyers to be able to 

see and feel the kit – this way they can do exactly 

that. The shop’s got a huge bike park too, so we’ll be 

planning a few bike nights in the future.

“We’ve also got our own factory-approved repair 

shop, so we can get any kit repaired or altered to 

factory standard without sending it back to Japan.”

It’s worth knowing that all Kushitani suits are made 

to the same standard – from entry level through to 

the kit worn by their MotoGP riders; no ‘special’ 

suits for supported riders, it’s all top quality. 

“When a rider comes in to be measured for a suit 

it takes 13 weeks for it to arrive from Japan, but 

half-way through the process the factory send a 

textile suit through for the customer to try so that 

we can iron out any fit issues then. So the final suit  

is perfect.”

Kushitani UK are now offering a sale on selected 

summer collection items. “The autumn/winter 

collection will arrive soon,” confirmed King.

And if you’re not familiar with the name or the 

products, we highly recommend you get yourself 

along and see this kit – if it doesn’t encourage a 

tingle in your nether regions you really should have 

your pulse checked.

The Kushitani shop is at Chain Bridge Road, 

Wyberton, Boston, Lincs.

kushitani-uk.co.uk, 01205 820114

Kushitani opens in UK
Famous Japanese brand establishes full service UK base for off-the-peg and custom   
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THE INTEREST in old air-cooled 

fours is as strong as ever. Our 

workshop is constantly busy – 

servicing, bike building, tuning 

and resto work. It’s not local work 

either, we get customer bikes 

from all over the UK because 

what we do is specialist stuff.

The best work comes by word 

of mouth because that way you 

know you’ve done a good job. 

I always use quality parts, and I’ll 

never use pattern gaskets – just 

don’t trust them. Quality is where 

it’s at, and that’s the reason why 

the companies we sell parts from 

like APE, Carrillo, Wiseco and 

Keihin have been around for 

years and they’re still in business.

Over the years I’ve seen bikes 

like GSs, GSXs and GSX-Rs go 

from being everyday transport 

and weekend fun to stuff that 

owners now use only on occasion. 

Even so, I can’t see those Suzukis 

reaching big Zed money. You can 

still get a mint GSX-R1100J for 

£5k, I just can’t see them making 

15 grand. At least I hope not…

Grumpy1260: 

grumpy1260suzukispares.co.uk, 

01366 388 352

ON THE INSIDE

Chris Tombleson

A
fter seven frantic rounds, the CRMC PS

Superstock Championship will have been 

decided at Brands  on 7/8 October (as PS

goes to press). At Anglesey’s penultimate round, 

disrupted by a GSX-R750 coating the already wet 

track in oil, Derek Cripps (Suzuki) emerged just nine 

points ahead of Chris White (Honda). 

They went to Brands with White needing to win 

to secure the crown and Cripps relying on finishing 

one place behind him if Danny Imberg (Yamaha) 

wins (as he has at every round he’s entered). 

“After a whole season we might as well have had 

just one round at Brands to settle it,” said Chris 

White. “But it’s been great racing for everyone 

except poor old Liam [McCarter, who broke a 

collarbone at Donington].”

“You have to imagine Danny’s going to win both 

races at Brands,” said Cripps. “But anything can 

happen.” White has a good record at the Kent circuit. 

“I haven’t even been there since 2001,” he said. 

“I don’t particularly like it, but I seem to go well, 

having won there before.”

PS Superstock cliffhanger

SUPERSTOCK ROUND 8

After seven frantic rounds of racing it’s all down to Brands

White (13) and 
Cripps (29) have 

been harrying each 
other all season. 

Who will prevail at 
the end?

Get so close to Schwantz’s RGV that you could almost lick it

Compared to classic helmet paint 

designs, like Spencer or Rainey 

replicas, most modern colour-

schemes look dreadful. This Maverick 

Viñales rep Arai RX-7V is a notable 

exception. This matt-finished beaut 

would match an early red/black 

GSX-R. Nice. At £699 it ain’t cheap, 

but quality rarely is. Sizes XS-XL. 

whyarai.co.uk

Grumpy1260’s main man has 
been fixing, tuning, selling 
and racing big air-cooled 
Kawasakis and Suzukis for 
more than 30 years

Be a Maverick

I
f you love the sound of expensive old-school engines 

screaming on full-chat, ogling immaculately restored 

road and race tackle (Kev Schwantz’s ’94 RGV500 among 

them), and rubbing shoulders with real life racing legends 

like John McGuinness (and frankly why wouldn’t you?) you 

need to get yourself along to the Peterborough Arena on 

28-29 October for Classic Bike Live.

As if all that wasn’t enough, you’ll also be able to see our 

project bikes, chew the fat with a real, living and breathing 

Alan Seeley, garner top tips and maybe even a spare biscuit 

from Big G (unlikely, we know) and perhaps make a purchase 

from the autojumble.

Yes, well worth a weekend of your (and our) time. Tickets 

are £9. See you there.

classicbikelive.co.uk
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Tel:01273 597072
Unit 7 Grange Road Industrial Estate, Albion Street, Southwick, West Sussex, BN42 4EN, United Kingdom

o v e r

1MILLION

PARTS

Parts
for 70ís to 

present day 
motorcycles

manufacture of rubber & plastic 
parts for motorcycles

NEW
for GT250

Cush Drive Rubber Set
Suzuki GT250 GT380 GS550 
& T500 £45.00
Honda NC700 NC750 £29.90
Kawasaki ER-5 GPZ500  £35.00
Yamaha TT600 XT600 XT660 £19.50

Fuel Tap Lever 
XL125 VFR400 
XRV750 £14.50

Speedo Drive Gears
XL600 XL650 XRV 750 
£9.90

NX500  XL600(early) 
NX650  £12.50

DURABLE

  GREAT QUALITY  

    MADE TO OE SPECS

Gear Change Rubber
for Suzuki, Yamaha from 
£3.00

NEW Triumph  Gear 
Change Rubber  TT, 
Sprint, Tiger, Trophy & 
Daytona £3.00

Over 1 million motorcycle parts available including 
many top brands. Find parts listed to your model 
for easy access. 

prices applicable to time of print



A haul of 25 new-

old-stock Yamaha 

OW01s, discovered 

in a continental 

warehouse, were 

snapped up by UK 

dealer DK and offered 

for sale at a wallet-

twitching £7999 

– five grand less than 

the 1989 list price. 

If only we could turn 

back time…
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20 YEARS AGO THIS MONTH

25 NEW OW01s 
DISCOVEREDAt a mere £8k, 

you so would

Brilliant collection but what happens when you want 
to take one out on a whim? Forklift not pictured...

Pint-sized racing weirdo, American 

John Kocinski, took the WSB crown 

(to add to the 250 GP title he bagged 

in ’91) at Sugo, Japan, on his first and 

only year aboard Honda’s previously 

under-performing RC45. Hated by 

team-mate, Aaron Slight, and loathed 

by the rest of the paddock, Lil’ John 

was an amazing talent, however. 

“I can win more titles with 

Honda,” said the Arkansas 

oddball. But he didn’t.

KOCINSKI WINS 
WSB CROWN

W
e all wish we could open the door to our 

own dream garage. For Netherlands 

based PS reader and self-confessed old 

sportsbike addict Jeroen Versteeg, that dream is 

very much a reality. Just check out his ‘shed’.

“I’ve been collecting bikes for almost 20 years 

now. Now and then I buy or sell a special bike. I am 

now in my ‘classic superbike period’, so superbikes 

from the ‘80s and ‘90s are where it’s at for me. 

I had also a great collection of ‘60s and ‘70s bikes 

like the Honda CB750 K0, Kawasaki H1 ‘69, 

Suzuki GT750J and so on. But I sold those bikes 

some time ago and the only ‘survivor’ is the ‘72 

Kawasaki Z1 you’ll see at one of the photos.”

If you ever need any of them taking out, Jeroen, 

we’re always available…

Living the dream
Looking less like a garage and more like an early WSB grid



The troubled British 

marque made its first 

steps to a return to 

racing with the unveiling 

of the Brian Crighton-

developed rotary racer. 

Veteran racing stalwart 

Mick Grant said of the 

bike after a spin around 

Mallory Park: “This is one 

of the best accelerating 

bikes I’ve ever tried. I 

didn’t want to get off it.”

Five years after his horrific 

Silverstone crash and three 

on from his retirement, 

double 500cc champ 

Barry Sheene left Blighty 

for the warmer climes of 

Queensland, Oz. “My feet 

and one hand freeze solid 

in the British winters,” said 

Sheene of the effects of the 

UK climate on his battered 

body. “The only time I’ll be 

back will be on business.”

30 YEARS AGO THIS MONTH

NORTON 
BACK ON TRACK

SHEENE
MOVES TO  OZ

Early ’87 rotary racer. Prettier than in JPS colours
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Yes, hello there Susan Quatro, giving it your best 1980 

“I’m trying to look involved in this hastily art directed 

publicity shot for the Yamaha XS250 Special, but my 

face doesn’t lie.” Suzi Quatro sold more than 50 million 

albums worldwide. That’s considerably more records 

than Yamaha achieved with XS250 US Custom sales.

Howdy Quatro

Spot the missing CBRs…
Every ‘Blade (almost) in ‘Rock’ get-together

I
t’s not often you’ll see virtually every 

version of Honda’s FireBlade together in 

the same place. But that’s almost what 

happened this month when Honda UK laid 

on a special event at Rockingham.

The event was conceived to mark 25 years 

since Honda turned superbikes on their 

head with the launch of its 893cc original in 

1992. To commemorate just that, a slightly 

battleworn, 28,000-mile J-reg ‘N’ example 

was present along with six other examples 

of the breed. These were: an N-reg, 1996 

919 ‘T’ showing 22K miles, a 20,000-mile, 

W-reg 929 ‘Y’, a 22K 2004 RCV-alike 

CBR1000RR, a 2014 ‘urban tiger’, an SP 

from the same year, plus the latest, all-new 

2017 stocker.

‘Blade anoraks will notice that five other 

‘Blade variants were missing. Can you spot 

which? Answers at the foot of the page.

*ANSWERS: 1994 CBR900RR ‘R’ ‘Foxeye’ 1998 CBR900RR ‘W’ 2002 CBR900RR ‘2’ ‘954’ 2006 CBR1000RR (the more refined, angular one) 2008 CBR1000RR (the bulbous one)

Racers is a gloriously produced magazine series 
from Japan. They come in at around £18 each 
posted. Essential visual references for restorers 
and marque fans. Find ’em on eBay.

Make your Suzuki GSF1200 stand out from the 
crowd with some bolt-on goodies. These Yoshimura 
clutch and stator covers are, we reckon, worth every 
penny of the ¥31,000 (£205) asking price. Check 
the site for more bits while you’re at it. You may be 
some time… shop.yoshimura-jp.com

Bandit bling



Check out our full range of shocks at nitron.co.uk

BMW S1000RR SuperBike 
– Philip Island 2017.

For sales and technical enquiries, call 01993 849449 or email sales@nitron.co.uk

ULTIMATE ROAD 
SUSPENSION

WINNING SUPERBIKE SUSPENSION TO

Whether you ride on the track or road, don’t just follow others. Get better 

handing, better performance and a better ride. Choose Nitron and fit the best.

Full range of 

adjustable twin 

shock applications

NEW
Range of TVT 

adjustable cartridge 

applications

Largest range of adjustable 

rear shock applications

From only

£438.00

including VAT



Japan’s classic 400 racing scene is 
booming, and judging by O9Racing’s 
spectacular CBX400F it’s not 
hard to see why. Barely any of this 
once-humble middleweight has been 
retained – tank, frame (modded) and 
engine basics, that’s it. The breathed-
on motor now makes mid-60s bhp. 
145mph isn’t out of the question 
on the right gearing. We can feel a 
CBX550 project coming on…

we like

BRILLIANT BUILDS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
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HONDA

O9RACING CBX400F

About as far as you 
can get from the 

original and all the 
better for it

 LAVERDA

P12XX CONCEPT

A ’70s Legend with a contemporary twist.  This French-built 180-degree Jota update has all the 
raw, animalistic brutality of the original – sharpened by a blueprinted motor, titanium rods and 
valves, and free-breathing 36mm Keihin CRs – mated to the lightweight deliciousness of hand-laid 
carbon fibre bodywork, Slabbie GSX-R wheels and Bitubo suspension. Full feature next month.



Based on Kawasaki’s humble AR50 
sports ’ped this pure race ‘KR50’ 
was built by Kent Riches, owner of 
American bodywork manufacturer 
Air-Tech. Bodywork is Air-Tech, 

Canadian PS friend Darren Begg is on a roll. The master of CB900/1100 specials 
has turned his hand to Suzuki this time, with a resto-modied GS1100ES (GSX to 
us) for a customer in NZ. The subtle yet striking paint is based on a mix of Phantom 
edition GSX-R and Wes Cooley’s GS Thou. Full marks, Darren, you’ve done it again.

Practical Sportsbikes 15

 KAWASAKI

AIR-TECH KR50

natch, but it’s behind the fairing that 
the real beauty occurs. Yes, that’s a 
dry clutch set-up. Yup, that box-
section swingarm is bespoke. You’re 
right, that rear drum is drilled for 
lightness. And, yes, those are slick 
tyres. Without doubt the ultimate AR 
special. See it in the (lightened) metal 
at the Barber Museum, Alabama.

Above: dry clutch 
conversion– just the 
very fella for all that 

slick tyre-shreddding 
power of the ‘KR50’

Now that’s what you call ‘stance’ – 
whatever your viewing angle

   SUZUKI

 GS1100ES RESTOMOD



It’s not an 
ornament – but it 
sure could be

Part way through a restoration? 
Just completed a nut-and- bolt rebuild? 
Send us your pics, and details

1989 Ducati 851

1994 Honda NSR250R

1974 Suzuki TS100

Owner: Adam Miller, Illinois, USA

Owned for: three years

So far: restored from basketcase

What’s next? It’s my dream to visit the IoM

Owner: Paul Monger, Heathrow

Owned for: just over a year

So far: rebuilt back to how Honda intended

What’s next? ride it - it’s no ornament

Owner: Tony Fox, Ampleforth, Yorkshire

Owned for: three years

So far: built from a frame and engine

What’s next? shave even more off best time

T
his ex-Jimmy Adamo (#26), Chris Jensen and 

Paul Orlandi (#33) 851 Tricolore kit bike was a 

basketcase three years ago. Getting it to where it 

is now wouldn’t have been possible without all the 

help from the Orlandi family; huge thanks to them.

It now runs a 996 RS crank, high-comp pistons, 

996 SPS cams, 996 superbike heads (mildly 

ported), lightened flywheel, Carrillo rods, ST4S 

throttle bodies, bored out injectors – 146.7bhp 

(dynoed) pushing 350lbs. 

Wheels are five-spoke magnesium Marchesini, 

Ohlins FG43 forks waiting to go on. ‘Peek through’ 

paint is by Artistimo - all paint, no stickers.

I
’ve recently finished restoring this MC21. It 

wasn’t running properly or in the nicest nick. I 

hoped it’d be an easy fix, but it turned out to be the 

centre crank seal. This gave me two options: buy a 

new crank at £600 or do it myself for £100.

I made some tools so I could split the crank and 

replace the centre bearing. Once rebuilt I trued it 

within two-tenths – not bad for a first attempt.

I spruced the rest of it up, replacing the wrong 

Rothmans colours with replica panels; my mate 

Steve sprayed the tank. I’ve done over 300 miles 

on it since. Apart from me not fitting it, it’s perfect.

Y
ou featured my recycled TS185 in the mag in 

March ’15. Since then I’ve been messing with 

a few other bikes, including my present toy – a 

Honda TLM50 trial bike.

I’ve built another TS too, this time a little 100, 

purely because I stumbled across the engine and 

frame. I built it into a cafe racer to ride about on at 

the Manx GP. After running it at the Ramsey Sprint 

in 2015 I decided to carry on with its development 

and try a bit of tuning. Unfortunately it ran slower 

in ’16, but this year it clocked 75mph and knocked 

half a second off its previous best sprint time.

Send your pics to: jim.moore@bauermedia.co.uk or post to In Your Shed 

Practical Sportsbikes, Media House, Lynch Wood , Peterborough  PE2 6EA
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Adam and his 
Doo-Cartee with its 

big history

Coven of crisp 
wee strokers



1975 Dunstall GT750

Owner: Adam Clarke, Cannock, Staffs

Owned for: two years

So far: rescued from a life of decay

What’s next? getting out and enjoying it

A
guy around the corner  where I lived had one 

and I’ve wanted a Suzuki Kettle since I was 

14. That was 38 years ago – and I’ve been on 

the lookout for one ever since.

“Then two years ago while routing through eBay I 

spotted one. The seller had owned it for 25 years and 

in its later years it’d been kept in a barn. In the pics it 

didn’t look too bad [they never do, as most of us have 

discovered from bitter experience –JM], so we 

agreed a price and he delivered it to my house. By the 

time he arrived it was dark, but even as I looked at it 

through the half light I was thinking to myself, ‘What 

the hell have I just bought?’

“EVEN AS I LOOKED AT IT IN THE HALF LIGHT I WAS THINKING TO 

MYSELF ‘WHAT THE HELL HAVE I JUST BOUGHT?’ “

“The fairing was cracked where it had previously 

fallen over, other damage on the fairing had been 

badly repaired with fibreglass, every nut and bolt 

was rusty and the screen was broken.

“At first I did a bit of light resto work in order to get 

it back on the road. I sourced a new screen through 

Mead Speed, sprayed the wheels, got it running and 

rode it around for about a month – then the crank 

went. Because I’d always wanted one of these I 

thought, ‘Well, that’s it’ , and embarked on a full 

no-expense-spared resto. 

“Getting to know  different people who have a 

good knowledge of these bikes really helped. Philip 

Jones rebuilt the engine as well as refurbishing the 

wheels, Barry Wilkes did the carbs, and also helped 

massively with restoring and sourcing loads of other 

parts I needed. Among the new parts I’ve fitted are a 

new wiring loom, and seat unit – everything on the 

bike has had some sort of attention.  Hope you like 

the finished bike as much as I do.”

It’s turned out a 
beauty. If you like 
your Dunstalls, this 
has got to be 
somewhere near the 
top of the pile 

Kettles always sound better via three decent spannies 
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1986 Honda CB350SG

1989 Kawasaki ZXR750H1

So far: Bought as a non-runner, been 

stripped, now being rebuilt.

What’s next? Carb strip and rebuild, then 

get it running. I got this ZXR from a member 

of the PS FB page. He’d followed my SRAD 

600 build and was kind enough to offer me 

this H1 for £1300. It hadn’t run in around a 

year, and needed recommissioning.

Progress so far: It’s been stripped down to 

the bare frame, new headraces (not too tight 

this time – see Michael’s 600 resto story 

PS June 2017). Full fork rebuild with new 

bushes/seals, and strip/refresh of the rear 

suspension with nearly new Hagon unit.

Wiring loom’s been cleaned, repaired 

and fully tested. Front wheel bearings 

changed too as they were seized solid. Valve 

clearances done and oil screen cleared out. 

Exhaust system had a crack by the silencer 

flange so cut off, rewelded by a local, now 

lined up perfectly to avoid cracking again.

Oil-cooler and hoses have been fully 

stripped, cleaned and rebuilt – same with 

the radiator and cooling system. Next job 

is the carbs then I’ll try and get it started. I 

need to carry out a few repairs to the body-

work then finally it’ll be ready for the road.

So far: Given the bike by a neighbour three 

months ago, resto now in full flow

What’s next? The engine is in. Now waiting for 

fuel tank. Battling now to fit the carbs to the 

engine and airbox

Thankfully it came with a workshop manual to 

assist me, as well as the V5 certificate. There are 

numerous other spare parts including another 

frame and swingarm and rear wheel assembly.

Progress so far: Frame and swingarm powder-

coated. Airbox cleaned and fitted to frame. New 

chain fitted. Rear wheel cleaned and fitted to 

Valve clearances checked and adjusted via tried and 
tested screwdriver down a plughole for TDC 
compression stroke, both valves closed

Pre-engine fit and all shiny as a 
new pin. Strong-looking  frame 

You don’t see too many 
CB350SGs around these 
days. Until soon...

swingarm. Forks and wheel assembly fitted to 

frame. Wiring loom positioned. 

Engine, which is apparently running, cleaned 

painted and eventually fitted to frame. New front 

brake hoses fitted – Goodridge. Carburettors 

cleaned and polished – just waiting to be fitted. 

Just waiting.

 Owner: Lynn Cocksedge, Milton Keynes

 Owned for: Three months

 Owner: Michael Hunt, Southampton

 Owned for: six months

 PROJECT IN PROGRESS

 PROJECT IN PROGRESS
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So far: Tyga pipes, dry clutch overhauled.
What’s next? Thorough winter check over so I can 
use it more in 2018. I’ve recently treated the old 
girl to new dry clutch seals and plates. Had her 
for three years now. I was originally looking for an 
RGV250 until a mate of mine bought an MC18 
in Rothmans colours and I was blown away by 

the build quality, so I decided to buy my first ever 
Honda – I’d always been a Suzuki man before that.
Progress so far: After searching I managed to 
find this 1991 MC21 which had been imported by 
two brothers with many more other two-strokes. 
This one had been fully stripped and rebuilt by 
them and painted in Terra colours by Dream 
Machine which attracted me to it even more. 

I was so lucky to get it before the prices 
rocketed to today’s levels – and it needed nothing. 
So I snapped it up there and then for a bargain 
price and have loved it ever since.

The bike has been faultless except one of the 
dry clutch seals started to leak so I opted for two 
new clutch seals, new clutch plates and springs. 
My mate Nick at NS Motorcycles did the work 
with me, helping where I could as have heard the 
dry clutch seals can be tricky.

I treated it to a set of Tyga pipes last year which 
has made the bike even more fun with a wicked 
sound to boot. Haven’t used it as much as I would 
have liked this year as I’ve been using my other 
bikes hence the big service to ready it for next 
year. This NSR is deffo a keeper. 

1992 Honda NSR250SP MC21

1985 Kawasaki Z750 Turbo

 Owner: Dave Watkins, Luton
 Owned for: Three years

 Owner: Peter Reilly, London
 Owned for: six months

Dave was knocked out by 
Honda build quality after 

years of Suzukis. It sure 
looks good here

My Kawasaki Z900 Sanctuary special was 
on your front cover a few years ago. This is 
my latest – a Sanctuary inspired 750 Turbo: 
one-off Harris swingarm, Harris yokes, Öhlins 
rwu forks, magnesium 17in Dymags and a 
selection of Japanese parts. Engine rebuilt by 
Debben, modern Motec fuel injection system 
with all new sensors and injectors. The electrical 
system is based around the latest motogadget 
m-unit brain with a custom wiring system. I’m 
aiming for about 130bhp, a 20kg weight loss 
and much better brakes and handling.  Not sure whether Peter’s going to keep the olive drab paint. Hope so 

 PROJECT IN PROGRESS

 PROJECT IN PROGRESS
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Model No. Colour List Price Exc. VAT Inc. VAT
LED3604R Red £57.95 £37.95 £45.54
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LED3604 Black £57.95 £37.95 £45.54
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No. Colour

List 
Price

Exc. VAT Inc. VAT
LED360FR Red £99.95 £74.95 £89.94LED360FG Green £99.95 £74.95 £89.94

360° 36W SMD LED Rechargeable Lithium-ion Portable Floodlights

• Features patented 360° swivel and tilt function  enabling light source to be positioned in any direction.
• Work light houses 72 super bright  SMD LEDs providing up to 3000 lumens.• Provides a powerful light to any work area.• Features high quality 4.4Ah Lithium-ion battery with battery level indicator.• 2.1A USB output for use as a powerbank.• Supplied with mains charger.
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PROMOTION VALID UNTIL 28TH FEBRUARY 2018

360° 16 SMD LED + 1W LED  Slimline Rechargeable  Lithium-ion Inspection  Lamps
• Unique and innovative 360° swivel and tilt function  enables the light source to be positioned in any direction.
• Exclusive patented design owned by and registered to Sealey.
• Each lamp houses 16 super bright SMD LEDs providing up to 600 lumens 

through the adjustable rotary switch and a 1W SMD LED directional torch. 
• Slimline design with minimum thickness of 9mm.• Features a single hanging hook, a magnetic base allowing hands free 

operation and battery level indicator.• High quality 2.6Ah 3.7V lithium-ion battery for longer life, no memory 
effect and a much slower discharge than traditional Ni-MH batteries.

• Supplied with a high quality braided USB lead.
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eece Lake has been on two wheels 

for 44 years now, starting out on a 

Honda C70 field bike at the age of 

eight. By 12 he had graduated to 

the big one – a C90.

Now aged 52, the contracts manager for 

an electrical contracting firm has never been 

away from bikes. His undiminished 

enthusiasm was first encouraged by his 

father. The only stipulation Lake senior set for 

his son was that when it came time to get on 

the road, young Reece should get some 

training. That condition was met through 

attendance at an RAC/ACU training course 

held at Doncaster race course. Most, but not 

all, of the advice sunk in and Reece was away.

These days his riding tastes are more 

eclectic than ever, ranging from racing to 

continental jaunts on bikes old and new. 

“I used to be a real point-and-squirt weekend 

warrior but in recent months I’ve been further 

afield – Assen for the MotoGP, a trip to the 

Nürburgring. My partner Tracy likes to come 

along on the back,” says Reece.

You might think you’ve seen Reece in the 

mag before, and you’d be right. He was one of 

the finalists in the 2017 PS Special Build of 

the Year competition with his very tidy Suzuki 

XR69 replica. 

You have to admire Reece’s no-nonsense 

approach to the motorcycles in his life. He’s 

after either two-strokes or big-inch four 

strokes. And when his plans to get hitched in 

the ’80s fell through, he flogged the Cortina 

Ghia and went straight out and bought 

another GPZ900. That’s class.  

For now there are no projects on Reece’s 

bench but he says the next one will be a 

Yamaha RD350LC. Read through the bikes of 

his life and you’ll soon see why.

REECE LAKE, A MAN 
WHO APPRECIATES 
THE VERY FINEST 
THINGS IN LIFE – LIKE 
TWO-STROKES AND 
LARGE CAPACITY 
FOUR-STROKES  

1981

Beyond a choke
“This 1980 Kawasaki KH100EX 

was my first two-stroke, having 

started in ’76 on a Honda SS50. 

I had very little mechanical 

sympathy in those days; I’m not 

sure I ever figured out which way 

the choke lever worked best.”

Rearsets by dad
“My 1978 Yamaha RD200DX 

followed the KH. My dad made 

me some rearsets by adapting 

the rear pillion pegs with 

extended controls to brake and 

gears. This is me sat on the bike 

at Cadwell in 1982.” 

Of Your Life

Preserve your motorcyling life for posterity and share its highs and 
lows in the pages of Practical Sportsbikes. We all have a tale to tell 
and we want to hear your story. Scan your pics (300dpi minimum), 
jot down a few notes and email the whole lot to psportsbikes@
bauermedia.co.uk. Postal submission is also welcome. Write to: 
Practical Sportsbikes, Bauer Consumer Media Ltd, Media House, 
Lynch Wood, Peterborough, Cambridgeshire, PE2 6EA

R

1982



 The good, the bad & the Fugly

1983

Stocker a club race rocker
“I use my 1998 Honda CBR600F3 for club racing. It’s 

standard except for a Dynojet kit and a pipe. I’m 

outclassed in terms of machinery and ability but we got 

third in the Derby Phoenix steel-frame Championship.”

Accustomed as I am to GPZs
“This GPZ900R started as a standard used machine, but 

once again I became ‘accustomed’ to the performance. 

I then ran V&M smoothbore carbs and a naughty Eagle 

race system. Burnout is at the Ramsey Sprint 1988.”

Aisle have that
“My second Kawasaki 

GPZ900R was painted 

black, with a roller. It 

appealed to my inner ‘bad 

boy’. Once you’ve had big bikes it’s 

hard to go back. I sold the first one 

thinking I was going to get married. 

When that fell through I got this.”

Non-rose-tinted
“The 1983 Yamaha RD350LC 

was my defining moment. This pic 

was taken on the day I brought it 

home for the first time. I had this 

bike for a couple of years and it 

was fantastic. Many people view 

their old bikes through rose-

tinted specs – but it really was 

that good. Light, quick and 

great-handling, especially to a lad 

trying to get fast.”

Totally blown away
“My first Kawasaki GPZ900R – an 

almost new A1 model. This bike still 

holds a place in my heart as the fastest 

bike I’d ever ridden. That first 900 was so 

quick compared to the competition of 

the day it totally blew me away.”

Get home, get a GPZ
“This is my 1983 Suzuki GSX1100EX 

and my mates’ bikes on the Isle of Man. 

The bike was heavy, but fun. I was so 

bowled over by Geoff Johnson on the 

proddie GPZ900R at the TT that I 

couldn’t wait to get home and get one.”

1982
The worst one...

“Nothing wrong with my Yamaha 

RD200DX. But my ambition 

outweighed my talent and I fell 

off it at the end of my mum’s 

road. This was the result.”

1984
The best one...

“Being obsessed with racing, 

I really wanted a TZ but couldn’t 

afford one. The next best thing 

was to have an F2-spec tune 

done on my 1983 Yamaha 

RD350LC by Graham Atha.”

1985
The one that got away...

“I only sold my first Kawasaki 

GPZ900R because I thought I was 

going to get married. It paid for a 

2-litre Cortina Ghia and an 

engagement ring.”

2017
The current one...

“This is the XR69 replica in the 

final 10 in the Special Build of the 

Year. I’ve got a soft spot for the 

XR69 – the last great air-cooled  

superbike before things went 

high-tech and liquid-cooled.”

1985

2014

1984
1
9
8
6

1988
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Got something to say? This is the 
place to say it – and you might even 
win a Seat Buddy. A what? Yeah

SPONSORED BY
A Gear Gremlin Seat Buddy, worth £25, makes shed time more comfortable

Star Letter wins a Gear Gremlin Seat Buddy

F
irst off, I love the mag and might even take 

out a  subscription on the strength of  The 

Riddler in your October edition of the mag.

What an inspiration!  It makes me laugh the 

way so much of the advice given by restorers and bike 

builders is about making a bike that makes you happy 

– and then so many people just build something that’s 

been seen before. But not your man Russell Pilkington 

with his Riddler X7. He’s one of the first people in the 

mag to actually put together something built to his 

own ideas, and he doesn’t care what anyone else 

thinks about it. 

No wonder your photographer Jason really liked it, 

he must get bored of seeing the same stuff time after 

time. And those Marmite reservoirs were the icing on 

the cake too. While I’m having a rant I’m also really 

pleased with the amount of smaller stuff there is too. 

The MT-5 stories were great and it’s good to know 

there’s that Dutch firm that does nothing but Honda 

Ms. I’m in the middle of fixing up a Puch Monza and 

puchshop.de in Germany have been great for parts 

and advice. There’s really no limit to what you can do 

with old stuff.    

Bill Robertson, Manchester

Why Riddlers 
and tiddlers 
rule OK 

Mine holed two pistons, 
fried a rectifier and  blew its shocks. 
I could have had an RD250 – but I 
fell in with the wrong crowd

Fishing for compliments 
You ran a very nice six-page article in 

the October issue (No.84) of 

Practical Sportsbikes on my 

husband’s restoration of his 

Kawasaki KH400.  

This had come to your attention 

following Rob and his best man 

deciding at the last minute to turn up 

at our wedding on their bikes and 

then his son sending you a photo of 

his girlfriend on the bike.

 As you can see from the  photo, 

I was clearly upstaged by the bike.

Nikki James, email

Not sure about that. Either way you 

make a lovely couple/triple. Best 

wishes to you both –PS

Don’t slate the CJ250 
In your October issue on page 15 in 

the piece headed Silver’s Dream you 

slate the CJ250T. I bought one new in 

1977 after owning a CD175. Both 

were brilliant bikes.

They were my only form of 

transport when I first started work.

Both were reliable and I enjoyed 

riding them – good solid bikes.

I couldn’t afford anything more grand 

and they were built well and never let 

me down. 

I now own a 1995 Suzuki 

GSX-R750WN that also comes in for 

a fair bit of stick. But I love riding it.

I would like to see more engine 

rebuilds in your very good magazine. 

Kevin Allen, email

Bimota: what a choker
What a disappointment that Bimota 

SB4 must have been in your 

Head-to-Head test in the recent 

October issue. I thought you were 

pretty fair to a bike that refused to 

behave itself (albeit on a very hot 

day), but that’s just not good enough 

The Riddler in all its two 
fingers to the world glory

There’s clearly a lot that’s 
right in this happy union

DB1: now that’s a 
pretty Bimota 
isn’t it?

fried a rectifier and blew its shocks.
I could have had an RD250 – but I

Mark Emerson, Kingscliffe, Northants (former CJ250T owner)
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Send us your pics, and story to: jim.moore@bauermedia.co.ukor by post to: Practical Sportsbikes,Bauer Media, Media House, 

Lynch Wood, Peterborough, PE2 6EA. Join us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/groupspracticalsportsbikes

for a £15,000 bike. You wouldn’t 
expect any bike to  run that badly.

Alan obviously has a soft spot for 
Italian exotica, but I think Jim is right 
when he says it’s Bimota’s ugliest 
creation. And I ought to know – I lived 
down the road from the factory for a 
year near Rimini in 1984 and often 
saw an SB4 or two on the road. They 
weren’t very pretty at all.  
John Mayberry, Oxford

Spring are the things
I cannot believe what a difference 
the right springs have made to the 
tired old front-end on my TRX850. 

Sure, that Öhlins stuff ain’t cheap, 
but $160 (£120) for the 10.5Nm 
springs I got is real good value for a 
bike that rides how it should have 
done since I got it way back in 1999. 
Craig Massey, Maryland, USA

Leader of the packing
Hope you can help me. This isn’t a 
mechanical bike-related question so it 
won’t be for What’s The Problem, but 
I have a problem trying to find some 
‘period’ luggage for my 1977 Moto 

Guzzi Le Mans. I know luggage isn’t a 
very PS thing, but can you help with 
some names/advice?
Brian Levine, email

     We all need luggage. If you want 

the hard stuff, then some Givi 

panniers are worth a go, period if you 

can find them, modern if you can’t. If 

it’s just soft throwover panniers (our 

choice) try to find some old 

Swagmans on eBay  – PS

Spotted in an alley in 
Rappallo, Italy

Carl Roberts

I may be a bit sad in finding 
this fascinating and didn’t 

really take much notice in physics 
and chemistry but a mild steel rod 
and a battery charger later. Hey 
presto a lovely shiny tank with no 
rust. Bloody sorcery it is.
Mark Willis 

www.facebook.com/groups/practicalsportsbikes

“Trying to save 
some space in the 
garage as it’s a bit 
smaller now after 
some work on the 

house. Works 
great”

Jason Newall

VFR750 – what a lovely bike 
it was. It had circa 52,000 

miles on it when I bought it in early 
’91at just under 3 years old. A guy 
from Orkney had moved down to 
London, and was dispatching on it. 

OK PS Massive
Is it safe to use pink coolant 

in my 98 R1?
Andy Davis

Starting to feel ashamed 
that this titanium and steel 

beauty isn’t on the 750G yet, 
every now and then I have a little 
peek in the box just to marvel at 
the welds and finish, become a bit 
of a ritual over the last couple of 
years. Yes, that’s right –  a couple 
of years.

Not the sexiest upgrade, but one of the best

READERS’
FACEBOOK
BANTER

Hard or soft? 
Weird or not?

He maintained it beautifully. It 
was literally ‘as new’ when I got it. 
A bloke came down from the 
Notts area to view my 
GSX-R1100G and he bought the 
VFR instead! F708 HUF where 
are you now?
Richard Washer

ESSENTIAL
MOTORCYCLE
ACCESSORIES

GET SET FOR A

WICKED

RIDE

T 0117 971 9200     

F 0117 972 5574     

E info@thekeycollection.co.uk    

W www.thekeycollection.co.uk
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T
here have been some magical 

moments for Ducati at the 

TT. None more wondrous 

than Mike The Bike’s 1978 

Formula One win on that old 

bevel twin. There were Tony 

Rutter’s four TT Formula Two wins in the 

early ’80s, Rob Holden’s Singles victory in 

1995, then John McGuinness’ second place 

in the Senior on a 998 in 2003, and more 

recently just a 10th in the 2011 Senior from 

Michael Rutter on a 1098R.

The Mountain Course and the big twins, 

however, are not a natural fit. Four (or 

more) laps of the 37 and three-quarter 

mile assault course amounts to a mini-

endurance race for any machine. For a 

V-twin the demands are even greater. A 

long stroke (however oversquare a big 

twin’s bore/stroke ratio) dictates higher 

mean piston speeds. Big lumps of forged 

alloy accelerating to more than 22 metres 

per second (in an 888 engine) before 

coming to a dead stop and doing it all again 

10,500 times a minute at peak revs – that’s 

tough on an engine. Four-cylinder machines 

rev higher with piston speeds reaching the 

accepted ‘safe’ maximum of 24 metres 

per second, but those moving masses are 

smaller and lighter. The TT exacts a heavy 

toll on twins.

Stafford Evans, who put together James 

Hillier’s Ducati for the 2017 Classic TT 

knows just what a challenge getting a Duke 

The Isle Of Man is an unforgiving place for any machinery, not least big twins from 
Bologna. Despite meticulous prep, a small stone did forJames Hillier’s Classic TT  

Concentrate hard and 
you can almost feel the  
noise from the big 888

Words: Mark Graham | Pictures: Dave Collister/ Bauer archive

Ducati 888 Replica

and hazards



James Hillier
“I enjoyed riding that bike a lot. Apart from 

the breakdown, that is. It was a learning 

process getting used to the engine and 

how to use the gears. There are a lot less 

changes needed than on a four. In some ways 

it’s easier to ride because through some 

sections you can use one gear instead of 

changing up or down. But in another sense 

there’s a lot to recalibrate when you’re more 

used to the more stop/go nature of a four.

“You can carry more corner speed when 

you understand how to let it flow. But I don’t 

think I got the best out of it by any means. It’s 

definitely capable of a 123mph lap – maybe 

even more. Let’s not forget they were quick 

back in their day and I’m not sure people 

appreciate how on the pace the top men on 

them were back then. They weren’t hanging 

about at all. Unless I get an incredible offer 

for the next Classic TT, I’d be happy to go 

again on it.”

28 Practical Sportsbikes

Hard to imagine how 
nerve-wracking a  TT 
start must be. Staff 

Evans makes with the 
tyre-warmers



Ducati 888 Replica

“JAMES SAW THE FORK TOP ADJUSTERS 
GENTLY UNWINDING THEMSELVES RIGHT 
IN THE MIDDLE OF A 117MPH LAP”

to stay the course on The Island is. “You 

could safely say even Ducati themselves 

know their bikes don’t like the Isle Of Man. 

Their new V4 bike will be much better 

there,” he says.

So, knowing a machine will be up against 

not just the rigours of the Mountain Course, 

but also facing opposition more suited to 

the fray, what compels people to campaign 

them? “They’re not quite quick enough,” 

says Stafford with commendable candour. 

“We’re always lagging slightly behind… 

but, it’s so nice to hear a Ducati on the 

Island. There are places where it’s fantastic 

to listen to, like through Glen Helen. James 

(Hillier) holds one gear through there and 

it’s a great noise. We’re competing yes, but 

we’re also putting on a show, it looks good, 

it sounds good and people appreciate that.”

It’s a labour of love: the hours, the money, 

the scant reward save the overriding aim of 

providing a stringently prepared ride for the 

pilot. “We achieved our top goal of getting 

everyone home safe,” says Stafford. 

And IOM prep is like nothing else. 

“Everything’s lockwired to ACU regs, then 

to IOM scrutineering standards, then you 

end up wiring things you’d never imagine 

like the fork top adjusters. James noticed 

them gently unwinding themsleves in 

the middle of a 117mph lap. The things 

we found out here we’d simply never 

experience anywhere else. 

“The Island does strange things to bikes, 

the section from Ginger Hall to Ramsey 
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Approaching Mountain 
Box on the Mountain 
mile. So far so good
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Ducati 888 Replica

especially where it’s really bumpy. We use a 

lot of Three Bond, a lot of silicone, a lot of 

Loctite – and miles of wire.”

Components that do thousands of miles 

on the road without any attention, exhaust 

pipe hangers for example, are wired. 

Battery terminals are smothered in a black 

super-Blu Tack substance lest they decide 

to unhitch themselves. The unlikeliest 

eventuality is treated as a potential reality.

No member of this small team is an Island 

virgin; not Evans, not James’ race mechanic 

Phil Biggs and certainly not James himself. 

“After last year’s disqualification [Hiller 

was excluded from the 2016 Senior Classic 

results after finishing third, for having 

an oversize engine] the first thing James 

said to me about the bike was, quite 

understandably, ‘Is it legal?’.”

Stafford freely admits he’s in awe 

of Hillier’s abilities. “He’d very little 

experience of twins,” he says. “His method 

was to take each practice lap section-

by-section. He’d mark out a particular 

stretch in his mind and nail that before 

concentrating on another bit. Then he’d 

piece it all together so he could give it 

everything in the race. He’d only ever 

ridden a 748 prior to this, and his practice 

times were never a full indication of what 

he could do in the race. His three days of 

practice went from 111, to 117 to 120mph. 

And there was more to come. It was great 

working with him. He puts his all into it.”

And Stafford put a fair chunk of his all 

into it too. First the small matter of £5000 

Massive old P8 ECU as used 
back in the day. “We could have 
got more power from a  later 
one, but we try to keep it real,” 
says Stafford. It’s about the 
size of a Cornflake packet 
(family, not variety size)

Öhlins FG9050 forks. 
Team will be going with K-Tech 
internals for the 2018 campaign

Stoppers an effective  mix of  
stock discs, Discacciati billet 
calipers running TRW pads

996 engine, “It’s maybe got a couple 
more horsepower than a 1992 888, 
but not by much,” says Stafford. Put 
together by Louigi Moto in Bristol 
(01761 453366,  louigimoto.com)

749 gearbox so output 
shaft is a locknut, not 
a less mechanically 
secure two-bolt plate. 
Ratios work better 
too. Hiller stayed with 
16/37 gearing for 
practice and race 

Oxford Products bought dinner for the 
team. “It’s my bike with their blessing 

for the livery,” says team financier/
principal/gofer/driver Stafford Evans



Standard 851 frame with 

bolt-on crossbrace in airbox 

(Ducati Corse component). 

Corse  rear adjuster top 

rocker on shock linkage too

Five-spoke Marchesinis 

wearing Metzeler Racetecs, 

3.5-inch front, 5.5-inch rear

Far left: old school 
fix for a bit of slack 
in rear brake lever. 

Left: relieved carbon 
clutch cover draws 

in much-needed 
cooling air

H E L M E T S

Very well thought out  
design... absolute bargain 

Customer review, May 12, 2017

PINLOCK IN THE BOX

AIRFLOW ENHANCING TOP VENT

REMOVABLE SOFT FEEL LINER

DROP DOWN SUN VISOR

MULTI DENSITY EPS LINER

SINGLE-HAND FLIP-UP OPERATION

A L L  F R O M  J U S T  £ 8 9 . 9 9 ...

T H A T ’ S  T H E  D E X T E R  E F F E C T

D E X T E R  S P E C T R O N

Available at www.sportsbikeshop.co.uk
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for each engine (and that’s just engines). 

Two bikes were taken, one ate its motor in 

practice (the reason yet to be revealed as it 

hasn’t been taken down yet), so with just 

one working engine, things were looking 

mildly precarious. 

But Stafford’s previous experience with 

big Dukes on The Island stood them in 

reasonable stead. Stuart Rayner rode a 

Stafford-prepped 888 in 2014 and much 

was learned about longevity. They took 

the one bike and it finished. One of the 

imperatives was keeping engine speeds as 

low as possible. 

“This year’s bike makes maximum power 

at just under 9000rpm, so it’s a lot less 

stressed than at the more usual 10,500. 

We only use the extra revs in sixth gear so 

piston speeds are largely way under 22m/s.” 

If that errant stone hadn’t punched its way 

through the front pot’s cambelt cover and 

inserted itself between belt and pulley 

Trevor Nation
“Yeah, not my favourite bike, not my favourite 

year either – it virtually finished my racing. The 

bike didn’t have right heads or the right ECU. It 

only managed 155mph on the Sulby straight, 

170mph was what you needed, but then 

Hizzy’s Norton was timed at 191mph anyway. 

We could have 107bhp with a lean EPROM 

or 120 with a rich version, but that made 

it terrible out of the corners. The bike was 

meant to be an Oxford Products/Sports 

Motorcycles effort, but Oxford had it in their 

blue, so Wynny [Steve Wynn] didn’t really want 

to know, and I can’t blame him. The best I did 

on that bike was a third at Donington in the 

British Championship, mainly because it’s such 

a flowing track you can get away with having 

less power.

“It broke me that bike – there’s nothing 

worse than being sat on a bike on the startline 

knowing you’ve got no chance. That 888 was a 

brick wall for me.” 

knocking the timing out by one tooth, it’s 

highly likely Hillier would have finished the 

race in style. 

“The Island breaks bikes and hearts,” says 

Stafford, who was to be found comfortably 

ensconced in the paddock beer tent shortly 

after learning James had come to no harm 

when the bike called it quits at Ballacraine 

on lap two. They shall return. “I’d love 

James to sign up for 2018. He’s so, so 

impressive.” We shall see. 

“MAKES MAXIMUM POWER AT  9000 – A 
LOT LESS STRESSED THAN AT 10,500RPM”

Through Westwood 
and into Kirkmichael. 
Relentless effort



Capture your freedom and escape. It’s the feeling 
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bike our team make it as hassle-free as possible, so 
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#ItsWhatWeDo

RIDING 
WHATEVER
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• We search our panel of insurers to find you

   our best price for the cover you need
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• Expert 24-hour claims service
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Wiring

Products
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comprehensive 
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free catalogue
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18-26 November Motorcycle Live
What: VJMC display

Where: NEC, Birmingham
Go: vjmc.com

14-15 October Stafford Show
What: club stands and displays, 
pervading whiff of bovine urea

Where: Stafford County 
Showground

Go: classicbikeshows.com

GO
CLUBBING

Life is all about the taking part. Make 
some memories. Go get involved

22 OCTOBER
Ace Cafe Red Oktober
What: Eastern Bloc Night on the 
North Circular
Where: Ace Cafe, London
How much: not a bean to turn up
Go: london.acecafe.com,  
0208 961 1000

28 OCTOBER
Squires Monthly Jumble
What: Autojumble
Where: Squires Cafe, Newthorpe, 
Nr. Sherburn in Elmet, W Yorks

How much: free to turn up
Go: squires-cafe.co.uk,  
01977 684618

29 OCTOBER
The South of England Classic 
Motorcycle Show & Bikejumble
What: It’s a show and a jumble
Where: South of England 
Showground, Ardingly, West 
Sussex
How much: £6 adult, £5 over-
65s, under-16s free
Go: elkpromotions.co.uk

DIRTY BUSINESSDIRTY BUSINESS

T
he Dirt Bike Show at Stoneleigh is 

to the off-road world what the Ally 

Pally and NEC once were to road 

bikes. There’s a lot more to see and buy 

than modern mud-plugging motorcycles 

at the event. Older machinery is 

well-represented too as well as all the 

equipment and accessories you might 

require to make dirt bike riding as 

painless as possible. If you’ve been 

promising yourself that you’ll take up 

off-road riding one of these winters, now 

might be the time.

Where: National Agricultural and 

Exhibition Centre, Stoneleigh, 

Warwickshire

How much: £16 adults, £10 senior citizens, 

£10 children 11-15, under 11s free

Go: dirtbikeshow.co.uk

26-29 OCTOBER 2017

GO HERE TOO Sidecar Bash
28-29 OCTOBER
Sidecar Bash
Those bold boys and girls who risk all in 
and on the skips need our love too. This 
is the fourth edition of the Auto 66 
Road Racing Club’s inexplicably popular 
two-day Sidecar Bash at Cadwell Park.
Billed as the largest sidecar-orientated 
event in the country, there will be 
everything from scooter outfits to 
F1-spec machines similar to those 
raced in the support class for the MCE 
British Superbike series.
Where: Cadwell Park, Lincolnshire
How much: £10 adult OTG each day, 
£19 OTG adult weekend, £6 child 
13-15 OTG each day, £12 child 

13-15 OTG weekend, u-13s free
Go: cadwellpark.co.uk

 Balancing act
22 OCTOBER
KIA National Twinshock 
Championship Round 9
Don’t worry that you missed the first 
eight rounds, you’ll soon catch up with 
the action. Expert and Clubman class 
trials event featuring twin-shock, 
monoshock, historic Spanish and 
Britshock/Pre ’72 classes. 
Where: Cwmwhitton Farm, 
Knighton, Powys LD7 1NL 
How much: free to spectate
Go: acu.org.uk
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from Germany
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£100K UK & European

UK motorcycle collection
and delivery service

Full goods in transport insurance
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Vintage Honda parts specialistsince 1986

Where would these bikes be without our parts service?

David Silver Honda Museum

with over 150 models from 
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Tony Barrow 
Unashamed two-stroke fanatic 

Tony caught the fettling bug from 
his late father. “He watched me 

rebuild a DT50, when I was 14; he 
helped me if I went wrong, and it 

taught me loads.” Has owned all the 
big strokers and knows the 

RG500 is where 
it’s at.
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A
ll great art is made from suffering, it is 

said. If that’s the case, Tony Barrow’s 1986 

RG500 is nothing short of a masterpiece. 

It’s taken the 36-year-old IT entrepreneur 

the best part of three years to work his 

Suzuki through a complete top-to-bottom 

restoration, and it was a masochistic 

hurt-fest of anguish from start to finish. 

“It’s fought me every step of the way,” he says with a grin that 

testifies to past pain and relief in equal measure. “I’ve restored 

loads of bikes and cars in the past, but this thing damn near 

killed me getting it to this stage. There were times when I 

seriously doubted whether it was worth carrying on with it.”

Having previously owned and enjoyed a Honda NS400R and 

later a brief and altogether less satisfying stewardship of a 

Yamaha RD500LC – “I only rode that to the MoT station and 

back before I sold it; a real anti-climax,” says Tony. A confirmed 

two-stroke nut, he started off with a DT50 aged 14 before 

working his way through an Aprilia AF1 50 and numerous 

SP-spec 250s. He then decided the big stroker kicks he craved 

would only be satisfied by an RG500. 

“I posted on the RGV forum that I was looking for an RG and 

a guy on there, Stathis, got in touch. He’d bought one to restore, 

but knew he’d never get around to doing it. I’d had dealings with 

him before so the fact he was in Athens, Greece, didn’t worry 

It arrived from Athens, a hound 
with a bag of nails in its jaws. 
After untold amounts of pain, 
suffering and expense, Tony Barrow’s 
RG finally emerged, as the pristine 
square four he always craved  

You’d think motorbikes were 
the most serious thing in the 

entire universe judging by the 
looks on their faces

Words: Jim Moore | Pictures: Stuart Collins

GREEK 
TRAGEDY
(WITH A HAPPY ENDING)
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me. I was looking for a project rather than a 

minter so having to rely on pictures before 

buying wasn’t an issue either. It cost me 

£900 to get it shipped over to the UK 

though.” 

What Tony bought was a streetfighter, 

converted to take RGV front and rear ends 

– arguably the worst starting point for a 

back-to-stock build. “And that was where 

the trouble started,” says Tony rolling his 

eyes at the memory of the farce that was 

about to unfold. The ’fighter build was 

allegedly the work of a professional – 

presumably one with only a hammer and 

chisel to hand.

“It wasn’t great, but even then I didn’t 

start panicking until I’d got it stripped down 

Cases previously busted and (badly) welded were beyond reclame. Spare pipes from Norway (right)

“And I swear I’ll wring your 
neck like a chicken if this 
thing gets thrown down 
the road.”

to the frame. But at that point I thought the 

project was over.”

The frame’s lower rail had been cut and 

butchered to squeeze the RGV ’arm in place 

– presumably whoever had carried out the 

work had no intention of going back to 

standard, or any idea how valuable RGs 

would become. Finding another RG500 

frame at sensible money was unlikely, so 

Tony had to think smart.

“I bought a mint RG400 frame off Peter 

Kent [he of Biaggi YZR Special Brew and 

Silver Dream Racer feature fame, PS June 

and September 2017]. Stathis, being the top 

bloke I knew he was, picked up the cost of 

the frame, and I had the lower rail cut out 

and welded into my 500 frame. I then had 

READER 

RESTO TIP

“Don’t assume that simply because the 

part you’re after is old it’ll no longer be 

available, or that if it is it’ll cost the 

earth. It took me over a year to find the 

mirrors – I wasn’t prepared to pay 

£250, so I waited and got these 

NOS ones for £100.”

It can all get a bit 
touchy-feely when very 
decent paint is involved
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“THE WAY IT WAS GOING, THE ONLY THING 
LEFT WOULD BE THE CRANKS. THEN THEY 
TOLD ME THEY WERE SCRAP AS WELL”

the RGV conversion parts put into the 400 

chassis and sold it on as ‘special ready’. 

Saved me a huge headache and a load of 

cash, but the guy I sold that frame to had a 

standard 500 that he was going to turn into 

a special. Given what I was doing with mine, 

I could have cried when he told me.”

Knowing that he was still most of an 

RG500 away from a complete bike, Tony 

spread the word that he was after pretty 

much everything – swingarm, wheels, forks, 

panels, pipes, the lot. Cue a call from RG 

fanatic Nigel Hurst who’d just broken a 500 

for parts; he had most of what was needed 

so Tony didn’t have to be asked twice to pop 

over to Nigel’s and fill up the back of his car.

Obviously, an engine rebuild was on the 

cards but, as was proving to be the case with 

this RG, a quick refresh and bolt up 

wouldn’t suffice. Tony likes to build his own 

engines, yet with so many Gamma-shaped 

plates already spinning he elected to 

farm-out those duties for this square-four. 

The crank and barrels were dispatched to 

BDK Engineering for a refresh and rebore, 

then on to RG specialist Mark Dent to put 

the whole thing together. A simple plan, or 

so it seemed.

“I’d joked with BDK that the way the 

build was going, the only thing decent left of 

the RG I’d bought would be the cranks. I 

was laughing until they told me the cranks 

were scrap as well. I ended up shelling out 

for another set of webs that they could build 

replacement cranks around. The barrels 

needed work. BDK rebored them and 

matched them to new Wossner pistons. They 

bored the front cylinders to 58mm and the 

rears to 58.5mm, having assured me that 

any effect from the 0.5mm size difference 

between the two will only be marginal – it’ll 

give me another rebore on the front 

cylinders should I need it in future.”

Then, just as Tony’s wallet thought it was 

fit to come off life-support, Mark Dent 

dropped a bomb. “He phoned to say the 

cases were knackered. I could have cried 

(again). It’d thrown a rod on the front 

left-hand cylinder, and someone had welded 

the cases back together – badly. The repair 

was so poor and you could see light 

between the cases.”

RG cases are matched and line-bored from 

the factory, so they have to be replaced as a 

matching set. Cue the sound of ringing cash 

tills. There was more bad news. “First, 

second and sixth gears were in poor shape. 

The ’box can be a weak spot on RGs, so 

fitting a NOVA cluster is a common upgrade 

in RG circles. Not cheap though. Instead I 

got MPE in Manchester to machine me up 

some replacement cogs. While they were at 



it, I got them to make first a slightly lower 

ratio so it’s easier to get off the line.”

At this point Tony had shelled out well 

over three grand and only had a frame, that 

had been fixed, and a handful of engine 

internals that made the grade. By any 

standards that’s a poor haul with which to 

start a project. Luckily someone up above 

must have taken pity on Tony, and a 

matching set of cases with gearbox plate 

found their way to him.

“Once I’d got them Mark started 

rebuilding the motor. He was able to reuse 

the clutch – in fact it looked as if it hadn’t 

had that much use so it must have been 

replaced at some point.”

Keen to roll with the theme of avoiding 

known RG problems in the future, Mark 

recommended billet disc valve covers. The 

originals have a composite inner that breaks 

apart over time and, if you’re unlucky, it’s 

ingested by the motor – the resulting 

damage culminating in a bill of 

unimaginable proportions. 

“RGs are also notorious for flooding their 

carbs when left to stand, so I got some 

supplementary fuel lines from Rick Lance in 

the States. Basically, it puts another on/off 

switch between the tank and carbs. The 

whole idea was to build this bike once – I 

didn’t want to be stripping and fixing it 

every time I wanted to use it, so these little 

upgrades really help.”

Tony’s spares haul from Nigel Hurst netted 

the stock wheels, brakes and swingarm. The 

’arm, although structurally sound, has lost 

its lustre and was lightly pitted. “The only 

option was to get it powdercoated,” explains 

Tony – a good choice, too, as it masks the 

pockmarks and only reveals its coated finish 

close up. 

Powdercoat appears only sparingly on the 

rest of the bike; on the fairing cage, top yoke 

and a handful of brackets. “I’m not a big fan 

of it. I had the wheels painted by National 

Alloys, rather than coated, because that way 

you can still see the casting marks on the 

rims; it looks more original.”

Tony rebuilt the stock forks himself, 

meticulously refreshing them with new seals 

and oil. Powerhouse Automotive stripped, 

cleaned and rebuilt the calipers, “They do 

such a good job, I thought ‘why not?’.” Said 

calipers now push on EBC sintered pads fed 

by Venhill lines.

Standard exhausts are now becoming 

something of a hens’ teeth item in RG 

circles, so when Tony heard of a complete, 

mint set for sale in Norway he didn’t 

hesitate to wire payment over to 

Scandinavia. “There are loads of RG400 

pipes for sale out there, but genuine 500 

spannies are almost unheard of now. The set 

I got really are mint.”

“LUCKILY SOMEONE UP ABOVE MUST HAVE 
TAKEN PITY ON TONY, AND A MATCHING 
SET OF CASES WITH GEARBOX PLATE 
FOUND THEIR WAY TO HIM”

When something looks this fine it’s as well to imagine the agonies of its rebirth first. Nothing good comes easy
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THE 
BUILD
Tony took a fairly big punt on 
what would arrive from Athens, 
but even he was alarmed at 
the extent of what repairs and 
restoration would be needed. 
Frame, panels, cases, ’box, 
barrels, pipes all shot to pieces 

AUG 2015 Brace yourself
The frame’s original bottom brace had been 
replaced by this to allow fitment of the RGV 
swingarm - none of which Tony wanted.

AUG 2015 Greek tragedy
Streetfightered Gamma bought from a man in 
Athens turns out to be a horrible bodge-up. And 
it cost the best part of a grand to ship over…

FEB 2016 Colour me bad
Bodywork sourced. “I originally bought mint side 
panels but they were the wrong colour so I sold 
them and bought two I could get sprayed.”

AUG 2016 Yes we can
One of the super rare Sugaya cans had been 
flattened. With replacements at eye-watering 
money, Tony blew it straight with an airline.

FEB 2017 Back (end) in the game
Gamma starts to take shape. Top lefthand 
silencer was the one Tony repaired (above). You 
can barely tell it was damaged in the first place.

MAY 2016 Gearing up
First, second and sixth gears were knackered so 
Tony had new cogs made by MPE in Manchester. 
First runs a slightly lower ratio than stock, too.

DEC 2016 Dry build
Two-stroke genius Mark Dent built the motor. He 
cleaned up the porting, reprofiled the heads and 
decked the barrels to match port timing.

AUG 2017 Plastic fantastic
Warrington based Mark Reynolds transformed 
the mismatch of panels into something truely 
worthy of gracing a 500 this good.

SEPT 2015 Back in the frame
Tony solved the issue by buying an RG400 
frame, cutting out the lower brace and welding 
that the 500 chassis. “I sold the 400 frame on.” 

MAY 2016 Open and shut cases
Given the state of the RG when Tony bought it, 
it was an irritation rather than a shock that the 
cases were shot. A new set were sourced.

FEB 2017 Cover up
RG disc valve covers are notorious for breaking 
up and allowing debris to enter (read ruin) the 
motor. Billet replacements are the answer.
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But they’re not stock pipes on the bike – 

what’s the story?

“I was all set to fit them when I got a call 

from a guy I know who imports bikes and 

parts from Japan. ‘I’ve got something here I 

think you’ll like,’ he goes. He’d brought in a 

proddie race RG500 that was wearing a set 

of Sugaya pipes – RG guys go nuts for them, 

they’re the pipes. Sugaya used to make the 

kit pipes for RGVs so they have an 

association with Suzuki. The exhausts he’d 

got for me were in a right state though.”

The RG they’d come off had, prior to a 

long lay-up, been thrown down the track 

and, it would appear, flipped. The top left 

can was crushed and bent back on itself, and 

the spannies themselves required some 

work to fill-in numerous pinholes where 

water ingress had eaten its way through the 

mild steel.

“Knowing that a new set of Sugaya 

spannies costs the fat end of £2500, and 

four new end cans are 800 quid, I figured I’d 

have a go at fixing them myself. I made two 

bungs to go in each end of the crushed 

silencer, then attached my airline to one of 

the ends and pumped in air. That was 

enough to pop the can straight again. Now 

there’s only a tiny crease, but it’s hidden by 

the tail unit anyway. I had the spannies 

welded up, then gently polished up the cans 

with a dremel and Solvol.”

The finishing touch is the super-rare 

Sugaya stickers on the lower cans. “They’re 

genuine, from Japan, not reproduction. 

Ex-pat Drew Moriman got them for me 

– top bloke. The first thing other RG owners 

ask is, ‘where did you get those pipes? How 

much do you want?’ They’re not for sale.”

With the finishing line for the build in sight 

it should have been plain sailing all the way 

to the MoT station. Not with this RG. 

Warrington based spray gun genius Mark 

Reynolds did a magnificent job transforming 

the hotch-potch of multicolored panels into 

the glorious blue and white of a true 

Gamma 500. Tony fitted the freshly finished 

panels, ran the bike up to check all was well 

mechanically, then turned in for the night.

“I went into the garage the next morning, 

and I could smell petrol. There was a pool of 

The faintest wisp of blue 
haze as the RG clears its 
throats and gets down to it

A (very) regular part of RG ownership 
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Not all it seams…
As if this restoration hadn’t 

given Tony enough grief, a 

hairline crack on the tank’s 

lefthand lower seam almost 

finished him off.  “It leaked 

and twice ruined the paint on 

the tank and panel before we 

found the crack. I was pulling 

my hair out at that point…”

Hump back
Another jewel from Tony’s parts 

haul from fellow RG nut Nigel 

Hurst. Even unpainted as a 

NOS part these plastic cowls 

command £300-plus. Gulp…

Sugaya spannies
The holy grail of ‘must haves’ for any 
RG owner. Made in Japan and hideously 
expensive they’ve been meticulously 
restored by Tony to grace his Gamma.

DEVILISH 
DETAILS
Details can mean nothing unless 
the overall look is enhanced by 
them. These are the making of this 
immaculate Gamma

SPECIFICATION
  1986 Suzuki RG500

ENGINE

Type liquid-cooled, disc-valve, 

square-four two-stroke with AEC

Capacity 498cc

Bore x stroke 56 x 50.6mm

Compression 7:1

Carburation 4 x VM28SS Mikuni

Ignition Suzuki PEI

TRANSMISSION

Clutch wet, multiplate

Gearbox 6-speed

Primary/final drive gear/chain

CHASSIS

Frame box-section aluminium perimeter

Front suspension 38mm air-assisted forks with 

preload adj and anti-dive

Rear suspension Full Floater single shock 

with preload adj

Front brake 2 x 260mm discs with 

four-piston calipers

Rear brake 1 x 210mm disc with 

twin-piston caliper

Front tyre 110/90V 16

Rear tyre 120/90V 17

DIMENSIONS

Dry weight 154kg (430lb)

Wheelbase 1425mm (56.1in)

Seat height 770mm (30.3in)

Fuel capacity 22L (5.8 gal)

PERFORMANCE

Top speed 149mph

SS ¼ mile 11.6s@119mph

Power (claimed) 95bhp@9500rpm

Torque (claimed) 52.3lb.ft@9000rpm

Fuel consumption 30mpg

Price new (1985) £3299

Left: clock surround was a find 
among the haul from Nigel 
Hurst (thanks Nige).
Right: the big-four won’t burst 
into life without a helping of 
’bar-mounted choke



Panel show
With original Suzuki panels either horribly 

expensive or unobtainium it’d have been 

understandable had Tony opted to use 

aftermarket. But, as this resto shows, he’s a 

patient fella. It took a year to find a bellypan. 

“They’re £600 new, this was £240.”   

Got some front
Stock forks refreshed by 

Tony, calipers overhauled by 

braking specialists Powerhouse 

Automotive, lines are black-finish 

Venhill. Two-pack paint finish 

on the wheels gives the bike an 

original rather than restored feel.
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Left: replacement swingarm 
required powdercoat to 
cover up past scars.
Right: flush tail light is 
J-spec, as are ‘must-have’ 
faired-in front winkers 
(below)
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Check out our
website today 

for the
full range

Unit 4 Victoria Street
Industrial Estate,
Leigh, Lancashire

WN7 5SE, England
Email: z@z-power.co.uk
Tel +44 (0)1942 262864
Fax +44 (0)1942 670816

www.z-power.co.uk
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Premium bespoke disc manufacturing service for one-offs or batches enabling you
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Please visit our new website

Simon Thompson Tel: 07710 148939

Email: email@70s-80srestorations.co.uk
Website: www.70s-80srestorations.co.uk
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fuel on the floor but, more worryingly, neat 

petrol had leaked out stripping the paint off 

the bottom edge of the tank and side panel 

below. Gutted doesn’t even come close.”

A fresh set of petcock seals and washers 

later, not to mention Mark’s second spray 

job on the tank and panel, and Tony was 

back in business.

“It only bloody did it again. The tank and 

panel were ruined a second time and by 

then I was pulling my hair out. I thought I 

might have pinched a washer or something 

when putting it back together, so I sent the 

tank back to Mark again and I ordered 

another fuel tap rebuild kit – all genuine 

Suzuki stuff.

“So, I get the tank back off Mark – again 

– and I’m thinking, ‘something’s not right 

here’. Turns out there was a tiny hairline 

crack in the bottom seam of the tank. I was 

relieved to have found the problem, but I 

then had to send the tank off to be lined. 

The firm I sent it to snapped the bloody fuel 

tap, so I had to get another one of those. It 

was just one thing after another. Fortunately 

– for my sanity as much as anything else – 

that all cured the leak.”

Given all the grief, pain and financial 

suffering Tony has endured while 

transforming this Gamma from shagged-out 

Greek streetfighter to fighting-fit 500 it’s a 

wonder he can even bring himself to look at 

the thing. Far from it. Now he’s not only 

looking forward to riding the thing: this 

Suzuki is a keeper, he says. Unlike many of 

the 250 strokers that have passed through 

his hands in recent years. Time to find out if 

it’s been worth all that suffering…

“IT ONLY BLOODY DID IT AGAIN. TANK AND 
PANELS RUINED A SECOND TIME AND BY 

THEN I WAS PULLING MY HAIR OUT ”

Nitron rear shock makes 
the stock front end feel a 
bit sub-standard

Nothing quite like a 
nice, crisp RG



READER RESTO TIP“Find out what the issues with the 
original bike were, and fix them. RGs 

are known for their disc valve covers 
breaking up and ruining motors, and 

the carbs filling with fuel and ruining 
the bellypan through leakage. I’ve sorted both.”
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“AT EIGHT GRAND THE MAGIC 
HAPPENS AND THE TACHO 
NEEDLE BUZZ-SAWS ITS WAY 
UP TO THE 10,000RPM 
REDLINE”

THE RIDE
I’m never usually nervous riding other 

people’s bikes, but knowing how much 

torment this RG has put Tony through in the 

last three years, both emotional and 

financial, I can’t help but wonder what it’s 

got in store for me. 

My feelings turn from anxiety to surprise 

as the big-four bursts into life. I’d expected 

the single-skin Sugaya spannies to cackle 

with ferocious intent but amazingly their 

bark is little more than standard. Crisper, 

yes, noisier, barely.

There’s blue smoke aplenty as we head off 

from Tony’s gaff into the Cheshire 

countryside. Mark Dent (safely) jetted the 

bike a touch richer than optimum and 

Tony’s going to tweak the fuelling in time, 

but for now it’s a sensible starting point.

Gamma 500s won’t pull your arms out 

their sockets, as legend has it, unless they’re 

sporting a stage-three tune. What they are, 

however, is surprisingly flexible, tractable 

and effective in all road conditions. Tony’s 

RG is as happy bimbling through town as it 

is holding 90mph on an A-road or shrieking 

up through the ’box away from the lights – 

that lower first ratio making life much less 

stressful for the clutch from the off. 

Things are all very civilised below 

7000rpm. From that point the motor sniffs 

the chance to neck fuel like a wino at last 

orders. At eight grand the magic happens 

and my left foot bangs the lever up each 

time the tacho needle buzz-saws its way 

through to the 10,000rpm redline. Mark 

Dent’s running-in advice was simple: 

“Thrash it.” Right you are…

I love the sensation of this square-four 

stroker on full-noise, but the reality is it’s 

not that quick. A late ’90s supersport 600 

will hand it its arse on a plate, and yet never 

feel as intense or furious as the RG. 

What the Gamma has on its side, however, 

is a tangible lack of weight. At 154 kilos it 

Stickers on the lower cans worth more than the 
bike itself (for some people). But Tony does say 
this: “Now I’ve restored an RG500 I fully 
understand why people ask £15,000 for them.”
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flicks from side to side as if it should be 

wearing L-plates; it’s slim, too, and I – all 15 

stone of me – no doubt look ridiculous 

aboard the thing. Tony’s decision to fit a 

Nitron shock at the rear was inspired, the 

damping being way more controlled and 

considered than standard; alas the standard 

forks and 16-inch front wheel combo 

protest with choppy resistance on anything 

less than freshly laid tarmac. I’m not a fan of 

steering dampers though, I’d keep a looser 

grip of the ’bars and live with any twitches. 

Tony’s got his RG set-up very near perfect. 

A touch leaner on the fuelling, and a play 

here and there with the damping (he’s a 

good two stone lighter than me, so he may 

not even need to do that) and it’ll be pretty 

much perfect. 

I’m pleased Tony’s decided to keep the 500 

too, because there’s much to enjoy about 

the bike he’s built. Not so much a Greek 

tragedy, more a late twentieth century  

Anglo-Japanese triumph. 

Thanks to
l BDK Engineering, crank rebuild, rebore
l Mark Dent, engine build
l Mark Reynolds, paintwork 
l Naomi Mayabeplus, putting him in touch with Drew
l Drew Moriman, stickers 
l Helen Barrow, encouragement
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ERiK
Wreckless

He was going to build his own bikes come hell or high water – and that 
he achieved. Erik Buell threw engineering conservatism to the wind and 

although his fortunes fluctuated, his huge reputation endures 
Words: Phil West | Pictures: Dave Gess, Bauer archive

From farm hand to 
factory owner, Erik Buell  
went his own way 
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 1986-1988 RR1000 
‘Battletwin’
Radical sportsbike born from RW750 
racer: ultra lightweight tubular steel frame 
housing iron-barrelled XR1000 Harley 
V-twin. Debuted many radical chassis 
ideas including uniplanar rubber engine 
mounts and underslung monoshock 
worked in extension not compression. It 
set the Buell Motor Company on its way.

 2003-2009 Buell XB family
With Harley ownership came an all-new 
range and with it the realisation of Buell’s 
vision for a ‘Trilogy Of Tech’, ie mass 
centralisation, low unsprung weight 
and frame rigidity via a new twin-spar 
frame which also held the fuel plus 
Buell’s ‘ZTL’ (‘Zero Torsional Load’) single 
rim disc. These were  best-sellers but  
development costs hampered profits. 2009 Buell 1125CR

The preceding, 2007, half-faired 1125R 
sportster grabbed more headlines as it 
debuted Buell’s new 146bhp Rotax-built 
V-twin. But this later, short-lived naked 
version is arguably the better – if not 
Buell’s all-time best – bike. It’s a great road 
package, the R’s early foibles are fixed 
and it still has plenty of one-of-a-kind 
Buell identity – assuming you can find one 
these days.

ERIK’S GREATEST HITS

L
ike all mavericks, Erik Buell has never 

walked the easiest or most sensible 

path. As an up-and-coming racer he 

once had to borrow money from rivals 

just to get home after a meeting – he’d 

gambled on prize money covering it – and lost.

In his private life, after two divorces, he married 

his first teenage love – Tish (who’d left him three 

decades earlier when he refused to quit the track).

But it’s with his left-field motorcycling creations 

– first in racing, then with Harley-powered 

street sportsters and, finally, with a homegrown 

American superbike – that Buell’s reputation will 

ultimately rest.

All, in many ways, were brilliant. And yet, 

particularly with the benefit of hindsight, all were 

also flawed. Yet together they leave a legacy of an 

innovative and brave ‘David’ taking on a corporate, 

establishment ‘Goliath’ that demands nothing but  

outright admiration.

Born the day after April Fool’s Day in 1950, 

Buell grew up on a Pennsylvania farm. In his late 

20s, besotted with bikes, he worked days as a 

motorcycle mechanic, nights studying for an 

engineering degree and at weekends he raced – 

first on a Ducati in AMA Superbikes then, aboard 

a TZ750, in Formula 1. After graduating in 1979, 

Erik promptly flew to Milwaukee, talked himself 

into a job at Harley-Davidson and ended up 

working on both the radical but stillborn ‘Nova’ V4 

and on the chassis development of the excellent 

FXR, with rubber-mounted engine.

Meantime, he was still racing. In 1981, 

with TZ750s now obsolete, Buell bought a 

British Barton square-four stroker, but was so 

disappointed with its chassis he built his own. 

He raced the resulting ‘RW750’ in ’82 and, when 

Barton folded later that year, Buell took up an 

option to buy up engines and parts with a view to 

selling replicas. He quit H-D to concentrate on the 

project and, in 1983, the Buell Motor Company 

was born.

But with the shipment of the Barton parts 

delayed it wasn’t until 1984 that the first 

customer bike was produced (which garnered 

glowing reviews) and it was then that Buell 

received the first of many hammer blows: In the 

Spring of 1985 the AMA canned F1 in favour of 

Superbikes rendering his RW750, with just two 

built, instantly obsolete.

Yet Erik, as he was to prove throughout his 

career, wasn’t one to roll over. With no income but 

a bike-building facility ready to go, he decided 

to modify the RW chassis and instead build road 

bikes using a container-full of XR1000 engines 

sourced via contacts at Harley.

“I didn’t start this (company) just to go racing,” 

he said years later. “I really wanted to create an 

environment for people to be radically innovative.” 

As a result there was much more to the bike 

he built than ‘just’ a Harley-engined sportsbike. 

Buell’s steel trellis frame was both light and used 

innovative rubber mounts (similar to the FXR’s). 

As the V-twin lump was so large, Buell relocated 

the shock under the engine with a linkage that 

operated in the opposite way to convention. 

Finally, it was all clothed in ultra-aerodynamic, 

all-enclosing bodywork. The result, the RR1000 

‘Battletwin’, wasn’t just uniquely engineered, it 

looked sensational and had the handling to back 

it up. All 50 made between 1986 and 1988 sold 

quickly. The Buell Motor Company was on its way.

But with the supply of XR1000 engines 

exhausted, Buell instead bought Harley’s new 

 1998 Buell S1W ‘White 
Lightning’
With greater H-D involvement and 
funding for a whole new range – first came 
the ’94 S2, then the ’96 S1 Lightning; a 
stumpy, stunty roadster that in spirit was 
an ‘American Monster’ and arguably the 
pinnacle of the early, tubular frame bikes. 
The 1998 S1W White Lightning was the 
pick of the bunch with a larger tank and 
Thunderstorm heads (for an extra 10bhp).

Erik Buell

 Restless man with a 
restless mind

New broom right of 
bench was always 
going to sweep old 
thinking away

RW750: all-new 
chassis for potent 
Barton engine



2013 EBR 

1190RX

After the closure of 
Buell by H-D in 2009 
Erik immediately set 
up EBR (Erik Buell 
Racing – he was barred 
from using  the Buell 
name). He converted 
1125Rs into 1190RR 
racers then, once a 
ban expired, road 
machines, all which 
were evolutions of 
the 1125s. The peak 
of these was the 
1190RX superbike, 

an impressive, 185bhp 
beast, although it was 
still no Ducati.

“I WANTED TO CREATE 
AN ENVIRONMENT FOR 

PEOPLE TO BE 
RADICALLY 

INNOVATIVE”

www.biketorqueracing.co.uk
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Fast Parts!

World No1  
for Control 
Products!

Grand Prix Pedigree...
Street Bike Prices!

s Highest quality available, widest range of  
chain & sprockets anywhere, from mopeds 
to superbikes... We stock the lot! 

SOLE UK

DISTRIBUTOR

s Improved 
braking 
efficiency

s Abrasion  
& corrosion  
resistant

s Quality, 
performance  
& reliability

SOLE UK

DISTRIBUTOR

World Class Suspension  
for Road, Track & Race!

Tailored to your weight,  
usage & budget!

Custom Shocks made to order!

Beneath the 

RR1000’s 

considerable skin
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The demise of Buell, the Harley-Davidson fire sale and the failed Hero rescue
Much has been written about the 
demise of Buell by owners Harley-
Davidson, who announced Buell’s 
immediate closure on 15 October 
2009. Some blame the arrival of new 
Harley CEO Keith Wandell, others the 
massive losses of Harley’s financing 
division during the 2008-on credit 
crunch. The reality, however, is that 
despite decent sales of the XB, Buell 
had virtually never been profitable or 

been an easy fit with the Harley dealer 
network and, while Harley’s own sales 
were haemorrhaging due to the credit 
crunch, those of sportsbikes such as 
Buells fared even worse. Today, even 
Buell himself doesn’t criticise Harley’s 
decision to close its loss-making sports 
bike divisions (H-D also sold MV Agusta 
less than a year later for a token $1), 
just the way it did it.

Buell’s return within a month under 

the EBR banner seemed at first, as he 
was small-scale and concentrating on 
racing, of little consequence. But with 
his 49 per cent sale for $25m to Hero 
MotoCorp in 2013 and subsequent 
1190 road bikes Buell still clearly 
had big ambitions. That all came 
crashing down when EBR went into 
receivership with $20m liabilities in 
April 2015. There were reports of Hero 
unexpectedly cancelling much-needed 

contracts. Buell himself admits they 
tried to grow too big, too fast, with 
costs spiralling too far ahead of 
revenues.

In January 2016 liquidation 
specialists Liquid Asset Partners 
bought EBR for $2m but despite (very) 
limited production with a skeleton staff  
it was shut down once more in January 
2017, LAP blaming an inability to 
secure new dealers and sales.

1203cc Sportster engine for his next 65 bikes and 
called them the RR1200. Other variants followed, 
Buell’s relationship with Harley grew and the idea 
of Buell producing externally (at little risk to H-D) 
a ‘Harley sportsbike range’, began to take hold.

This was confirmed in 1993 when Harley took 
a 49 per cent stake in BMC so injecting the funds 
necessary for Buell to develop more mainstream 
bikes. The first was the 1994 S2 Thunderbolt, 
a two-seater sports-tourer developed from the 
RR and sold, for the first time, through selected 
Harley dealers. With projected sales of just 300, 
yet with 1399 built between 1994 and 1996, 
the S2 was a big showroom success and was 
followed by the more aggressive, streetfighter 
S1 Lightning (1996-1998). And in 1997 the M2 

Cyclone, a more comfortable naked positioned 
between the earlier two.

But Buell’s most successful years were yet to 
come. In 2003, Harley took over BMC’s remaining 
shares while that same year Buell launched what 
was its most significant and successful model. 

The XB family were the first Buells to truly 
demonstrate Erik’s ‘Trilogy of Tech’ mantra, 
comprising: mass centralisation, low unsprung 
weight and frame rigidity. Its new twin-spar frame 
delivered the latter and also radically acted as 

the fuel tank (while the swingarm contained the 
oil). Both, along with Buell’s signature underslung 
exhaust and shock, centralised mass. The XBs 
also debuted Buell’s equally radical ‘ZTL’ (‘Zero 
Torsional Load’) single rim disc brake system, the  
advantage of which was reduced unsprung weight.

Rounded off with ‘Thunderstorm’ versions 
of Harley’s 883 and 1203 V-twins (which had 
different heads to boost power by 10bhp) the 
XB’s were the most potent, nimble and best 
selling Buells yet, with over 70,000 produced up 

“WOULD THE 1125R HAVE SOLD BETTER IF 
WE’D RACED THE 1125RR? I’LL GO TO MY 
GRAVE BELIEVING WE MADE A MISTAKE”

Erik Buell

Always pushing, always improving  Rim disc: best of all 

 The Buell fuel-frame: 
a good idea
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Your man Erik letting rip 
on the RW750 at Road 
America 1984

Zen-like pitlane 
pose with XB9R

to 2009. Yet it still wasn’t enough. Unexpectedly 
high development costs reduced profitability 
while, having missed out on the V-Rod, Erik 
himself still hankered after a truly modern, water-
cooled powerplant.

“They were great handling bikes,” Buell said of 
the XBs. “But they got set aside by ‘techo’ people 
because the engines weren’t technical enough.”

That finally came in 2007 with the launch of 
the 1125R powered by an all-new, liquid-cooled 
V-twin from Rotax after Harley conceded it hadn’t 
the capacity to build one itself. That itself hinted 
at the problems therein. While Buell wanted a 
full bore, 1190cc superbike, Harley insisted on a 
more gentle, half-faired, 1125cc sport-tourer. The 
result, with characteristically fine handling, was an 
odd-looking, 146bhp compromise and one further 
blighted by a rushed press launch featuring 
underdeveloped bikes. Yet again a Buell wasn’t the 
success hoped for.

“If we’d raced the 1125RR as an 1190 superbike 
first, then come out with the 1125R, would it have 
sold better?” Erik said later. “No freaking doubt. I’ll 
go to my grave believing we made a mistake.”

But even the subsequent closure of Buell 
by Harley in 2009 (see left) couldn’t keep the 
great man down. Although prevented, legally, 
from producing road bikes (or from using his 
own name), Erik immediately bounced back. 

Within a month he’d set up EBR (Erik Buell 
Racing) to convert 1125s into 1190RR racers, 
which, once Harley’s restrictions had expired, 
became the 1190RS roadster. Then, after Indian 
manufacturer Hero Motocorp acquired 49.2% 
of EBR for $25 million, came the 1190RX road 
superbike and, a year later in 2014, the SX naked.

Once again, however, it was doomed to failure. 
In 2015 Hero was reported to have suddenly 
cancelled millions of dollars worth of contracts 
resulting in EBR’s swift slide into receivership in 
April of that year. But even then that wasn’t quite 
the end of the story.  Liquid Asset Partners, LLC 
(LAP) purchased the remains of EBR and on 1 
March 2016 restarted production of a limited 
edition stars-and-stripes edition 1190RX with 
a skeleton workforce of just 12 people. Finally, 
on 27 January 2017, EBR announced it was once 
again ‘winding down’ operations.

Opinions over Buell and his bikes have always 
been mixed. Many praise his ambitious vision 
and radical technical solutions. Others point to 
his overly quirky and unappealing products and 
repeated business failures. With nearly 140,000 
Buells (not to mention EBRs) produced, with a 
series of striking technical ideas, and in a spirit 
of perseverance and bloody-mindedness, Buell 
and his bikes made an impression in motorcycling 
we’re unlikely to see again. 

FIVE THINGS YOU NEVER 
KNEW ABOUT ERIK BUELL

1 He ‘died’ when racing

Early in his racing career Buell 
crashed at Charlotte Raceway and 
briefly stopped breathing before being 
revived by doctors. “I had an out-of-body 
experience, was dead for a while and was 
brought back to life... I was sent back and 
told, ‘There’s more to do down there.’”

2 His very first bikes starred in  

Silver Dream Racer

The Barton square four, which Buell 
housed in his RW750, had been the basis 
of the bikes used in Silver Dream Racer

in 1979. Barton were commissioned to 
build three ‘Silver Dream Racers’ for the 
movie, although just two were finished. 
After filming these were converted  
back into race bikes and eventually sold 
on to Buell. 

3 He chose a thoroughbred engine 

for his first road bike

The success of the RR1000 isn’t just 
down to its RW750 underpinnings.  
Launched in 1983, the XR1000 engine 
was intended as a road-going replica of 
the all-conquering flat-track XR750. 

4 He ‘developed’ the Harley V-Rod

The 2000 V-Rod was originally 
developed by Buell (with Porsche). 
Somewhere along the line Harley 
repurposed and redesigned it to be a 
cruiser engine. “They did offer it to me 
but I just couldn’t take a 230 pound lump 
and make a real sportsbike I could be 
proud of,” he said.

5He’s released an album

Apart from bikes, Buell’s other 
passion is guitar, his favourite being a 
mongrel Fender he calls the ‘Parts-o-
caster’. After BMC’s closure by H-D, Buell 
released an album under the  name Erik 
Buell and The Thunderbolts.



Five thousand pounds is a big chunk of money, 
but it still buys you an awful lot of motorbike if 
you spend it wisely. Here are three current PS
value picks – and for all sorts of reasons      

Words: Jim Moore, Alan Seeley, Mark Graham | Pictures: Jason Critchell
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TDR250
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KAWASAKI

Z650



Hard to believe  the 
three codgers standing 
in the field can actually 
ride the strange things 

surrounding them 

ay, by some freak chance, 
you ended up with five grand 
burning a hole in your Kevlar 
pants – what bike would you 
buy? Your choice of desirable, 

almost affordable PS era delights would be 
vast. While some machines, Yamaha RDs, 
mopeds and 125s increase in value (let’s call 
it cost for those of us without) other bikes 
stay within reasonable wallet-shot.

We (Jim, Alan, Mark) allowed ourselves 
the luxury of that imaginary buy and this is 
what we chose. Our reasons should become 
clear over the next nine pages. 

The explanations and justifications 
involve all the usual: unaffordability in a 

previous (early) life, unbridled nostalgia, 
eye for a potential investment climber, and 
amazingly, something more usually alien to 
old bike nutters: a degree of common sense.
All the bikes are decent examples of 
hardware available across three decades. All 
bar the wonderful TDR, a comparative sales 
flop in its day but a go-to funbus stroker 
now, sold well and can be found fairly easily 
in today’s market. 

Five grand is a fair chunk of cash. But 
none of these machines are mere cash cows 
to salt away and count the money from after 
sitting under a dust sheet for three years or 
more. They’re all rideable day-in, day-out, 
today and every day.   
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Let’s cut to the chase. A Ducati 748 is the 

best way to spend five grand of anyone’s 

money. No ifs, no buts, no arguments. This 

scaled-down 916 ticks every box: elegant 

styling that hasn’t and won’t dim with age. 

Ride and handling that delivers such depth 

and breadth you’ll happily spend the rest of 

your days exploring the possibilities. Racing 

roots and uncluttered design that make it a 

fettler’s dream. And values that will only roll 

north. What’s not to like?

Very little as it turns out, so let’s get those 

out of the way first. The mirrors are pathetic, 

unless you harbour a fetish for staring at 

your own knees. Flip-up stands are an 

accident waiting to happen (fortunately 

this one’s had that flaw addressed). And the 

riding position definitely wasn’t conceived 

with flabby, creaky middle-aged frames in 

mind – but few of us can manage more than 

an hour in the saddle these days without 

requiring a piddle/fag/tea break anyway...

On to the good stuff. Bigger isn’t 

necessarily better, and in the case of the 916 

– legendary though it is – and the 748, the 

smaller sibling wins out. Its 748cc (natch) 

motor spins more freely than its larger 

brother, without diminishing the rich seam 

of torque that underpins the character of the 

engine. Best of both worlds.

The genius of the 748’s mill is its balance; 

being a 90-degree L-twin perfect primary 

balance comes as standard. No annoying 

vibes here, just a creamy, hypnotic throb as 

each power pulse is fired at the back wheel. 

Then there are the numbers. 98bhp might 

sound modest but, allied with a gristly 

55.3lb.ft of torque at 8700rpm, what’s on 

offer to your right hand is never too much 

and yet always enough. Blasting along 

DUCATI 748

the deliciously meandering A-roads of the 

Cambridgeshire/Lincs border I ponder 

whether this desmodromic mill could in fact 

be the perfect road bike motor. I think it is.

Surprisingly perhaps for a rev-hungry 

race rep there’s no redline on the tacho, but 

that dial is largely redundant anyway. You 

ride the 748 on feel – knowing instinctively 

when the next ratio is required, thanks to 

the bassy boom of the twin Arrow cans (a 

tasty addition to this example), whether 

you’re scaling the heights of peak power or 

short-shifting for the next fat gob of torque. 

This 2001 748 is the cooking Biposto 

model – the S-style single seat being a clever 

ruse, although the pillion ’pegs belie that 

artifice. You’ll require considerably deeper 

pockets to bag a pukka SP/S/R yet despite 

those homologation models’ extra exotic 

appeal, a Bip offers 90 per cent of their 

experience for half the price. No brainer.

With a mere 16,600 miles showing on the 

dial this Bip has barely covered a thousand 

miles a year and, as a result – and no doubt 

a life of generous pampering – it feels as 

tight as a drum. Owner Mark (thanks mate) 

warned me pre-ride about the fresh brake 

pads and new tyres, so the first few miles 

aboard this custard yellow bass box allowed 

me to gently reacquaint myself with its 

charms. It’s a few years since I’ve ridden a 

748/916, yet within a couple of miles I’m 

receiving a torrent of information from the 

tyres, suspension and chassis.

The brakes are immense, not only in terms 

of power but also feel. Smearing the front 

Without doubt, this 
is 10 shed loads of 
bike for five grand

748 is the standout 
bike – colour-wise. 
How yellow do you 
want it?

£5K Group Test



WHAT TO LOOK FOR

l Regular use/servicing: there’s nothing this delicate Duke 
likes less than being left to stand. It does them no favours. 
Cam belts MUST be changed every two years, or 6000 
miles (see issue 45 for how to do it). Sticking to the service 
schedule is the key to keeping a Duke sweet.

l Mods: there are good 748 upgrades (Arrow/Termignoni 
pipes, carbon guards, Öhlins suspension, single seats) and 
there is tat too (cheap pipes, low-rent carbon everything, 
badly executed race paint). Go for standard or tastefully 
modded – only these command higher values, plus they say 
much about previous owners.

l Sprag clutch: never attempt to start a big V-twin on a weak 
or low battery. It’s guaranteed to knacker the sprag clutch. 
Repair isn’t that hard but it is expensive and unnecessary.

“IS THIS DESMODROMIC MILL 
THE PERFECT ROAD BIKE MOTOR? 
I THINK IT IS”

Information coming 
thick and fast to the 

rider. Feel and 
feedback are 

everything 

Undeniably handsome wherever you care to look. 
There simply IS NOT a bad angle to inspect a 748 
from. As good to ogle as it is to ride. Magical
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Laverda 750S

Not as polished or refined as the Ducati, but rarer 
and an exotic Italian nonetheless. Amazing Nico 
Bakker chassis, lashings of top shelf components 
(Paioli forks, WP shock, Marchesini wheels, 
Brembo brakes), plus performance and handling 
that’ll keep a 748 honest. But – and it’s a big but – 
the Lav needs myriad niggles sorting. And avoid 
the earlier air/oil-cooled 650 at all costs.

CAN’T FIND A 748?

MV 750 F4

Five grand is the very bottom you’ll pay for a 750 
F4, and the truth is in terms of performance this 
Latin lovely can’t hold a candle to an SRAD 750. 
But just look at it and tell us it doesn’t send a tingle 
through your lower regions. Beautifully designed 
and engineered, guaranteed to pull a crowd and 
snowball in value, but less rewarding to ride than a 
748. The later 1000 has bhp in spades, however.

Pirelli Diablo Rosso II into the road is a two-

digit job, aided by a stoic front end stability 

that encourages you to brake later and 

deeper with every corner. Getting through 

a bend requires little effort – think, look, 

turn. And despite the head-down, arse-up 

stance slappy ’bars are not part of the 748 

experience thanks to the steering damper.

Looks would suggest the 748 is lighter 

than a bag of Skips, but it isn’t. At just over 

200 kilos dry it’s a bit of porker compared 

some sports 600s, but it carries that weight 

so well it feels a good 20-30kg lighter (a 

trick I long to carry off myself).

I make no bones about it, I want a 748. 

You should too. This ’90s masterpiece 

remains a high-water mark in Ducati’s 

catalogue. Later models (749, 848, 899) 

may have been more powerful, faster and 

laced with higher tech, yet none of them 

have matched the 748 as a package for 

performance, looks and desirability. The 

748 will soon be as revered as the original 

750SS, the 888 and the 916. Buy one now 

while they’re still around £5000. It’ll be the 

best five grand you ever spend. 

“AS LONG AS A TDR 
REMAINS CHEAPER 
THAN SOME NEW 
BUDGET COMMUTER 
BIKE, IT’S A BARGAIN”

One of the best ideas 
to never quite catch 
on: two-stroke poke in 
a comfy(ish) package. 
A travesty really 

£5K Group Test
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You will hear no apologies from me for my 

TDR250 evangelism. It is my credo that 

everyone who has even a passing passion for 

the older motorcycle should own an example 

of Yamaha’s misfit two-stroke twin. So much 

so that I own two of them, will not part with 

either, and when pushed by my colleagues to 

name the one bike I would take of all of those 

we own, the TDR is my first choice.

With prices on an ever-steepening trajectory, 

it isn’t unusual for good examples being 

advertised for sale at close to the £5k limit 

set for this test. This fact occasions much 

grumbling from those who remember when 

they were about a grand and still think they 

shouldn’t be much more than that. Get over 

it. For as long as they’re still cheaper than 

some new budget commuter they remain 

some kind of a bargain. Plus, it will not have 

escaped anyone’s attention that they aren’t 

making TDRs or indeed a two-stroke of any 

significant capacity anymore. I’ve also heard 

the arguments that bikes like Yamaha’s MT-07 

are some sort of spiritual successor to the 

TDR. But a four-stroke twin of any capacity is 

to a bonkers two-stroke twin as Boris Johnson 

is to Winston Churchill.

So what were Yamaha thinking when 

they unleashed the TDR250 onto a largely 

indifferent market in 1988? Take a trail bike 

chassis and fit a peaky two-stroke twin totally 

unsuited to off-road riding and what have you 

got? Well that was the question: one dealers 

and their customers struggled to answer. 

Nearly 30 years on and with the fad of 

supermotos come and gone and ‘adventure’ 

styled road bikes still with us, we get it now.

As with many bikes that were underrated 

when launched, the TDR has assumed cult 

status. People will pay top dollar for good 

examples and at £4495 this one, offered for 

sale by south coast dealer On The Wheel 

(01273 020988, onthewheel.co.uk), is 

towards the top end of the current asking 

price bracket.

There’s lots for TDR fans to get excited 

about. The repainted tank and panels look 

fresh, the black Excel rims aren’t stock but 

look trick while the original exhausts are 

solid – usually they rot like crazy where they 

cross over at the front of the engine and 

the original luggage rack is a much coveted 

factory accessory. I’m still searching for the 

latter for one of my own bikes.

This is a Japanese market model, the first 

YAMAHA TDR250

l Yamaha quality: They were not at the top of their 
game in the late 1980s. Finish is poor.  Wheel rims rot 
around the spoke holes from the inside out. Thin steel 
tanks rust internally. Exhausts pit where they cross 
over. The big one is the rear subframe where corrosion 
starts inside the tubes and eventually they can no 
longer support seat and rider.

l Mods: TZR 17in cast wheels were a popular retro-fit 
at one time to extend tyre choice. A better fix is to 
rebuild the wire-spoke wheels with 17in rims. JL 
expansion chambers look best and go straight on with 
no need to rejet. Zero Limits carbon bodywork has 
solved availability issues. 

l Brakes: clean and service the stock calipers. They 
work just fine on the TDR and a Blue Spot front only 
upsets the mastercylinder/caliper ratio.

Game over for Alan. 
Burning gearbox oil 

smokescreen 
sufficient for the 

attentions of Old Bill

Longitudinally stacked instrument set-up should 
(by rights) have tacho top, speedo next down from 
the front and temp gauge on the tank. Surely?

WHAT TO LOOK FOR



obvious outward sign is the aluminium 

swingarm. UK bikes got steel. Straddle the 

long trailie seat and the next giveaway is the 

km/h speedo with a red light that flashes 

on when you exceed 80km/h (50mph). 

Showing just under 13,000 kilometres (8125 

miles) on the odometer it later transpires 

that the mileage is impossible to verify as 

while the speedo and trip work just fine, the 

main distance display clicks off the tenths 

but the rest of the numbers don’t move. 

Turn the key and if you haven’t already got 

your earplugs in and helmet on you’ll hear 

the YPVS system whirring as it does its pre-

start cycle. Starting is easy enough. Lift the 

right-side serrated ’peg and it’s a first-kick 

starter. TDRs only ever get testy on starting 

if compression is down or carburation is 

out. So far so good. The choke is quickly 

dispensed with and I grant the Yam the 

courtesy of a couple of minutes to warm up, 

the needle of the temp gauge nestled in the 

top cowl lifting off the stop.

Plainly it’s been a while since this TDR 

last got a decent run and there’s plenty of 

blue smoke until the accumulated oil in the 

expansion chambers has burned off. The rev 

counter in the tank recess is positioned to 

make reading it impossible without taking 

your eyes off the road but you soon get 

the feel for when to change gear to keep 

in the power. Once you’re in the zone the 

TDR is an exhilarating ride, light weight and 

snappy two-stroke power are a compelling 

combination. Handling here is slightly 

compromised by an oversize Michelin Pilot 

Sporty rear tyre (130 instead of 120) and 

the suspension is Japanese market and age 

fatigued soft, issues I sorted on the first of 

my own bikes with a Nitron shock and 

MCT Suspension fork mods and overhaul. 

The front brake caliper is plenty powerful 

enough – who knows why people change 

them for Yamaha Blue Spots.

My ride comes to a premature end when 

a crankseal lets go in a Lincolnshire town 

centre causing a Tirpitz-like smokescreen as 

the engine burns gearbox oil. Not only that, 

but I attract the attention of the law who, once 

satisfied I’m legit, request I await pick-up by 

Big G in the van. The issue will be sorted by 

On The Wheel prior to sale. TDRs are highly 

strung, but the riding rewards are massive 

compensation for any minor aggravations. I’ve 

got two – there’s a reason for that.

Honda Dominator
At first glance the Honda Dominator might appear 
to be an alternative to the TDR in silhouette only. 
With a model run from 1988 to 2001it’s almost 
exactly contemporaneous too. Ride one, however, 
and the back-road burning, bend-demolishing 
capabilities of Honda’s 650 four-stroke single 
provide a good deal of the fun that the Yamaha is 
capable of, and for a lot less cash too.

CAN’T FIND A TDR?

Aprilia RS250
The TDR arrived towards the end of two-stroke 
250 development. The RS250 kept the blue 
smoke billowing long after the Yamaha had burned 
out. A race rep powered by a lightly messed-with 
Suzuki RGV250 VJ22 V-twin engine. The RS250 
ran from 1995 to 2002. There are loads about 
although some are better than others. Asking 
prices for good ones is now around £5k. 

Alarmingly often, when you get the 

chance, you ride something revered and 

wonder what the fuss was all about. Not 

in this case. For something so indelibly 

stamped in the mid-’70s memory, it’s an 

outrage I never sampled a Z650 before.

As a spotty 14-year-old I recall a 

glowing report in the American magazine 

Cycle World declaring the Zed the 

best motorcycle in the entire history 

of the best motorcycles. Next thing I 

was at a North Glos Road Racing Club 

meeting at Staverton airport watching 

a Candy Emerald Green Z650 strut its 

considerable stuff in the proddie class. 

It’s now 41 years since 1976 and it’s with 

some excitement this gleaming Candy 

Persimmon Red ’79 B3 rumbles into life.

It races up to 4000rpm on the choke. 

You flick the choke off and it promptly 

dies. All so very Kawasaki. With a bit 

of warmth in, the 652cc Ben Inamura-

designed engine slowly settles down 

to a 1500rpm growl. Unlike his Z900 

“KAWASAKI SOLD 
BOATLOADS OF 
THESE AND AFTER 
10 MINUTES IN THE 
SADDLE YOU 
UNDERSTAND WHY”

And who’s going to 
get the Green Shield 
stamps then?
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engine, the 650 runs a plain, not roller, 

bearing crankshaft. These power units have 

proved virtually indestructible, and as you 

get some heat into it, open up the 24mm 

Mikunis, and pile on the revs, you can feel 

why. There’s a palpable robustness to it. Not 

a stodgy Mr Reliable vibe but an eagerness 

to rev that tells you it’s the work of a 

factory that was out to make an indelible 

impression by reworking received wisdom 

about capacity and capability. Want 750 

power in a 500 package? Try this. 

Kawasaki sold boatloads of these bikes 

and after 10 minutes in the saddle you 

understand why. Even on OE rear shocks, 

an old Speedmaster front and a Michelin 

Macadam rear, your first series of corners 

tells you Kawasaki learned a lot from the 

Z900/1000’s handling limitations. The 

650 frame is heavily braced, generously 

gusseted, and could plainly handle a lot 

more than a claimed 64bhp. Show it a line, 

and it tracks true and steady.

The riding position is a big factor in this. 

Footpegs are mounted noticeably rearward, 

’bars are short rise and feel narrow, mostly 

Such a simple yet fulfilling 
proposition:  pokey, 

bombproof engine, very 
decent handling, uncluttered 

classy styling. Win, win, win
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Unit C, Freeze Hall Farm, Coxtie Green Road, Brentwood, Essex CM14 5RE

Email: info@sdmcs.co.uk • Tel: 01277 374988

Ultra Sonic Carburettor 
Cleaning Specialists

· Servicing, Repairs & Mot’s
· Classic Jap Bike Specialist
· Performance parts and accessories
· Clothing and accessories
· Restoration & custom Work
· Tyres, batteries & Service items
· Over 40 Years Experience

www.sanddmotorcyclesltd.co.uk

Jets manufactured in UK with Special Prices offered for dealers and shops

Buy at www.kmtproducts.co.uk
Email: info kmtproducts.co.uk
Telephone:0208 0900573

Main and Pilot OEM Replacement  Jets for 
Dellorto, Keihin & Mikuni Carburettors

Address: 2nd Floor, 2 Woodberry Grove, London, N12 0DR
                  Comp Reg No: 09500776/ VAT Reg No: GB211387924

Yambits, Unit 9, Poplars Industrial Estate, Wetherby Road, Boroughbridge, York, United Kingdom, YO51 9HS

Email: sales@yambits.co.uk
WWW.YAMBITS.CO.UK

Our full range of over 40,000 products for over 300 models is
available online, exclusively at:

Yambits specialise in supplying replacement and performance
Yamaha Parts! We offer affordable worldwide postage, shipping

hundreds of orders all over the world every day.

We supply parts for Yamaha motorcycles from the early 70’s right
up to the current day models, including many popular models such
as the RD’s, XT’s, TT’s, DT’s, TY’s and XS’ etc! Many items for the
early models have been specially manufactured and are therefore

01623 238944

Aircraft protection 
for your ride!

www.acf-50.eu 
Tel: +44 (0)1689 808978

Adams Aviation – bringing ACF-50

STILL THE NO.1 PROTECTOR!
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WHAT TO LOOK FOR

Starter clutch/gear: If the kickstart boss 
breaks, then the electric starter gets a hard 
time. That then leads to the sprag clutch 
wearing out. Parts alone are £200 to fix this, 
so check both kick and electric work.  

Rot: Behind the tank badges is a favourite (if 
mildly surprising ) spot for rust to take hold. 
Check there’s no filler hiding any tank horrors. 
The rear mudguard also is prone to collapsing 
and replacements are impossible to source 
these days. 

Fuel tap, reg/rec: Earliest models had 
mechanical on/off/res tap. Swap to diaphragm 
style led to all sorts of bother that factory 
repair kits failed to solve. The entire tap was 
then redesigned . Later diaphragm taps are 
£85. Earliest B1 had fairly primitive separate 
regulator and rectifier, with poor connectors. 
Should have been replaced by now, if not 
budget for a later unit. 

because there’s so little steering input 

needed to persuade the ‘little’ Zed where to 

go. On rougher road surfaces, the old school 

suspension struggles, but not to a degree 

where you feel any sense of relief having 

made it through a turn. You spend most of 

your time lusting after empty roundabouts 

and bends with speed advisory signs to 

ignore – not every machine of the ’70s 

encourages that.

So, it thrives on revs, loves a turn, is comfy 

as an old pair of trainers, and there must be 

some downsides, yes? Well, no. It’s usually 

the single front disc that comes in for a 

right old hammering, but with modern pad 

materials, braided hose and all constituent 

parts in good working order, the brake is 

not the borderline disaster some people 

pretend. But it wouldn’t be quite so clever 

two-up with camping gear.

Clutch action is light, the five-speeds in a 

robust and glitchless gearbox are spot-on 

for step-free forward motion. And even in 

top the Zed can coast down to 30mph and 

still pick up cleanly and press on gently 

without a compulsory visit down the ratios.   

The clocks and their surrounds are works 

of art in themselves, the rear ducktail alone 

Yamaha RD400
The wrong side of five grand, but something 
needing a bit of TLC can still be found. Quick 
enough stock, they can be made to properly go 
with a bit of work. They’ll always look fantastic and 
are not too rare or expensive to enjoy. 

CAN’T FIND A Z650?

Suzuki GS750
Only around a short time before the mighty 
GS1000 appeared on the scene. The prettiest 
and best 750 of the decade is still an affordable 
proposition (at just under £5K for a pristine 
example). And still a great thing to ride too. 

would be worth the asking price of any 

modern motorcycle, and you can have a 

very decent Z650 (and a whole one at that) 

for as little as £3500.

As well as being a thing of great beauty, 

a Z650 is a daily rider. Like most things 

mechanical, with the possible exception 

of a V16 BRM engine, the more it’s used 

the better it behaves and a good Zed will 

do a lot of miles before a starter clutch or 

head gasket needs any attention. Servicing 

is a doddle, the shim under bucket valve 

clearance adjustments mean cams out, and 

although it’s a time-consuming task (allow 

yourself a whole day if you’ve never done 

it before) it’s not particularly difficult. And 

it does mean a Z650 is hard to break by 

over-revving. 

Aside from the typical mild tingles from 

secondary engine vibrations the wee Zed 

has no significant vices and many major 

reasons to buy. If you only ever have one 

Practical Sportsbike from the 1970s – this is 

THE one to have. There simply cannot be a 

better value all-round, everyday bike on the 

market at the moment.

Thanks to
l Mark Cook for the loan of his beautiful Biposto
l M&P, Swansea (01792 224452), mandp.co.uk, 

for the lovely Z650 (on at £4000)  
l On The Wheel for the TDR250 (01273 020988, 

onthewheel.co.uk)

One of the the best speedo/tacho combos ever: big 
dial sweeps, clear numbers and sleek mounting pods  

£5K Group Test



Gary's choice
“The TDR comes third in this test. It’s a hoot 

to ride , no question about that. But like most 

two-strokes used every day they can be 

expensive to run. I also think they’ve reached a 

plateau in price. There are an awful lot of other 

fun bikes for five grand. 

“Between the winner and a runner-up... this 

is a tough one because I want to let my heart 

rule my head. If it’s not a Suzuki, the next best 

thing is a Kawasaki. Because everyone wants a 

Z900 or a Z1, the 650 gets totally overlooked 

even though it doesn’t need three lanes of 

motorway at 100mph. Put a 900 owner on a 

650 and watch them realise that 250cc less 

can be better. They’ll soon creep up in value 

when people understand this. 

“The 748 here, for five grand, 

is almost unbelievable 

really. You just get so 

much motorcycle for 

your money. These were always exotic and 

unreachable for most people and now (while 

5K is still a chunk) it’s not in cloud, cuckoo 

land. A good 748 is only going to go one way 

in value. That’s a guarantee. They’re nowhere 

near as hard to look after as some people 

make out, and in terms of as a thing to ride – 

there’s not a lot can touch them for the same 

money.  BUT...  you do know a 750 Turbo motor 

drops straight into a 650...”  

“BETWEEN THE WINNER AND THE 
RUNNER-UP... THIS IS A TOUGH 
ONE BECAUSE I WANT TO LET MY 
HEART RULE MY HEAD”

68 Practical Sportsbikes

Gary fresh from church in his 
Sunday best Vance & Hines T-shirt



DUCATI 

748 BIPOSTO 2001

ENGINE
Type liquid-cooled, Desmodromic dohc 8v, 

90-degree V-twin
Capacity 748cc 

Bore x stroke 88 x 61.54mm
Compression ratio 11.5:1 

Fuelling Weber efi
TRANSMISSION

Primary/final drive gear/chain 
Clutch dry, multiplate 

Gearbox 6-speed
CHASSIS

Frame tube steel trellis 
Front suspension 43mm usd Showa, adj. 

rebound, compression and preload
Rear suspension Showa, adj. rebound 

compression 
Front brake 2 x 320mm discs, 4-piston 

calipers 
Rear brake 1 x 220mm disc, 2-piston caliper

Wheels 3-spoke cast aluminium 
Front tyre 120/7- 17
Rear tyre 180/55 17

DIMENSIONS
Dry weight 202kg (445.3lb) 

Wheelbase 1410mm (55.5in) 
Seat height 790mm (31.1in) 

Fuel capacity 17 litres (3.7gal)
PERFORMANCE

Top speed 145.5mph
Power (claimed) 98bhp@10,750rpm

Torque (claimed) 55.3lb.ft@8750rpm
Price new £7950

KAWASAKI

Z650 1979

ENGINE
Type air-cooled, dohc, 8v, inline four

Capacity 652cc
Bore x stroke 62 x 54mm
Compression ratio 9.5:1

Carburation 4 x Mikuni VM24SS
TRANSMISSION

Primary/final drive Hy-Vo chain/chain
ClutchGearbox wet/5-speed

CHASSIS
Frame tubular steel double cradle

Front suspension telescopic fork, non adj.
Rear suspension twin shocks, adj. preload

Front brake 1 x 275mm disc
Rear brake 1 x 180mm drum

Wheels wire-spoked
Tyres 3.25 x 19 (front) 4.00 x 18 (rear)

DIMENSIONS
Dry weight 211kg (465lb)

Wheelbase 1420mm (55.9in)
Seat height 800mm (31.5in) 

Fuel capacity 16.5 litres (3.6 gal)
PERFORMANCE

Top speed 123mph
Power (claimed) 64@8500rpm

Torque (claimed) 42lb.ft@7000rpm
Price new £1075

YAMAHA

TDR250 1998

ENGINE
Type liquid-cooled, crankcase reed valve 

two-stroke parallel twin with YPVS
Capacity 249cc

Bore x stroke 56.4 x 50mm
Compression ratio 5.9:1

Carburation 2 x Mikuni TM28SS
TRANSMISSION

Primary/final drive gear/chain
Clutch/gearbox wet/6-speed

CHASSIS
Frame tubular steel double cradle

Front suspension 38mm telescopic forks, 
adj. preload

Rear suspension monoshock, adj. preload
Front brake 1 x 320mm disc, 4-piston 

opposed caliper
Rear brake 1 x 210mm, 2-piston caliper

Wheels wire-spoked
Tyres 100/90 19 (front) 120/90 17 (rear)

DIMENSIONS
Dry weight 137kg (302lbs)

Wheelbase 1385mm (54.5in)
Seat height 820mm (32.3in)

Fuel capacity 14 litres (3.1 gals)
PERFORMANCE

Top speed 109mph
Power (claimed) 49bhp@10,000rpm
Torque (claimed) 27lb.ft@8500rpm

Price new £2449 

£5K Group Test
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YOUR BIKES, YOUR WAY

W
hen you’ve been around 

bikes all your born days, it 

follows that you might pick 

up a few clues as to how 

they go together. Either 

that, or you develop a fierce and deep-seated 

hatred of anything to do with two wheels.

Fortunately, Mike Newman has made the 

most of his immersion in all things 

motorbike. His long and lucky apprenticeship 

with his bike-restorer dad Pete has reached 

its current high point with this, his Bandit-

based Murder One. Murder One being the 

monicker given to the late Ian Kilmister’s 

Marshall Super Bass Head amp (Lemmy of 

Motörhead, lest any poor soul struggles to 

recollect the high priest of rock ’n’ roll). Mike 

likes his metal. And what more fitting tribute 

to the great man could there be than this 

beast of a machine. 

Dubbed an XRB1200R (XR as in its 

vaguely 69-ish credentials, B for Bandit 

and R because it is very R). There’s also a 

fair bit of Hayabusa in it too. You may have 

It ‘only’ took Mike Newman 
four years to get his 
Bandit/’busa/ZX-9/10 
hybrid into exactly the shape 
he wanted. Now it’s precisely 
the machine he had in his 
head all that time ago
Words: Mark Graham | Pictures: Stuart Collins

Properly sprung, plenty powerful enough, 
and decidedy distinctive



“I WAS WAVING AT A MATE 
WITH ONE HAND AND 

TRYING TO GET OVER THE 
FRONT TO KEEP IT DOWN”

Unnamed Ghoul-style death mask of the Swedish doom 
metal outfit Ghost B.C. Remember the connection next 
time you see a Hayabusa front end 

noticed the more than distinctive nose 

fairing: perhaps the standout feature of a 

machine positively dripping with invention, 

craft and painstaking fine-tuning. Aside from 

the rear shock linkage (more of which later), 

the front end underwent more changes in 

concept and execution than a Parisian 

couture catwalk collection. “When I finished 

it first time round in April, I took it to the Big 

Breakfast meet at Lynn’s Raven Cafe at Prees 

Heath, near Whitchurch,” says Mike. “I had 

ZXR250 lights on it, the really tiny ones. 

Someone took a picture of it and when I saw 

the pic I thought NO – that’s just not right.” 

Since the whole creation had been nearly 

four years in the making, another return to 

the drawing board was not going to hurt the 

non-existent schedule.

“Then I thought about the early 

streetfighter style where people used cut 

down Peugeot Speedfight noses, that was a 

style that worked. I’ve got two ’busas, both 

Mk Is from the first six months of production, 

the ones with the 220mph clocks – the bike 

that was built to really prove a point. The 

second generation bikes are more of a tourer. 

I never thought about that frontal look until a 

mate said he had a spare Hayabusa nose. On 

its own it looks like a cross between an Alien 

and the Unnamed Ghouls from the Swedish 

doom metal band Ghost B.C. – which is what 

it looks like on the bike too. But people go 

‘That’s actually alright, that is’.”

The reasons for a nose fairing were more 

than merely cosmetic. “I do like a wheelie, 

when the time and place are right, and there 

was a bit of a stability issue at about 

80/90mph.  The frame-mounted nose piece 

calms all that down and makes higher speeds 

much less of an ordeal than they were too,” 

says Mike casually. You might ordinarily take 

that with a pinch of salt, but he spent a fair 

amount of his formative years riding ACU 

Youth Motocross (“Until the money ran 

out”) so he’s unlikely to be a stranger to 

motorcycles doing things a bit beyond the 

comfort zones of more 

pedestrian riders. 

So much for the 

decorative and 

effective faired 

elements. The 

rest of the front 

end is almost 

pure Kawasaki. 

“It’s only Kawasakis 

and Suzukis for me,” 

says Mike, without any 

need to expand on the 

statement. People have 

tricko
rtreatstud

io
s.co

m

MIKE’S ADVICE

1. Don’t let anyone put you 
off what YOU want to do. 
You’re not building a bike for 
other people. It’s for you.

2. Put the hours in. Anything 
done quickly is seldom right 
– especially handling on a  
special. It takes time to get it 
right – and a bike that doesn’t 
handle is not much use at all. 

3. Always remember you can 
do a lot more than you think 
you can. Get your hands dirty. 
Don’t run away from a job 
because you’re afraid of it. 
Get stuck in and learn. You’ll 
be surprised what you can do.
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Floating-mounted  hugger 
(fits to drilled crossbrace) 
lends air of purpose, two-way 
breather tank vent exits 
through cutaway in ZXR tail, 
and that frontal  detail in all 
its predatory glory 
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ENGINE

1996 Suzuki Bandit 
1200, dohc, 16v, 
inline-four, matched 
piston weights, cleaned 
up crankcase internals, 
blueprinted to  bog 
stock spec. Carbs 
treated to Gun Kote 
finish (harpers- 
ultrasonic.com 07752 
008698), running 
Pipercross sponge pod 
filters, standard header 
and collector pipes 
feeding  into Pro-Race 
M1 replica can. 

CHASSIS

1996 Suzuki Bandit 
1200 frame with 
subframe removed and 
tabs welded on to take 
Kawasaki ZXR750 
subframe and tail unit, 
sideplates removed and 
headstock re-braced for 
more space above 
engine. ZX-9RB forks 
and bottom yoke, 
ZXR750 top yoke and 
front wheel. Hayabusa 
swingarm, with ZX-10R 
linkage on relocated 
Bandit mounting points 
running a Hyperpro 
shock and modified 
NWS Hayabusa rear 
hugger.
Marbled Candy Blue 
shot by Mike and Dave 
on black base coat with 
stippled silver under 
before blue top coat. 
ZXR750 seat modded 
with pillion pad foam 
and covered by Alan at 
customcoversuk.co.uk 
(07979590360)   

SPECIFICATION
SUZUKI 
XRB 1200R 
BANDIT

Bandit steering 
stem pressed into 

ZX-9RB bottom yoke 
wearing a ZXR top yoke. A 
Kawasaki front end is 
always a safe bet.  

Black finish on carbs 
is Gun Kote – hard as 

nails, in a super-thin layer, 
refuses to discolour in any 
way. Works on steel and 
alloy.

Pipework proved a bit 
of a palaver, but Mike 

eventually settled on this 
short exit Pro-Race device 
mated to original Bandit 
headers and collector.

If the back end 
doesn’t work, you’ve 

got a horribly compromised 
bike. Mike took the 
severest pains to ensure 
the Hayabusa swinger 
mated perfectly to the 
ZX-10R linkage and Bandit 
mounting points. He made 
life tricky for himself, but 
triumphed in the end. 

1

2

3

4

preferences, mild prejudices even, and strict 

boundaries beyond which they are often not 

prepared to go. Fair enough.

ZX-9RB forks and bottom yoke are mated 

to a ZXR750 top yoke with a Bandit 12 

steering stem pressed in, a ZX-6R front 

wheel and ZXR750 calipers complete the 

deal. “People tend to use GSX-R forks and 

they’re always too short,” he says. One look 

at the attitude, the stance of Mike’s bike bears 

this out. If it sits right, it is right. The front end 

was a breeze to piece together compared to 

the aggro the back end caused.

The rear proved an utter pig to engineer 

correctly. Employing a Hayabusa swingarm 

and an ’04 ZX-10R linkage made Mike’s life 

almost unbearably frustrating for a full four 

months. “Getting the linkage right was an 

absolute nightmare,” he recalls. “The rate 

was really hard to get right. Lots of people 

said with some justification ‘YOU CAN’T DO 

THAT’, and they were of course right. 

“The ’busa arm has short linkage rods and 

the two components were really not meant 

to meet. It either rode like a pogo-stick or a 

hardtail, until by trial and error, we moved 

the mount to make the shock more upright. 

The problem wasn’t the shock itself 

(Hyperpro), it was the point where the shock 

mounted to the linkage that was the issue. It’s 

got an adjustable linkage on it now for 

aesthetic reasons, but that job took more 

than a few hours out of my life.”

At a mere 43, Mike can live with that. And 

he knows how much time a ground-up build 

can take. “My dad used to restore Brits when 

I was a kid,” he says. “We used to go the 

shows at Belle Vue (Manchester), he’d sell 

stuff there. He had a Domi 99, BSA A7SS, a 

few more Nortons, then he moved on the 

Japanese stuff, a 400/4 then some GT 

Suzukis. He let me do an ex-GPO Bantam 

D14/4 on my own for my first resto and he 

was patient enough to watch me work things 

out. And he didn’t mind me looking over his 

shoulder if I got stuck either. He really let me 

rip with things and always said, ‘Be flexible, 

things never quite turn out how you think.’ 

He’s in his early-eighties now.”

Mike learned a few golden rules. One of 

them being if you get the chance to ride your 

project a bit before you mess with it, do it. 

“When I bought this as a stock Bandit, I took 

it for an MoT and the bloke said, ‘I’m sure 

this isn’t quite straight.’ When we were 

checking the wheel alignment, sure enough, 

it wasn’t. It had been flipped like so many 

Bandits were. So I hacked the back off it.” 

A straight frame is a number one 

requirement before embarking on spending 

precious time and money modifying. “I 

1

2

3

4
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Blue is very much the colour here, 
blown on with  a decent amount of 

prep and a tricky, convincing 
marbling effect

promised the other half I’d ride this one until 

the wheels fell off. If I hadn’t found out the 

the frame was bent this project would never 

have started. Anyway, I braced up the new 

frame, ground the side plates away, rebraced 

the headstock, and soon had a rolling chassis 

to fit all the bits to.”

One of the bits being the big Bandit engine. 

Never something needing too much extra 

attention in terms of producing ample levels 

of propulsion, Mike decided the best plan 

was a home blueprint. “I matched the piston 

and rod weights, removed all the casting flash 

from the cases, cleaned it all up and bolted it 

back together. I wasn’t after monster power, I 

just wanted to tighten it up.” 

This meant attention to induction and 

exhaust systems too. “No one ever seems to 

pay much attention to the externals of carbs, 

they always seem to be either freshly cleaned 

or grubby and fuel-stained,” laments Mike. 

“Someone recommended a finish called Gun 

Kote, used, like you’d imagine, in the firearms 

business. It’s solvent and impact resistant to a 

huge degree. I got the calipers coated with it 

as well as the carb bodies and you can 

literally hit the calipers with a hammer and 

they just DO NOT mark. 

“Same with the carbs. I was a bit sceptical 

about using it, so I soaked them in fuel for a 

couple of months, then ran them on the bike 

and they’re as good as when first done.”

Exhaust work involved more trial and error. 

“I started out trying a front exit pipe on the 

left side – that had about as much cornering 

clearance as something with Harley cruiser 

footboards. Then I did a hi-level, and now I’ve 

ended up with stock headers and this 

Pro-Race M1 replica which is really compact, 

sounds like a Wellington bomber, and doesn’t 

mask too much of the rest of the bike, which 

is what I was trying to avoid doing.”

And the only thing missing is… 

“Unfortunately Lemmy isn’t around any 

more. I’d have loved to ask him to sign the 

bike. I know he signed some US cruiser thing 

once, but this would have been more his 

thing.” No doubt about it. 

“AND IF I HADN’T FOUND OUT THE FRAME WAS BENT THIS 
PROJECT WOULD NEVER HAVE GOT STARTED”
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EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW 
TO GET YOUR RIDE RIGHT

WHEN IT 

COMES to 

moaning, I can 

whinge with the 

best of them. 

There’s little 

contest there. 

Bikes and parts are too 

expensive and often too hard to 

come by. Or so I, and indeed many 

of you, might think. The usual 

cause for such self-pitying moans 

– in bikes and all areas of life – is 

symptomatic of a loss of 

perspective.

Truth is, we’ve never been 

better served when it comes to 

tracking down projects and the 

spares and specialists required 

to make them good.

Neighbourhood bike shops are 

not nearly as abundant as they 

once were. In a number of cases 

this is no great loss. Changing 

times have seen off the very 

worst of the old-school, 

bad-attitude retailers who were, 

frankly, agony to deal with.

The good guys are still standing 

thanks to hard won yet easily lost 

reputations plus they’ve had to 

learn to adapt too. Embracing the 

online world that makes them 

both easy to find and order from 

benefits us all.

I have no hard and fast data to 

back up my next assertion other 

than my own observations, but it 

seems to me that PS era bikes 

and those who ride them cover as 

many or more miles than most of 

the modern bike community.   

That means we buy more parts 

and more services because we’re 

wearing stuff out, and that’s 

when we’re not building and 

restoring our next bike.

There. I’ve talked myself around 

and hopefully you too. Welcome 

to the tech section. This is what 

we do and how we do it. 

Alan Seeley

BUY IT. FIX IT.

“SUCH SELF-PITY 
– IN BIKES AND 
ALL AREAS OF 

LIFE – IS 
SYMPTOMATIC OF 

A LOSS OF 
PERSPECTIVE”

95

106

92 87

Putting things right after many years of gradual degradation

OUR PROJECT BIKES

PROJECT HUNTER
Dogs and delights from the classifieds

Yamaha TDM850. You dare say “tedium”

He’s all set to weld those 
‘panniers’ to the pipes

 in fine style 
84
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TECHNICAL DIFFICULTY?

HOW LONG?
Once we had the suspension 
rocker in our hands, it took an hour 
to drill, tap and fit a trio of grease 
nipples.

COST?
Grease nipples are pennies from 
specialist suppliers or £1.50 or so 
each on the internet. We got ours 
from Sterling Bolt & Nut Co Ltd 
(01733 563022).

WORKSHOP RATING

TOOLS FOR THE JOB
1  Scribe
2  Tap
3  Punch

4  Spanner
5  Drill
6  Tap wrench

1 2

3

4

5

6

01

Justification
Here’s why a plain bush linkage would benefit 

from some facility to make regular lubrication 

easier. The largest sleeve in particular shows 

signs of corrosion while all show some signs of 

having picked up due to an absence of grease.

05

Drill time
The threads on our grease nipples 

are M6 x 1.0mm so ideally we 

need a 5.3mm drill, although at a 

pinch you could use a 5mm. And it 

will be a pinch as the hole will be a 

little tight and trickier to tap.

09

Bolt up
Fit the grease nipples into their holes. In our 

case a 7mm spanner was required. Be careful 

not to overtighten as they snap easily. No 

washers needed – there’s little chance of 

grease getting back out down the threads.

Grease nipples were everywhere, now they’re rare. 
Here’s how to retrofit suspension savers  

RETROFIT 
GREASE NIPPLES

H
ere’s a way to put a bit more 

‘practical’ into your practical 

sportsbiking. Anything that makes 

maintenance easier means that 

fettling is more likely to be done. There was a 

time when bikes were built with that in mind 

but over time such considerations were pushed 

aside in favour of things being done more 

cheaply for the manufacturers.

One small, but we think significant, victim of 

this trend was the grease nipple. You used to 

find them feeding swingarm bushes and the 

like and some manufacturers even saw fit to 

use them on suspension linkages. Then they 

were gone.

If you could regularly pump grease into, say, a 

plain bush suspension rocker then stripdowns 

could be a lot less regular.

Grease nipples cost pennies but can save 

pounds in worn parts. We opted to fit some to a 

Yamaha TDR250 suspension linkage to see if it 

was as simple as we supposed it to be.

HOW TO

Words and pictures: Alan Seeley 

Filthy, worn out and 
heading for the scrap 

heap (plus a tired 
suspension component)
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HOW TO

02

Get clean
Remove all traces of old grease using brake 

cleaner. This will give the swarf we’re about 

to create less places to hide and nothing to 

stick to. We can also check the condition of 

the bushes. They will just about do.

03

Scribe it
The nipples will be useless if they can’t be got 

to with the grease gun. Scribe a short line on 

the outer circumference of the casting on the 

axis the nipple will go on. Mark the point where 

the hole will be drilled to take the nipple.

04

Dead centre
Mark the exact position of the hole with a 

centre punch. Check and check again that this 

is where you want the nipple to go. There’s a 

little more flexibility if you’re using 45-degree 

angled nipples not straight ones.

06

Tap it
Get the tap square and start cutting the 

threads. We’re using a ratchet tap holder. 

Work back and forth a quarter of a turn at 

a time, grease on the tap helps catch swarf. 

Remove and clear swarf off the tap regularly.

07

Smooth it
The holes must be deburred, particularly on 

the inside so that the sleeve isn’t fouled. A 

short strip of 400-grit paper used dry with a 

skilful finger working over the hole only soon 

smooths the soft bronze of the bush.

08

Blow it
Brake cleaner and rag again to give the inside 

of the linkage another good clean. Finish the 

job off with an airline if you have access to 

one. Or buy a can of compressed air from 

Wilkinsons or similar. It’s cheap and effective.

10

All in
Remember our advice about positioning the 

nipples for easy access? The one for the shock 

bottom bush (right) could have been a little 

further towards the bottom. We might replace 

it with an angled nipple if it proves an issue.

11

Depth check
Short though the nipples are, we realised they 

were protruding – if only just – beyond two of 

the bushes. To be on the safe side we stuck an 

M6 washer under each of the grease nipples 

(after we said you don’t need washers).

12

Fire the gun
One final point. Rather than push the gun 

onto the nipples, you can loosen the end then 

tighten it over the nipple to make a good 

connection between the two. Then merrily 

pump away...
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Service... Please?

QHow do I get the emulsion tubes 

out of the carbs on a Suzuki 

GSX-R400R SP? Are they pressed in?

Si Cooper, PS Facebook Group

AGary Hurd says: They are an 

interference fit but not a terribly 

tight one. I usually simply undo the 

main jet a couple of turns and gently 

tap it until the emulsion tube comes 

loose. Pop the main jets back in and 

give it a go.

Alan Seeley 
Practical 
Sportsbikes’ 
Technical Editor, 
and past and 
present owner of 

countless Japanese, Italian and 
Brit bikes. Loves a challenge and a 
bag of Quavers.

Gary Hurd
PS’s technical guru 
has been in the 
bike trade for three 
decades so it’s safe 
to assume he’s 

learned a thing or two. He’s happy 
sharing his wisdom more  than he 
is a cake of any description.

Ferret
Few people 
understand bike 
electrics better 
than Ferret of 
Ferret’s Custom 

Electrickery (07765 832420). 
He is perhaps the eighth wonder 
of the world.

Darren Wnukoski
The inner workings 
of bike suspension 
can be a complex 
area, but Darren 
and his team 

at MCT Suspension (01449 
777161, mctsuspension.com) 
can help with any query.

Gary Haythorn
Knows all there is 
to know about two-
pack. Loves paint 
and painting almost 
as much as 1980’s 

bubblegum-synth-pop. Always  
prefers a Kajagoogoo compilation 
cassette to money. 
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If you’ve got a problem with your bike, write to What’s the Problem? Practical Sportsbikes, Bauer Media, Media House, Lynch Wood, Peterborough, PE2 6EA, 
or email Psportsbikes@bauermedia.co.uk. If you have any relevant pictures, be sure to send/attach those too to assist our boffins in their enquiries

  Kawasaki ZX-12R

What’s the

problem?
Bike not running right? Our experts have 

the answers to the toughest questions

  Suzuki GSX-R400R SP

Q
I stupidly used a boost 

starter to jump start my 

2002 Honda FireBlade 

954. The battery had 

completely destroyed itself due 

to the Thatcham alarm which I 

have now removed. After using 

the boost charger the bike was 

immediately blowing the 

ignition fuse. I eventually traced 

the short to the ECU which I 

have presumably ‘fried’. 

Having struggled to find 

a repairer for it my second 

mistake was to transfer £290 

to a company called Motomatrix 

in Welshpool, Powys who 

promised to send me a 

replacement with two key ‘chips’. 

Please warn your readers not to 

use this company. They rarely 

answer the phone, when they 

do it’s just excuses. They never 

respond to emails and have now 

taken my money and sent me 

nothing in return.

Do you know where can I 

get a reconditioned unit or 

get my existing one repaired? 

Thankfully I never sent my old 

one to them.

Dave Jones, email

A
Alan Seeley says: You’re 

not the only reader this 

month to have trouble 

getting what you want from 

Motomatrix. Indeed, I have tried 

to call them (numerous times 

over the perioid of a week) to 

see what they have to say for 

themselves – so far to no avail. A 

couple of our trade contacts 

suggest trying BBA Reman 

(01634 687222, bba-reman.

com). Call them with your ECU 

part number and they’ll see what 

they can do.

Braking point

Q I have a 2003 Kawasaki 

ZX-12R and it needs new front 

discs. I would like to know if you 

could give me some ideas as to what 

aftermarket products would suit. 

Now I’m not a skinflint but original 

ones are about £400 a pair and a 

long wait as they tell me they have 

to come from Japan. 

Armstrong or Galfer come to mind 

but am unsure what they’re like. I’m 

not a slow rider and not a trackday 

Tight tubes

Frying tonight. Don’t use a battery 
booster on your ’Blade

Why wait for 
expensive OE discs, 

when EBCs are 
available?

man, but I do ride in all weathers.

Your knowledge would be 

appreciated as to what is available. 

I use DP brake pads which I like as 

they don’t need ‘bedding in’. They 

are not radial brakes.

Ian Johnson, email

AAlan Seeley says: Why wait? 

I’d spring for a pair of EBC. 

Wemoto do them for just under 

£150 each. You can go cheaper but 

when it comes to brakes I’d rather 

pay for a tried and tested brand.

Prize problem
Every month our Prize Problem entrant 
will receive a complete Motorex 
Premium Care package of products 
worth £65 to keep their bike(s) looking 
tip-top. The prize haul will include Moto 
Clean (360°) cleaner, Moto Protect 
maintenance spray, Quick Cleaner (360°), 
Moto Shine and Helmet Care.

PRIZE PROBLEM

Use a loosened main jet to gently 
tap the emulsion tube out
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WHAT’S THE PROBLEM?

BATTERY
CARE

Q
My R1 cuts out for a couple of 
seconds, usually after hitting a 

bump on the road, then comes back in 
with a small backfire. Cut outs are 
getting longer and bike has recently 

blown both headlight bulbs. Please can 
you help. 
Jeffrey Greer, email

A
Ferret says: Sounds like a loose 
connection. Check battery 

terminals followed by frame earths. 
The ignition switch might also be 
starting to fail from wear and tear.

Q
I’ve been looking to see if anyone 
refurbishes the genuine Suzuki 

steering damper fitted on the 1989 
Suzuki GSX-R1100K model but I’ve 
drawn a blank. Do you guys know if it’s 

  Suzuki GSX-R1100K

Q
I’m wanting to give the paint 
on my bike a buffing to 

get the shine back. It has some 
yellowing by the filler from 
fuel, and generally the paint 
has a light haze to it that 
I’d like to tidy up/remove.   
I always thought T-Cut 
was a little aggressive or 
would it be OK to use in 
this instance? Any 
recommendations? 
Vince Blackman

A
Gary Haythorn says: T-Cut 
is an old faithful and is OK for 

light scratches and the like but it 
might be asking a bit much of it 
to restore your yellowed 

lacquer and really once this 
has happened there is little 
that will help. Still, it’s 
always worth a go. Work 
slowly, checking regularly 
to ensure that you don’t 
rub through the lacquer to 
the colour coat. 

  Yamaha YZF-R1

Clean terminals and lubricate 

with petroleum jelly.

If not using the bike regularly, 

charge the battery.

If laying bike up over winter, keep 

battery in a warm place indoors 

rather than in the shed.

Check the earth connection 

is tight and corrosion free at 

frame end.

Damper down

Ensure non-sealed types are 
kept topped up with de-ionised 

water. Unlike the one in the 
pic which, incredibly, was still 

working.

All backfiring

Can you cut it?

Still the go-to gear for light 
scratches and minor fades

possible? The seals have let go on 
mine and rather than just source an 
aftermarket one, I was hoping to try 
and keep the bike original by refurbing 
the Suzuki one. What do you reckon?
Dave Wimberley, email

A
Darren Wnukoski says: Any 
attempt to refurb these originals 

is never wholly successful. It’s also 
difficult to get hold of the seals. A 
decent secondhand one is your option. 
If going aftermarket I only ever 
recommend Öhlins as they are 
rebuildable, reliable and have precise 
adjustments, unlike other aftermarket 
ones which go from too soft to too 
hard in a single click.

“Some synthetic oils 

can make the clutches 

slip on older bikes. Use a 

wet-clutch-friendly brand 

or a semi-synth or  

quality mineral.”

“Please don’t let 
there be any bumps 
on this road. 
Please.” 

TOP TIP

It’s not a rocket-science-level rebuild, but 
who’s got the bits, eh? 
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After reading all he could on two-stroke tuning, it was time to 
abandon the ‘bum dyno’ and get serious. 12 years later James is 

getting big results from two and four-stroke engines 

Words: Alan Seeley | Pictures: Paul Bryant

WHAT I DO

After reading all he could on two-stroke tuning, it was time to

JAMES HARPER

James brandishes  a 
set of higly regarded 

Japanese tuner
S.P. Tadeo’s pipes  
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M
ix a mad-keen interest in 

motorcycles, a questioning 

mind unafraid to challenge 

conventional wisdoms and 

solid engineering skills with the 

humility to accept that however much you learn 

there is always more to know, and you have the key 

attributes to becoming a sought-after specialist.

Go back 12 years and James Harper of Krazy 

Katt was a contract engineer and a Yamaha 

TZR250 3XV owner. He had spent years studying 

books and magazine articles on two-strokes and 

their performance tuning, testing some of the 

theory on his own bike. But James was fated to 

take things a step further. With destiny calling, 

James bought his own dyno in 2005, a Dyna Pro 

S125, built a workshop to house it in and got to 

work on the business of extracting the most from 

two-strokes. “I’d gone as far as I could with the 

‘bum dyno’ and knew if I wanted to get serious 

and maybe start making some money out of 

motorcyles, I had to get a proper dyno,” he says.

 “I quickly realised that the received wisdom 

contained in the textbooks didn’t always tie-up 

with the hard facts of what I was finding on the 

dyno,” says James.

After much experimentation and even more 

hours, an additional 10bhp was extracted from 

the Yam twin. Ages spent programming an ignition 

from the now-defunct Smartcom and a set of 

pipes delivered the goods. No wild porting, big 

carbs or marginal squish clearances to be seen.

In 2006 similar gains were attained on a Yamaha 

TZR250 2MA, using pipes developed with Andy 

Bowen and a powervalve controller. “The thing for 

me was the massive torque curve we got. That was 

by far the most important thing. Sometimes the 

pursuit of horsepower can be a bit of a false trail. 

I’ve found out much more useful stuff spending 

time experimenting to learn things,” says James.

A call came in from Mark Jordan, 250 land speed 

record holder on a Kawasaki KR-1S. “There was 

very little info around on programmable ignitions 

and powervalve controllers and I found I’d already 

acquired a fair bit of knowledge,” says James. His 

efforts contributed to a bike capable of one-way 

top speeds of 136mph.

Banshee wailers Darren Adams and Chris 

Thompson have also worked with James to 

develop engines with more power than a Yamaha 

R6. Mark Dent has worked on pipes to boost the 

effort. Kevin Dent developed and continues to 

work on dyno software too.

“There has to be understanding and 

collaboration in the tuning business if we are to 

move things along,” says James. “Without all of 

these people we would not be where we are now. 

We aren’t big factories with huge development 

budgets. If a tuner tries to convince you he has 

some big secret he is jealously guarding then 

he’s kidding you and himself on. He may have 

discovered something or worked it out but it will 

only be a thing that the factories have known for 

years. In this country we’re really just beginning to 

unravel that knowledge and build upon it.”

While James’s name has been made with 

two-strokes he works on four-strokes too, as 

evidenced by Danny Imberg’s Witty Ducati sharing 

workshop space with the 2T stuff. The TDR on 

the bench was last seen in issue nine of PS and 

belongs to James’s customer Mark Ratcliffe.

James acknowledges the motorcycle industry is 

a small one. “It does no good to fiddle dyno figures 

and peddle exaggerated claims. If you’ve done 

something and got it right, people will find out in 

the end. Likewise if you’ve done something and 

got it wrong, they’ll find that out too.” 

Contact Krazy Katt (soon to become KKR Perfor-

mance) 07919 562918, krazy-katt.com

WHAT I DO

“THE TORQUE 
CURVE MATTERS. 
SOMETIMES THE 
PURSUIT OF 
HORSEPOWER CAN 
BE A FALSE TRAIL”

JAMES’S 
THREE  

TOP TIPS 

01

If you’re starting out 

with a running bike, 

take it to the dyno and 

run it to get a 

perspective before 

embarking on a rebuild. 

You may find there are 

things you want to 

change as well as 

refresh in the engine.

02

If the bike is a 

complete project, 

finish the engine work 

first before you get 

stuck into the cosmetic 

niceties of paint and 

the like. Start with the 

important thing.

03

The internet is a 

dreadful place if you’re 

after fact rather than a 

load of inaccurate 

opinion. 

Reverse cylinder 250 
Yam on the bench

PS reader Mark 
Ratcliffe’s TDR on 
the dyno  

Milling machine for 
small in-house stuff. 

Full-on CNC gear 
down the road
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PROJECT DRAGBIKE

PART 2: TIDY UP FRAME AND DRY BUILD

The mess is starting to look less like a mess and more like 
a motorcycle – before it becomes a disparate collection of 

parts again. But things begin to fit (where they touch) 
Words: Gary Hurd & Alan Seeley  |  Pictures: Alan Seeley

BUDGET
DRAG BIKE

THE PLAN
Is it possible to build a drag 

bike that will run in the 10s 

for a few old parts and a grand 

or so? We think so, and we’re 

going to reuse and recycle 

some of the stuff we have 

lying around to do just that. A 

chopped Suzuki GSX1100ES 

D frame and a 30k-mile 1200 

Bandit motor are at the heart 

of the project. The expertise 

and experience of our Suzuki-

nut tech consultant Gary Hurd 

will make the fantasy fact.

BUDGET
PROJECT BIKE
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PROJECT DRAGBIKE

W
e’ve kicked metaphorical tyres, 

twisted an imaginary throttle 

and in our heads staged in 

front of a Christmas tree 

only we can see. As the parts 

required to build our £1000 drag bike have been 

acquired, the ambition of the project has grown 

too. Where at first Gary’s target was to get into 

the 10s, he now sees no reason why we shouldn’t 

tilt our long and low drag bike at the 9s.

However the time for talking is over. There’s 

work to be done, starting with getting the frame 

ready for blasting and powdercoating. It’s a 

pleasure for the big man to be working on his 

own bikes for a change, much as he loves sorting 

customer bikes. 

Gary’s acquired a single-piece glassfibre tank 

and seat unit from Sean Biddlecombe at Biffo 

Bid  on eBay taking just £150 from the budget. 

He’s made a rough cut from the front of the 

‘tank’ area to fit over the headstock so the exact 

position of the unit can be established. It will be 

secured under where the seat pad will sit and by 

a single fastener at the front, a small alloy tank 

being mounted on the frame under the glassfibre 

bodywork.

First task is to strip all extraneous hardware 

from the frame. The right-side footrest proving 

particularly recalcitrant because one of its bolts 

has firmly corroded to the steel inner of the 

rubber bush. Heat and Plus-Gas yield zero results 

and eventually the disc cutter has to be deployed 

to remove the offending item. It’s added to a 

growing pile of rusty and grubby garbage on the 

workshop floor.

Working by eye, Gary decides that the seat will 

need to be raised slightly from the frame rails. He 

cuts and bends some 6mm round steel bar, bends 

the ends and drills the frame rails to take the ends 

of the new sections. Al deploys his Clarke Mig to 

secure the bent bars.

Big G and Al are both renowned skip surfers 

and they use some 2mm steel sheet they rescued 

from the disposal area in the loading bay at the 

office to make strips to go across the seat area. 

Again Al welds them in place. These are the only 

frame mods we’re making. The engine adapters 

Gary has (cleverly) designed, and will soon have 

made, mean we don’t have to weld any new 

brackets to the chassis.

A previous owner had made an abortive 

attempt to chop the frame and the rear rails 

have been hacked off behind the shock mounts. 

Closer inspection reveals that the ends have been 

stuffed with filler and painted over. That’s coming 

out. Al digs away at it and finds that the rails have 

been stuffed with pages from The Sun newspaper 

too. Bodgers. We are going to leave the ends 

of the frame rails open, perhaps temporarily 

plugged with plastic bungs so that a seat loop can 

be added should we decide to reconfigure the 

bodywork to use the bike in other guises, Gary 

gets the grinder out and hacks away at 

Being happy in your work is 
half (if not all) the battle. 
That’s why Gary’s 
nickname is Grumpy

Alan wears a mask when he 
works because although 
he’s called ‘Happy Alan’, 
he’s actually not 
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“THE ENGINE 
ADAPTORS GARY HAS 
(CLEVERLY) 
DESIGNED MEAN WE 
DON’T HAVE TO WELD 
ANY NEW BRACKETS”

Thundercat yokes slid 
straight into GSX steering 
head. Yes

Frame chopping revealed all 
sorts of filler horror on, and 

indeed in, top rails
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PROJECT DRAGBIKE

unwanted  brackets although we have decided to 

retain the sidestand lug – Project £1000 Drag 

Bike will be road legal too and we want to be able 

to park up without having to rely on finding a 

convenient wall every time.

Al’s Black & Decker electric file – a long-serving 

£2 car boot sale bargain – makes short work of 

tidying up welds and the remnants of unwanted 

brackets on the frame. Gary gets impatient with 

Al’s slightly obsessive efforts to get the frame 

tubes neat on areas that won’t be seen but 

indulges him and fills the time putting the kettle 

on and getting the biscuits out.

Our old friends at powdercoating aces, Triple 

S have agreed to refinish the frame and wheels. 

Even though they will blast all of these prior to 

coating, we are a little embarrassed by the state 

of the frame. There’s algae growing in the film 

of oil and grit coating the rails so Big G chucks it 

in the back of the Saxo to take it home for a jet 

wash. We have something pretty eye-catching in 

mind for both frame and wheels. In conjunction 

with the vinyl wrap we have planned to be 

executed by our friends and neighbours, MKS 

Customs, Project £1000 Drag Bike is going to be 

lairy both on and off the strip. 

“THERE’S ALGAE GROWING IN THE FILM OF OIL AND GRIT SO BIG G 
CHUCKS IT IN THE SAXO TO TAKE HOME FOR A JET WASH”

Surplus to requirements, a 
couple of kilos of old tut

Substitue overalls for 
leathers, junkyard for 
Santa Pod – and it all 
makes sense. Kind of
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uff h

e does. 
That is

 g

om
etim

es I
 am

 not s
ure

 he re
alis

es

pecia
l a

n opportu
nity

 h
e h

as w

ll.
 B

ut w
hen it

 com
es t

o th
e T

T

eed to
 fo

cus. 
That’s

 m
y th

in
g and

ay goes b
y th

at I
 don’t t

hin
k abou

TT. It
 is

 only
 si

x w
eeks a

w
ay and

we w
ill

 be rig
ht i

n th
e m

id
dle of it

McGUIN
NESS

John M
cGuin

ness w
as u

pbeat

afte
r h

is fi
rs

t t
est o

n th
e 2

017 

M
ugen S

hin
den h

e w
ill

 chase h
is 

th
ird

 Z
ero

 T
T vic

to
ry

 o
n in

 J
une. 

Havin
g d

is
lo

cate
d h

is
 le

ft 
th

um
b 

at C
astle

 C
om

be a w
eek earli

er

afte
r c

ra
shin

g h
is superb

ik
e 

Honda, t
he 2

3-ti
m

es T
T w

in
ner

w
as d

elig
hte

d w
ith

 th
e n

ew
 b

ik
e 

and h
is

 re
covery

.

He said
: “

Six
 d

ays ago I w
as 

ly
in

g u
nconscio

us o
n th

e tr
ack 

at C
astle

 C
om

be and n
ow I a

m

here
rid

in
g

th
e M

ugen.

Hurt, b
ut  

stil
l h

andy!

Our G
uy 

in Japan
TUR

N
 T

O
 P

30

M
cGuinness show

s 

Guy the sights

HIG
HLIG

HTS

l
Six

th in
carnatio

n o
f M

ugen’s T
T  

     
 Zero racer h

as m
ajo

r u
pdates

l
Tw

o tracks u
sed fo

r T
T test

l
 122m

ph T
T la

p is
 the target

l
 G

uy is
 first p

erson to crash o
ne!

M
ugen 

McGuin
ness is

 hopin
g 

he can w
in a third 

Zero TT w
ith M

ugen
Guy and a M

ugen m
echanic 

survey the crash dam
age

ic
es his in

ju
red 

hand between 

sessio
ns

GUY’S
ZERO TESTTHIS

W
EEK

Pla
ces to

go

Z1000R
and

CB650F

John
M

cGuin
ness w

as upbeat

afte
r his

fir
st te

st on
th

e 2017

M
ugen

Shin
den

he w
ill

chase his

th
ird

Zero
TT

vic
to

ry
on

in
June.

Havin
g

dis
lo

cate
d

his
le

ft
th

um
b

at Castle
Com

be a w
eek earli

er

afte
r cra

shin
g

his
superb

ik
e

Honda, th
e 23-ti

m
es TT

w
in

ner

w
as delig

hte
d

w
ith

th
e new

bik
e

He said
: “S

ix
days ago I w

as

ly
in

g
unconscio

us on
th

e tra
ck

at Castle
Com

be and
now

I am

#M
CN
we
dn
es
da
y

w
w
w.
m
ot
or
cy
cl
en
ew
s.c
om

SPORT

82

83

April  
12    2
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M
O

TOGP  | ROU
N

D 2
 | A

RGEN
TIN

A

ROSSI IS
 THE

CLE M
AN

The D
octo

r pulls
 a result out of the bag to

 

celebrate
 350th G

rand Prix
 in

 style

R
su

re
He sa

str
uggled in

w
as n

ot i
n con

because all t
he rid

fro
m

 th
e begin

nin
g an

lap tim
es. 

Sure
, I 

was a
ble t

in
 th

e ra
ce, b

ut w
e need to

 w

th
is 

fo
r t

he fu
tu

re
.”

Team
 b

oss L
in

 Ja
rvis, t

he m
an 

who has o
verse

en fo
ur o

f R
ossi’

s n
in

e 

w
orld

 ti
tle

s, 
w

as a
ble to

 hit 
th

e nail 

on th
e h

ead afte
r th

e race, t
elli

ng 

M
CN th

at h
e b

elie
ves s

uccess j
ust 

com
es n

atu
ra

lly
 to

 th
e 38-year-

old
 

w
hen th

e pre
ssu

re
 is

 on. 

“This w
eekend w

as even m
ore 

tr
ouble

som
e fo

r h
im

 th
an Q

ata
r, 

yet s
te

p by st
ep he got t

here
. W

hen 

it 
com

es t
o th

e race, y
ou’v

e got t
o 

be on it
, y

ou’v
e got t

o go fo
r i

t, 
and 

it 
seem

s t
hat w

hen h
e fo

rc
es h

im
-

self 
and st

arts 
to

 fo
rc

e th
e bik

e… it

sta
rts 

to
 w

ork
.

“It’
s q

uite
 rem

arkable
, b

ut h
is 

race w
as i

ncredib
le, a

nd to
 h

ave a 

double p
odiu

m
 afte

r th
e fi

rst 
tw

o 

races, 
consid

erin
g th

e diff
iculty

 he

seem
s t

o be in
, i

s q
uite

 am
azin

g.”

And a
s th

e season p
rogresses, 

‘P
eople

 said
 

they w
anted 

m
ore fe

el’

G
O

LD
 A

N
D

 G
O

O
SE

LORENZOUPBEA

Rossi m
akes it

 stic
k 

with a pass on  

Cal C
rutchlo

w

MOTOGP TITLE FIGHT

SIM
ON PATTERSON

The w
eekend s

aw
 c

ontroversy 

erupt i
n th

e p
addock afte

r a
 m

ove 

by M
ichelin

 to
 brin

g a n
ew

 ty
pe of 

fro
nt p

ro
fil

e ty
re

 w
as t

urned fr
om

a m
olehill

 in
to

 a m
ounta

in
 over a

l-

legatio
ns o

f f
avouriti

sm
.

A n
um

ber o
f r

id
ers requeste

d 

th
at t

he Fre
nch fir

m
 help

 th
em

 fin
d 

m
ore

 st
abili

ty
 m

id
-corner, 

re
su

lt-

in
g in

 p
la

ns b
ein

g p
ut i

n p
la

ce to
 

allo
w

 th
em

 to
 tr

y it
 out d

urin
g th

e

w
eekend – pla

ns t
hat w

ere
 im

m
e-

diate
ly

 cla
im

ed to
 b

e solely
 to

 aid
 

Valentin
o R

ossi.
 

The plo
t t

hen to
ok anoth

er tw
ist

 

at F
rid

ay’s 
safety

 com
m

issio
n w

hen 

th
e atte

ndees v
ote

d to
 re

m
ove th

e

new
 ty

re
 fr

om
 th

e allo
catio

n afte
r 

general s
tr

ik
es i

n A
rgentin

e capita
l 

Buenos A
ire

s s
aw

 th
eir 

arrival a
t t

he 

circ
uit 

delayed until
 Satu

rd
ay.

Speakin
g o

n S
atu

rday n
ig

ht,

Tyre w
ars: a

 

m
ountain out 

of a m
ole

hill?

Dovi’s double
 trouble

Michelin
’s G

oubert says there’s 

been no tyre favouritism

Lorenzo had nudged in
to the back of I

annone’s Suzuki…

…and now he has to w
ait until T

exas to have another try

n
ver g

iv
e u

p. T
he ra

ce

Qata
r g

ave m
e a good 

lin
g and a good v

ib
e

ecause I 
sta

rte
d to

 

ow
 th

e bik
e, a

nd 

ave m
ore

 poin
ts 

d bette
r r

aces 

an I 
did

 la
st

ar a
fte

r t
wo 

races.”

M
ic

helin
 b

oss N
ic

hola
s G

oubert

brush
ed asid

e ta
lk

 of c
onsp

iracies.

“W
e decid

ed on a dire
ctio

n fo
r t

he

ty
re

s t
his 

season afte
r t

esti
ng, b

ut

at t
he Q

ata
r t

est 
w

e had quite
 a fe

w

crashes –
 to

o m
any crashes– and 

people sa
id

 th
e fe

elin
g fr

om
 th

e fr
ont 

w
asn

’t 
w

hat t
hey expecte

d.

“W
e to

ok th
e decisi

on to
 brin

g th
e 

new
 ty

re
s. 

Our o
bjectiv

e w
asn

’t 
to

 

m
ake it 

availa
ble fo

r t
he ra

ce, b
ut t

o 

pre
pare

 fo
r t

he fu
tu

re
, b

ut t
hen w

ith
 

th
e st

rik
e u

nfo
rtu

nate
ly

 w
e d

id
n’t 

have th
e ty

re
s a

vaila
ble on Frid

ay.”

ROSSI IS
THE

MIR
ACLE MAN

…and now
he has to wait

until Texas to have another try

M
arch  1   2

017
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THE PERFECT     B
IKING YEAR

March
 11-

12

Caro
le

 N
ash M

CN S
cotti

sh M
oto

rc
ycle

 S
how, 

Royal H
ig

hla
nd C

entre
, E

din
burg

h 

It’
s S

cotla
nd’s biggest m

oto
rc

ycle
 show and th

e 

only pla
ce in

 th
e country

 w
here

 you’ll
 be able

 to
 

see m
ost o

f t
he new-fo

r-2
017 m

odels in
 one pla

ce. 

There
’s an are

a dedicate
d to

 cla
ssic m

achinery
, 

ple
nty

 of t
ra

de sta
nds, p

lu
s you’ll

 be able
 to

 m
eet 

biking cele
bs such as N

iall M
ackenzie

.

w
w

w.s
cotti

shm
oto

rc
ycle

show.c
om

Rid
e th

is ro
ad: W

ith
 th

e H
ighla

nds only 80 m
ile

s

fu
rth

er n
orth

, y
ou’d be cra

ckers
 not t

o ju
m

p on th
e 

M
9 th

en th
e A

84 to
 pick up th

e A
82 up to

 G
le

ncoe.

C
H

O
O

S
E

 A
 N

E
W

 B
IK

E

S
E

E
 T

H
E

 N
E

W
 B

IK
E

S

Nove
mber

 06-1
2

w
w

w.e
ic

m
a.it

 

K
E

E
P

 S
U

M
M

E
R

 G
O

IN
G

!

Sept
em

ber
 15-

17

Bol d
’O

r 2
4hr, 

Paul R
ic

ard
, F

ra
nce

It’
s sports

bike heaven set in
 a R

ivera
 para

dise. 

There
’s som

eth
ing m

agical a
bout w

atc
hing 

ra
ce bikes speed th

ro
ugh th

e stil
ln

ess of a
 

la
te

 sum
m

er d
awn, s

m
oke fr

om
 th

e tr
ackside 

cam
psite

s swirl
ing behind th

em
. T

he B
ol d

’O
r 

re
tu

rn
ed to

 it
s spiri

tu
al h

om
e of P

aul R
icard

 

tw
o years

 ago, a
nd w

ith
 it 

re
tu

rn
ed th

e hord
es 

of r
ace-lo

ving ri
ders

 fr
om

 all o
ver E

uro
pe, k

een 

to
 be re

unite
d w

ith
 th

e m
ajesty

 of t
he M

istra
l 

Stra
ight, a

nd th
e w

arm
th

 of t
he south

ern
 sun.

w
w

w.b
old

or.c
om

Rid
e th

is ro
ad: T

he D
N8 fr

om
 Le B

eausset t
o th

e

circ
uit i

s possibly th
e m

ost p
erfe

ct r
iding ro

ad 

in E
uro

pe, b
ut u

nfo
rtu

nate
ly th

is m
eans th

at o
n 

ra
ce w

eekend it
’s as busy as th

e circ
uit i

ts
elf.

R
ID

E
 F

O
R

 B
L

O
O

D
Y

 M
IL

E
S

B
U

Y
 S

O
M

E
 L

E
D

E
R

H
O

S
E

N
!

June 
11-1

8 

w
w

w.n
ewchurc

h.a
t

Brill
ia

nt events, p
la

ces and roads that w
ill

 have you itc
hin

g to
 get out on your bik

e.     
      

      
These eig

ht events w
ill

 help
 you on your w

ay to
 rackin

g up those 5000 m
ile

s 

Augu
st 5

-8

bik

w
w

w.ll
anbikefe

st.c
om

Sept
em

ber
 24

w
w

w.g
entle

m
ansrid

e.c
om

G
E

T
 T

H
E

 T
E

N
T

 O
U

T

Augu
st 1

8-2
0

w
w

w.b
rit

ishsuperb
ik

es.c
om

May 2
6-2

9 

w
w

w.b
rit

buttr
ally

.in
fo

Sig
n up to

 our fr
ee  

 new
slette

r

@
 m

oto
rcyclenew

s.com
/rid

e5000m
ile

s

//

D
R

E
S

S
 U

P

R
E

V
E

L
 IN

 T
H

E
 S

C
E

N
E

R
Y

Beards aren’t com
puls

ory… but w
hy not, e

h?

16

RID
E     

     
     

     
M

IL
ES

#

Sig
n up to

our free

15

M
ay 10   2

017

EVENTS
KEY:  ■

 South W
est ■

 Central ■ N
orth &

 Scotla
nd ■ South East

Pete
rb

oro
ugh S

erv
ices, H

addon (A
1/A

605), 

Cam
bs. 9

am
. w

ww.pecam
.org

.uk

n
 H

unsta
nto

n R
am

page R
un, N

etw
ork

 

Rail C
ar P

ark
, M

ilt
on K

eynes, B
ucks. M

eet 

9am
. le

ave 9.30am
. w

ww.fa
cebook.com

/

events
/1

194584367285703/?
ti=

cl

AUTOJUM
BLES

n
 G

ars
ta

ng, H
am

ilt
on H

ouse, G
ars

ta
ng, L

ancs.

www.gars
ta

ngauto
jum

ble
s.co.uk

DRAG RACING

n
 P

ublic
 tr

ack w
eekend, Long M

ars
to

n, 

W
ark

s. w
ww.shakespeare

county
ra

ceway.com

n
 R

un W
hat Y

a B
ru

ng P
ublic

 Tra
ck D

ay,

Santa
 P

od R
aceway. 

www.R
W

YB.com

SPEEDW
AY

n
 M

ild
enhall,

 w
ww.m

ild
enhallf

entig
ers

.co/

n
 N

ew
castle

, w
ww.newcastle

diam
onds.co/

n
 S

cunth
orp

e, w
ww.scunth

orp
escorp

ions.co/

n
 K

in
g’s Lynn, w

ww.kingslynnyoungsta
rs

.co/

BIKE M
EETS

n
 B

M
W

 B
ik

e D
ay, A

ce C
afe

, L
ondon. 9

am
. 0

20-

8961-1
000 or w

ww.ace-c
afe

-lo
ndon.com

n
 C

afe
 P

lu
s, B

ald
ock, H

erts
. 0

1462-8
95755

n
 R

evved U
p Tea B

ar,
High Stre

et S
eafro

nt, 

W
alto

n on th
e N

aze
, E

ssex. 0
7947-4

08542

n
 W

essons C
afe

, H
ora

m
, E

ast S
ussex. 9

am
-

4pm
. 0

1435-8
13999

n
 P

it 
Sto

p S
undays, Iro

n H
ors

e R
anch H

ouse, 

M
ark

et D
eeping, L

incs. 9
am

-6
pm

. 0
1778-

346952 or w
ww.ir

onhors
era

nchouse.co.uk

n
 T

he O
ddballs

 M
CC, T

he H
aygate

, T
elfo

rd
, 

Shro
pshire

. w
ww.oddballs

m
cc.co.uk

n
 T

he S
quare

 &
 C

om
pass, D

arle
y D

ale
,

Derb
ys. 0

1629-7
33255

n
 T

T P
it 

Sto
p S

uper S
ausage, T

oweste
r,

North
ants

. w
ww.supers

ausagecafe
.co.uk

n
 Y

onderm
ann C

afe
, W

ard
lo

w M
ire

s, D
erb

ys.

8am
-3

pm
. 0

1298-8
73056

FESTIVAL

n
 M

CN Festiv
al o

f M
oto

rc
yclin

g,

Pete
rb

oro
ugh A

re
na, C

am
bs. 

www.auto
66.com

W
orld

 S
uperb

ik
es, Im

ola
, It

aly.
 w

ww.w
orld

sbk.

com

TRACK DAYS

n
 N

o L
im

its
, M

allo
ry

 P
ark

, L
eics. £

105, 0
1727-

899173 or w
ww.nolim

its
tra

ckdays.com
 

RALLIES

n
 B

ugspla
tz

 M
CC, The H

aberd
ashers

 A
rm

s,

Knighto
n, S

ta
ffs

. A
ll w

eekend. £
15 pre

book or

£18 O
TG, w

ww.bugspla
tz

m
cc.co.uk

n
 W

easel R
ally

, B
artl

eys B
ar, D

ru
m

cre
e, C

o 

W
estm

eath
. A

ll w
eekend. la

rr
ym

cquaid08@

gm
ail.c

om

n
 T

yre
d ‘N

’ E
xhauste

d R
ally

, The S
howfie

ld
,

W
harle

s, L
ancs. A

ll w
eekend. 0

7393-4
12265

SPEEDW
AY

n
 E

din
burg

h, w
ww.edinburg

hm
onarc

hs.co/

n
 R

edcar,
Cle

vela
nd. w

ww.re
dcarb

ears
.co/

n
 P

ly
m

outh
, Devon. w

ww.plym
outh

devils
.co/

n
 S

om
ers

et, 
www.som

ers
etre

bels
.co/

BIKE M
EETS

n
 B

ik
e N

ig
ht,

ce C
afe

, S
to

nebrid
ge, L

ondon.

6pm
. w

ww.ace-c
afe

-lo
ndon.com

n
 T

he R
om

pin
g C

at, 
Old

 W
oods, B

om
ere

 H
eath

,

Shre
wsbury

, S
hro

pshire
. 0

1939-2
90273

IRISH ROAD RACING

n
 In

te
rn

atio
nal N

ort
h W

est 2
00, P

orts
te

wart,

Co Londonderry
. w

ww.north
west2

00.org

SATURDAY M
ay 13

HILLCLIM
B

n
 J

ers
ey M

C &
 L

CC, M
illb

ro
ok S

ands, J
ers

ey.

www.je
rs

eym
oto

rs
port.

com

ROAD RACING

n
 C

adw
ell 

Park
 C

ro
ft 

Nort
hern

 C
lu

bm
an’s

 

Cham
pio

nship
, C

ro
ft 

Circ
uit, 

Co D
urh

am
. w

ww.

auto
66.com

n
 N

G R
oad R

acin
g C

lu
b, Doningto

n P
ark

,

157899 or www.ngro
adra

cing.org

TRACK DAYS

n
 

RALLIES

n
 

DRAG RACING

n
 

n
 

SPEEDW
AY

n
 

n
 

n
 

n
 

n
 

BIKE M
EETS

n
 

n
 

n
 

n
 

FESTIVAL

n
 

IRISH ROAD RACING

n
 

SKILL DAYS

n
 

ROAD RACING

n
 

TRACK DAYS

n
 

SHOW
S

n
 

n
 

RIDEOUTS

n
 

W
EDNESDAY M

ay 10

RIDING SCHOOLS

n
 H

onda R
on H

asla
m

 R
ace S

chool,

Doningto
n P

ark
, D

erb
ys. 0

1332-8
83323 or

www.hasla
m

ra
ceschool.c

om

RIDEOUTS

n
 K

ilh
am

 B
Ik

ers
, B

ay H
ors

e, K
ilh

am
, E

ast

York
s. 6

.30pm
. w

ww.kilh
am

bikers
.co.uk

SPEEDW
AY

n
 B

elle
 V

ue, w
ww.belle

vueaces.co/

n
 C

ra
dle

y, www.cra
dle

yheath
ens.co/

n
 K

in
g’s Lynn, w

ww.kingslynnyoungsta
rs

.co/

n
 P

oole
, www.poole

pira
te

s.co/

BIKE M
EETS

n
 B

rit
 B

ik
e N

ig
ht, 

Ace C
afe

, L
ondon. 6

pm
.

020-8
961-1

000 or w
ww.ace-c

afe
-lo

ndon.com

n
 R

oad R
unner R

id
ers

, C
hequers

 In
n, G

t

Bla
kenham

, S
uffo

lk
. 7

.30pm
. 0

7883-2
71610

n
 R

yka’s C
afe

, Box H
ill

, S
urre

y. 
07730-6

61013

n
 T

he A
dm

ira
l H

aw
ke, Sunbury

 on T
ham

es,

M
iddle

sex. 0
1932-7

81326

n
 D

ic
k Turp

in
’s R

est, 
Blu

e C
hip H

ouse (A
64),

High St, S
herb

urn
, Y

ork
s. 0

1944-7
11111

n
 E

ast C
oast M

C W
orld

, C
ra

nswick In
dustri

al 

Esta
te

, D
rif

fie
ld

, E
ast Y

ork
s. 0

1377-2
71200

n
 G

aw
sw

ort
h J

este
rs

, H
arri

ngto
n A

rm
s,

M
accle

sfie
ld

, C
heshire

. 7
pm

. 0
7843-2

23593

n
 S

outh
port

 C
aro

usel, 
South

port,

M
ers

eyside. w
ww.discovers

outh
port.

co.uk

n
 S

quire
s C

afe
, N

ewth
orp

e, W
est Y

ork
s.

01977-6
84618 or  w

ww.squire
s-c

afe
.co.uk

n
 Tra

velle
rs

 In
n, S

m
ith

y W
ood R

d, T
horp

e

Hesle
y, 

Roth
erh

am
. 0

114-2
467870

n
 W

etla
nd B

ik
ers

, W
ild

fo
wl C

entre
,

W
ashingto

n, T
&W

. 5
.30pm

, w
ww.w

wt.o
rg

.uk

n
 B

ik
ers

 B
re

akfa
st, 

The D
og In

n, N
eth

er

W
hita

cre
, W

ark
s. 9

am
. 0

1675-4
81318

n
 S

pald
in

g B
ik

e N
ig

ht, 
The C

hequers
, W

esto
n, 

Spald
ing, L

incs. 6
.30pm

-1
0pm

. w
ww.fa

cebook.

com
/e

vents
/4

96160957245426

n
 A

lto
n S

ta
tio

n C
afe

, A
lto

n, H
ants

. 5
pm

-9
pm

.

01420-8
2205

n
 B

ik
ers

 N
ite

, T
he M

ill
, W

ith
ingto

n,

Chelth
enham

, G
lo

ucs. w
ww.bikers

nite
.com

n
 S

alis
bury M

C &
 L

CC, Harn
ham

Social C
lu

b, S
alis

bury
, W

ilt
s. w

ww.

salis
bury

m
oto

rc
ycle

andlig
htc

arc
lu

b.co.uk

n
 T

he P
lo

ugh, C
adsden, R

isboro
ugh, B

uck

http
://

plo
ugh-a

t-c
adsden.co.uk

IRISH ROAD RACING

n
 In

te
rn

atio
nal N

ort
h W

est 2
00, P

orts
te

w

Co Londonderry
. w

ww.north
west2

00.org

THURSDAY M
ay 11

TRACK DAYS

n
 N

o L
im

its
, C

ro
ft,

 C
o D

urh
am

. £
139, 0

172

899173 or w
ww.nolim

its
tra

ckdays.com

n
 F

ocused E
vents

 - B
M

W
 Tra

ck and Tra
in

day L
evel 1

, D
oningto

n P
ark

, D
erb

ys. £
329

08450-2
67272 or w

ww.fo
cusedevents

.com

n
 F

ocused E
vents

, D
oningto

n, D
erb

ys. £
16

08450-2
67272 or w

ww.fo
cusedevents

.com

SPEEDW
AY

n
 Ip

sw
ic

h, w
ww.ip

swichwitc
hes.co/

n
 S

heffi
eld

, w
ww.sheffi

eld
speedway.c

o/

n
 Is

le
 of W

ig
ht,

www.w
ightw

arri
ors

.co/

n
 S

w
in

don,  w
ww.swindonro

bins.co/

BIKE M
EETS

n
 It

alia
n B

ik
es n’ C

ars
, Ace C

afe
, L

ondon.

6pm
. w

ww.ace-c
afe

-lo
ndon.com

n
 E

ast C
oast M

oto
rc

ycle
 W

orld
, Cra

nswi

Industr
a

Esta
te

, H
utto

n Cra
nsw

ck, D
r ffi

el

East Y
ork

s. 0
1377-2

71200

n
 H

ig
hw

aym
an C

afe
, Y

ork
, Y

ork
s. O

pen un

8pm
. 0

1904-4
00417

n
 T

he G
uid

e In
n, Keighle

y R
d, H

ainworth
,

Keighle
y, 

W
est Y

ork
s. w

ww.fa
cebook.com

/

gro
ups/1

06826612717228

n
 W

arle
y C

ro
ss C

afe
, B

eefo
rd

, Y
ork

s. w
ww

warle
ycro

sscafe
-e

asty
ork

shire
.co.uk

n
 W

his
tle

sto
p C

afe
, H

TM B
usiness P

ark
,

Rhuddla
n, D

enbighshire
. 0

174
5 591235

n
 D

usty
 M

ill
er, 

Barlb
oro

ugh, N
r C

heste
rfi

e

Derb
ys. w

ww.dusty
m

ill
erb

arlb
oro

ugh.co.uk

n
 Ir

on H
ors

e b
ik

e N
ig

ht, 
Iro

n H
ors

e R
anch 

House, M
ark

et D
eeping, L

incs. 6
pm

-1
1pm

.

www.ir
onhors

era
nchouse.co.uk

n
 V

ic
 B

ik
ers

 P
ub, Coalvill

e, L
eics. 6

pm
-1

1p

01530-8
14718 or w

ww.vicbikers
pub.co.uk

IRISH ROAD RACING

n
 In

te
rn

atio
nal N

ort
h W

est 2
00, P

orts
te

w

Co Londonderr
y. 

www.north
west2

00.org

FRIDAY M
ay 12

ROAD RACING

n
 C

adw
ell 

Park
 C

ro
ft 

Nort
hern

 C
lu

bm
an

Cham
pio

nship
, Cro

ft 
Circ

uit, 
Co D

urh
am

. 

M
CN’s recom

m
ended view

ing

G
O

L
D

 A
N

D
 G

O
O

S
E

8.30pm
, M

OT, R
ed Bull M

otoGP 

Rookie
s Cup R

epla
y. A

lso at 9
.10pm

10.30am
, B

TS1, FIM
 Speedw

ay 

Grand Prix

MAY 10

MAY 16

10am
, E

UR2, L
iv

e W
orld

 Superbikes, Im
ola

, Italy
:

Race 2 and support r
aces. A

lso at 8
pm

MAY 14

Key to channels DRT - D
iscove

ry
 R

eal T
im

e

T

DSC - D
iscovery

 

Channel D
HD - D

iscove
ry

 C
hannel H

D
EXS

- E
xtre

m
e S

ports
 C

hannel 

EUR1 (2
, H

D) -
 Euro

sp
ort 

1 (2
, H

D) M
OT

- M
oto

rs
 T

V 

T

CH4
- C

hannel 4
 

CH5
- C

hannel F
ive

 B
BC

BBCi – B
BC In

te
ra

ctiv
e ESPN

– E
SPN C

la
ssic 

Channel IN
ST

– I
nsight 

T

IT
V

DST
– D

iscove
ry

 Turb
o 

T

SHED
– D

iscovery

Shed  S
S1 (2

, 3
 or X

) -
 S

ky S
ports

 1 (2
, 3

 or E
xtra

) QUESTT
BTS1

– B
T 

Sport
1 BTS2

– BT Sport
2 TVL

– TRAVEL UK

L
MONDAY M

ay 15

TRACK DAYS

n
 N

o L
im

its
, S

nette
rto

n, N
orfo

lk
. £

105, 0
1727-

899173 or w
ww.nolim

its
tra

ckdays.com

n
 N

o L
im

its
 E

venin
g, S

nette
rto

n. £
45, 0

1727-

899173 or w
ww.nolim

its
tra

ckdays.com

SPEEDW
AY

n
 K

ent, 
www.kentk

ings.co/

n
 W

olverh
am

pto
n,w

ww.w
olve

rh
am

ptonwolve
s.c

o/

n,

BIKE M
EETS

n
 R

oute
 11, A

11 N
orth

bound, A
ttl

eboro
ugh,

Norfo
lk

. 0
7702-6

29619

n
 W

oody’s B
ar, 

Ancaste
r, G

ra
nth

am
, L

incs.

6.3
0pm

. 0
1400-2

30552

n
 T

he S
w

an In
n, T

otto
n, S

outh
am

pto
n, H

ants
.

7pm
. 0

7708-2
34078

n
 T

he T
hre

e C
ro

w
ns, W

haddon, A
ld

erb
ury

,

Salis
bury

, W
ilt

s. 8
.30pm

. 0
1722-7

10211

TUESDAY M
ay 16

TRACK DAYS

n
 N

o L
im

its
, S

nette
rto

n, N
orfo

lk
. £

125, 0
1727-

899173 or w
ww.nolim

its
tra

ckdays.com

n
 M

SVT w
ith

 S
ta

lk
er, 

Oulto
n P

ark
, C

heshire
.

fro
m

 £
165, w

ww.M
SVTra

ckdays.com

n
 F

ocused E
vents

, S
ilv

ers
to

ne M
oto

GP. £
169,

08450-2
67272 or w

ww.fo
cusedevents

.com

BIKE M
EETS

n
 T

he R
ed L

io
n, Kings Langle

y, 
Herts

. 6
.30pm

onward
s, 0

74
11-

939954

n
 B

agby In
n, T

hirs
k, N

orth
 York

s. 5
.30pm

onward
s, 0

7541-
059506

n
 H

aven A
rm

s, H
avenside, H

edon, Y
ork

s.

7.3
0pm

 onward
s, w

ww.havenarm
s.co.uk

n
 O

ld
e R

ed L
io

n, Litt
le S

utto
n, E

lle
sm

ere
 P

ort,
 

Cheshire
. w

ww.old
ere

dlio
n.co.uk

n
 R

oute
 5

9 C
afe

, B
olto

n A
bbey, 

Skipto
n, N

orth
 

York
s. 0

1756-7
11554.

n
 Teessid

e B
ik

ers
, P

its
to

p D
iner, S

to
ckto

n, C
o 

Durh
am

. 6
pm

. w
ww.te

esidebikers
.co.uk

n
 

MAY 13
-14

Advertisem
ent Feature

Step back in
 tim

e 

w
ith the retro range

Romney M
arsh

Class
ic

Bike
jumble

10am
Sunday 21

st May 

Hamstr
eet,

Nr A
sh

ford
, K

ent T
N26 2JD

W
ith

 R
id

e-In
 S

how!

01797 344277  w
ww.elk-

pro
motio

ns.c
o.uk 

Next d
ate

: R
om

ney M
ars

h S
how &

µJum
ble S

unday 25
th  June

R
a
c
e
M

e
e
ts

M
o
to

G
P
...

•
 

•
 

•
 

B
O

O
K
 E

A
R
LY

 F
O

R
 B

E
S
T
 D

E
A
L
!

m
c
it
o
u
rs

.c
o
m

PM
H
 S

port
 T

ra
ve

l L
td

 &
 

Team
 C

oord
in

8 L
td

The 
Rom

er
, S

utt
on

 R
oa

d, W
ig

gi
nto

n, Y
or

k,
 Y

O
32 2

RB 

Tel: 
01904 7

66 7
87   

 E
m

ai
l: 

in
fo

@
te

am
co

ord
in

8.c
om

Cut o
ut a

ll t
he h

ass
le 

of h
iking lu

ggage a
round, le

t u
s d

o it 
for y

ou

D
u
tc

h
 M

o
to

 G
P

A
S
S
E
N

LU
X
U
R
Y C

O
A
C
H
 T

R
IP

Al
l t

hi
s 

fo
r 
an

 

in
cr

ed
ib

le

£4
59

.0
0

pe
r 
pe

rs
on

*

+
�

+

+
�

+
�

+
�

Hurry
, 

only a few

spaces

left!

TR
ACK D

AYS IN
 P

EM
BREY

May

Saturday
 27th & Sunday

 28th

Call P
hil B

eva
n on 07885 453191

www.philbevan
tra

ckd
ays

.co
m

• Real 
Ale

 & Cid
er F

est
ival

 • Fu
ll M

enu
 all

 da
y •

 All
 da

y b
rea

kfa
sts

 + BBQ • Tra
de 

Sta
nds

• LIV
E B

and
s: 3

.00
pm - S

OBs, 5
.00

pm - T
he 

Tra
nsit

ions
, 8:

30p
m - T

he 
Mafi a

T
h

e 
C

h
u
r
c
h

il
l 

A
r
m

s

M
S
V
T
R
A
C
K
D
A
Y
S
.C

O
M

  
  
T:

 0
8
4
3
 4

5
3
 3

0
0
0

E
V
E
N
T
S

E
V
E
N

E
N
TT
S

N
O
V
IC

E
 O

N
LY

A
C
U
 T

E
S
T
IN

G

R
O
A
D
 B

IK
E
 O

N
LY

G
E
N
E
R
A
L
 T

R
A
C
K
 D

A
Y

O
P
E
N
 P

IT
L
A
N
E

S
E
S
S
IO

N
S
 A

N
D
 T

A
S
T
E
R
S

  
F
A
C
E
B
O
O
K
.C

O
M

/M
S
V
T
R
A
C
K
D
A
Y
S

Tue 16 May 
Oulto

n Park 

General Bike Track Day - w
ith

 Stalker 
£165.00

Mon 15 May 
Bedford Autodrome 

General Bike Track Day 

£99.00

Fri 1
9 May 

Cadwell P
ark 

Novice
 Only Track Day 

£109.00

Tue 23 May 
Snetterto

n 300 

General Bike Track Day - w
ith

 Stalker 
£105.00

Tue 23 May 
Oulto

n Park 

Novice
 Only Track Day 

£165.00

Sat 0
3 Ju

n 
Snetterto

n 300 

General Bike Track Day 

£135.00

Mon 05 Ju
n 

Cadwell P
ark 

Open Pitla
ne Track Day 

£115.00

Mon 05 Ju
n 

Cadwell P
ark 

ACU Lice
nce Assessm

ent 

£129.00

Thu 08 Ju
n 

Brands H
atch In

dy 

Road Bike Only Track Day - w
ith

 Stalker 
£139.00

N
O

V
IC

E O
N

LY
 T

R
A

C
K

D
A

Y
S

Fri
 19

th
 M

ay C
adw

ell 
Park

Tues 2
3rd

 M
ay O

ult
on P

ark

The BEST place

to buy biking kit!

#M
CN
we
dn
es
da
y

14

899173 or www.nolim
its

tra
ckdays.com

Knighto
n, S

ta
ffs

. A
ll weekend. £

15 pre
book or

£18 OTG, w
ww.bugspla

tz
m

cc.co.uk

W
estm

eath
. A

ll weekend. la
rr

ym
cquaid08@

W
harle

s, L
ancs. A

ll weekend. 0
7393-4

12265

6pm
. w

ww.ace-c
afe

-lo
ndon.com

Shre
wsbury

, S
hro

pshire
. 0

1939-2
90273

In
te

rn
atio

nal Nort
h W

est 200,

Co Londonderr
y.

www.north
west2

00.org

Cadw
ell

Park
Cro

ft
Nort

hern
Clu

bm
an’s

(2
, 3

or X) - Sky Sports
1 (2

, 3
or Extra

)

w
w
w.
m
ot
or
cy
cl
en
ew
s.c
om

#M
CN
we
dn
es
da
y

GA
RA
GE

BE PREPARED ●
 O

w
nin

g ●
 F

ix
in

g ●
 A

dvice ●
 K

it te
stin

g ●
 T

ech 

Find the best place to put it

Assem
ble the m

ounting bracket a
nd offe

r it
 up to w

here you

are planning to fit
 it. T

ry doing this as you’re sitting on the bike 

so you get a
 rider’s eye view. Id

eally
 you don’t w

ant t
he satnav obscuring 

anything on the dash, e
specially

 your w
arning lig

hts. T
urn the bars fu

ll l
ock

on both sides to check fo
r in

terfe
rence against f

airings and brackets, a
djust

if n
ecessary and then tighten up the bolts.

Acces

Gain acce

necessary

order t
o reach the ter

and le
ft-

hand side/ta

allo
w the tank to be sl

your m
odel, s

o check

2

3

Fin
d your w

ay w
hen fit

tin
g a bik

e-fr
iendly

 route
fin

der w
ith this ste

p-b
y-ste

p guid
e

Fin
e-tune your bik

e’s fr
ont end

Fitting a satnav ju
st got s

Adju
st your forks

Got everything you need?

Open your s
atnav fit

ting kit a
nd m

ake sure all t
he required 

com
ponents are there. Y

ou should also check that t
he cradle

itself i
s com

patible w
ith your p

articular s
atnav and that y

ou have adequate

space to fit
 it 

on your b
ike. L

ay out t
he power c

able and run it 
along the

outside of t
he lo

gical route it 
will 

take to connect t
o the bike’s battery,

m
aking sure that it

 is
 lo

ng enough to reach w
ithout s

nagging.

How to care for  

an off-road  

bike

Pick your route

Start t
o route the w

ires alongside your b
ike’s lo

om
, this w

ill 
keep 

things lo
oking neat a

nd w
ill 

also prevent d
am

age to the w
iring.

Pay particular a
ttention to the w

ay in
 w

hich the original w
iring routes fr

om

the headstock area and up and over t
he top yoke. If

 done in
correctly the w

ire

can snag or b
ind w

hen the steering is
 on fu

ll l
ock.

Tidy the w
ires

Once you have fin
alis

ed the route of t
he power c

able, run any 

excess w
ire to the battery w

here it 
can be gathered up and

shortened. C
able tie the power le

ad alongside the original lo
om

. L
ook out

fo
r a

ny OE cable ties that a
re already fit

ted and are reusable, a
s using these

will 
help keep the jo

b lo
oking tidy and profe

ssional.

8

4

6

9

5

7

Charged and ready

Life
 w

ith an ele
ctric

 bik
e

Project XT500 C
la

ssic
 

Yam
 nears com

ple
tio

n

Used and abused

Top kit w
e’ve been testin

g

Got a biking problem
? 

W
e h

ave the answ
ers

Funny front ends

M
ethod in

 the m
adness?

P58

P59

P60

P62

P63

PAU
L B

RYAN
T

1

Fin
d new 

roads for your 

#rid
e5000m

ile
s  

explo
its

T
O

O
L
S

#M
CN
we
dn
es
da
y

37

w
w
w.
m
ot
or
cy
cl
en
ew
s.c
om

April  
5   2

017

‘TH
EY

’R
E B

A
CK

!’ 

The GSX-R
1000R and Fireblade SP are finally

 back 

in th
e game, ju

st in
 tim

e fo
r M

CN’s definitiv
e six-day 

superbike showdown – but w
hich should you buy?

36
ROA

D T
EST THE  

 
 

    T
EST

M
ichael N

eeves

Age 47Height 6ft

CV M
CN Senio

r Teste
r.

A race w
in

ner at R
ock-

in
gham

 on a BM
W

.

Adam
 ‘C

had’ C
hild

Age 40 H
eight 5ft 6

in

CV
M

CN Senio
r Teste

r. 

Once TT te
am

 m
ate

 to
 

John M
cPin

t.

Em
m

a Franklin

Age 35 H
eight 5ft 7

in

Bruce D
unn

t 5

ad

n

b

Liam

The riders

W

elcome to
 M

CN’s 
annual 

su
perb

ike sh
ootout. T

his 

year s
ees th

e re
tu

rn of tw
o 

Japanese 10
00cc heroes, 

in
 th

e guise of H
onda’s 

Fire
blade SP and Suzuki’s 

GSX-R10
00R. 

A lo
t h

as c
hanged sin

ce th
ese tw

o gi-

ants 
ruled th

e w
orld

. It
 w

as B
MW

 th
at 

forced th
e su

perb
ike class to

 sh
ift

 gears 

with
 th

eir S10
00RR in

 2010
 w

hen th
e

German m
onste

r s
et a

 new benchmark
. 

It m
ade 19

0bhp and came dripping w
ith

 

electro
nics. E

ver s
ince th

en th
e Honda

and Suzuki h
ave fa

lle
n fu

rth
er b

ehind. 

But th
ese tw

o fo
rmer M

CN gro
up te

st 

winners a
re back, fa

ste
r a

nd leaner th
an 

ever. D
o th

ey fin
ally

 have w
hat it

 ta
kes 

to deth
ro

ne th
e current su

perb
ike ro

y-

alty
? That’s

 w
hat w

e’re
 here to

 fin
d out.

Superb
ikes h

ave outgro
wn th

e re
al 

world
 in

 te
rms o

f p
rice and power, s

o 

in
 th

e sp
irit o

f ‘i
n fo

r a
 penny, in

 fo
r a

pound’ w
e’re

 te
sti

ng th
e posh

 versio
ns 

here: th
e Rs, 

Ms, 
SPs a

nd Factory ver-

sions. W
e’ll

 be pitc
hin

g th
e cheaper 

base m
odels 

again
st 

each oth
er so

on, 

as w
ell a

s t
he m

ega-money exotic
a lik

e

th
e Panigale R, S

uperle
ggera, H

P4 Race

and Blade SP2. 

But fo
r n

ow, m
ake yourself c

omfort-

able w
hile

 w
e ta

ke you on a jo
urney 

th
ro

ugh th
e fa

ste
st,

 m
ost 

decadent s
u-

perb
ike te

st 
we’ve ever u

ndertaken – a

week of h
am

merin
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On the road

PART 1  

On road
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Silver dream
 racer

Braking good

The race bik
e runs slig

htly
 sm

Brem
bo discs than the road bik

e, d
o

from
 330m

m
 to 320m

m
 to help

 reduce 

un-sprung w
eig

ht. T
he rear disc is

 the 

sam
e on both versio

ns. B
rookes uses a 

rear thum
b brake w

hereas Johnson uses

a conventio
nal r

ear brake le
ver.

Gas guzzler
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anks are very sim
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ade from
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r fo
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pact 
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 body 
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 actually
 under the seat, 
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tre la

rger fuel tank 

Clock

THE RACE ONE
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Nose job

althou
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01

Slave labour
Remove the slave cylinder from the side of 

the engine. Look at the absolute state of this 

one. Just as bad at the engine end.

05

New for old
Carefully fit the new seal over the 

replacement piston. The open side faces 

towards the fluid in the slave housing.

09

There’s a load of cleaning to do here, on 

both the pushrod and the engine casing. 

Remove the old gasket too.

Clutch slave cylinders get a tough time and need a 
mercy rebuild at some time in their lives  

OVERHAUL A 
CLUTCH SLAVE  

H
ydraulic clutches – those at least 

with the correct master to slave 

ratio, look away now Ducati – are a 

feather-light joy to operate. Or they 

are when everything’s in good nick.

A hydraulic clutch’s slave is usually ideally 

situated to take the brunt of moisture, chain 

lube and dirt. It’s a punishing environment 

and the slave’s piston and seals suffer. The 

onslaught doesn’t just come from the outside 

either – hygroscopic brake fluid absorbs water 

and causes corrosion inside the slave too.

The one on this 1997 Honda VFR750 is a 

good case in point. It feels horrible at the lever 

and there’s a tendency to drag when the engine 

is hot. It’s a reasonable bet that the slave still 

has the original piston and seals. Time for 

some remedial work.

TECHNICAL DIFFICULTY?

HOW LONG?
A leisurely hour should see you 
sorted, perhaps a little longer if 
there’s bodywork to take off and 
put back on.

COST?
This is how it breaks down in terms 
of money: slave cylinder piston 
£30.01, slave cylinder seal and 
spring set £23.78, fluid £3. We got 
the parts from wemoto.com

WORKSHOP RATING

TOOLS FOR THE JOB

HOW TO

1  Something to catch hydraulic fluid in
2  Grease
3  Copper grease
4  Socket
5  Spanner
6  Hydraulic fluid
7  Screwdriver
8  Nylon abrasive pad
9  Bleed pipe and bottle

10  Brake cleaner

Words and pictures: Alan Seeley 

5
2

7

8

10

9
6

3

4

1

The unmistable look of a man 
who realises things are a fair 

bit worse than he thought
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HOW TO

02

Pop it
Pump the handlebar lever to eject the piston 

from the slave housing. Have something 

ready to catch the hydraulic fluid.

06

Springs and things
The pointed end of the conical spring locates 

on the piston. Give the seal a wipe round with 

some fresh hydraulic fluid.

03

Black hole
The slave cylinder housing is thick with dirt 

and corrosion. No wonder the (rusty) piston 

isn’t so keen to slide in and out. 

07

Piston in
Give the inside of the slave housing a smear 

of hydraulic fluid too before persuading the 

piston into the bore. 

10

Cleaned and greased
That’s a bit better than it was. A smear of 

grease on the pushrod and a new gasket, 

greased on both sides.

04

Clean up
Here’s the slave cylinder housing after a 

good blast of brake cleaner and some gentle 

rubbing with nylon abrasive pad.

08

Second seal
Insert the pushrod seal into the piston, 

oriented as shown. Make sure it’s situated 

square and even in the piston.

11

Bleeding thing
With the slave remounted, all that’s left to do 

is to bleed the clutch up and we’re good to go 

once more.

GARY’S TOP TIP 
Clean the pushrod as thouroughly as something in a hospital. If there’s 

even the slightest nick in it, it can wreck the seal.  And don’t be afraid to 

use plenty of hydraulic fluid when you’re putting it all together. Last 

but not least – remember to clean around the bleed nipple before AND 

after you start the bleed process.  
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Practical Sportsbikes crew’s 
bikes enjoy and endure the 

very same highs and 
lows as your machines

ALSO ON THE 
PRACTICAL 
SPORTSBIKES 
BENCH

1993 Ducati 900SS

Alan Seeley

1988 Yamaha TDR250 

Alan Seeley

2002 Kawasaki 250TR

Mark Graham

1983 Suzuki TS50ER

Jim Moore

1991 Yamaha TZR125R 4DL

Jim Moore

Jim’s Katana – the 
benchmark in big inch 
four-stroke power

Comprehensive dyno session with new Keihin CRs produces big results with more to come 

Kat starts to shows its claws

  Jim Moore 

1983 Suzuki GSX1100S Katana

f you’ve ever built or owned a special 

you’ll know they’re never truly finished. 

The temptation to keep tinkering, swap 

this, and improve that is never far away. And so it 

is with my beloved Suzuki GSX1100S Katana. 

The bike was always a period upgrade in my mind 

– a homage to the Yoshimura Kats built by Pops 

and his crew for AMA Superbike championship 

riders Wes Cooley and Dave Aldana in ’82 – hence 

the 18-inch Dymags, GP-spec RGB500 front discs 

and Mikuni VM33 smoothbore carbs. Only the 

VMs were a pain, and despite a thorough pulling 

apart and myriad new parts they never ran as the 

motor or I desired. That was enough to convince 

me to dent my wallet in the shape of a brand-new 

set of Keihin CRs. Ouch.

Fast forward several months and I’m at RTR 

Motorcycles in Bingham, just east of Nottingham. 

Alan put me onto RTR (Road, Track and Race, 

in case you were wondering) after owner Dan 

Hegarty did a mighty impressive job of setting 

up our X7 Gamma on his dyno. As well as being 

an expert at bike set-up on his rolling road, Dan is 

also a road racer of some merit (see page 99). A 

man of many talents.

Dan’s a whizz at programming Power 

Commanders and setting up fuel injection – his P
ho

to
gr

ap
hy

: J
as

on
 C

ri
tc

he
ll
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Dan Hegarty knows 
how to drive the dyno 
to get good  part 
throttle readings. It’s 
not all about peaks

own race bikes feature such tech – but it’s bikes 

with carbs that really give him the buzz. “The 

satisfaction comes from seeing the customers’ 

smiles get wider with every dyno run and jetting 

tweak,” he says. I’m hoping to be that lucky 

customer today.

I bought the Kat’s Keihin CRs from Allens 

Performance who, as luck would have it, are 

located just a couple of units up from RTR, so 

getting hold of different jets and needles for 

today’s dyno run couldn’t be easier. The bike ran 

better with the Keihins straight out of their box 

than it ever did on the VM33s, but having invested 

so much in them I want them to run perfectly with 

my Suzuki’s big-bored lump.

We strap the Kat to the dyno and Dan tries a 

baseline run. The air/fuel ratio is miles out and 

subsequently the fuelling is far too lean but, for 

a first run, the numbers are encouraging. With 

its 1170cc Wiseco pistons this motor is about 

grunt rather than chasing huge horsepower so, 

with its stock cams and head I had a figure in mind 

between 95-100bhp at the back wheel. First run 

nets 102bhp. To say both Big G, who built the 

GSX’s motor, and I are pleasantly surprised by 

this straight off the bat is an understatement as 

sizeable as the breakfast Big G’s just taken down.

“I can feel it’ll do more,” says Dan. “It’s hesitating 

at the top end – there’s not enough fuel getting 

in.” Inspecting the main jets reveals the reason; at 

118s they’re way too modest for the needs of the 

motor. “Can you nip over to see Steve [at Allens] 

and get some 128s?” Right you are.

Bigger mains in place, we start the next run, but 

there’s a problem. The right carb is spewing fuel 

out all over the crankcases. Dan switches off the 

bike and removes the float bowl. Despite flushing 

the tank before our visit, some unwelcome gunk 

has found its way through the fuel system and 

nudged the float open. 

Dan cleans out the carbs while I nip to Allens to 

grab an inline fuel filter. Once fitted the 128 mains 
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Two very strong curves, marred only by the glitch at 4500rpm when the transition from throttle 
cutaway to needle still needs some work. There are two other needle profiles to try. We just simply ran 
out of dyno time. Either way the peaks of 120bhp and 80.87lb.ft are not to be sniffed at.

Gunge in a floatbowl from old fuel temporarily suspended work: inline fuel filter and fresh gas cured it  

instantly supply an additional 10bhp, taking the 

Kat’s new peak to 112.83bhp. This is getting 

interesting. 

Dyno set up isn’t just about outright numbers, 

however. The fuel/air ratio and hesitancy to pick 

up on a part throttle indicate, Dan says, that we 

need to go richer still on the main jets, and leaner 

on the needles.

“If you were using the bike mainly for racing 

or trackdays I’d say go 132-134 mains to keep 

fuelling strong on full throttle. But as you’re 

using it mainly on the road, 130s are a good 

compromise on the mains. Old air-cooled motors 

always work better slightly rich, especially for 

racing, because if they’re on the lean side they get 

too hot and that’ll cause the power to drop away.”

Dan’s already got the air screws two-and-a-half 

turns out – any more and they’ll run the risk of 

shaking loose because there’s little tension left 

in the springs at that setting. Going leaner on the 

needle, for small and part throttle opening, is the 

only option. I’m dispatched to Allens once more in 

search of size 52 pilot jets (we started with 60s) 

and 130 mains.

We’re not chasing power, rather optimising 

throttle response in the 20-80 per cent throttle 

opening – most road riding. The needles the carbs 

came with are too tapered, allowing too much 

fuel to pass. Dan takes us up a size from 3777s to 

3779s, clip position two from the top. The Kat’s 

making a consistent and impressive 118bhp and, 

perhaps more importantly, a hefty 80.5lb.ft of 

torque. With every run and every tweak I’m more 

and more pleased I bought the CRs.

I’m mightily impressed by Dan, too – as is Big 

G, and he’s not a man used to hyperbole. Some 

dyno operators simply beast the bike through the 

gears at full noise in the hope the owner will be 

dazzled by big numbers. Not Dan. He’s constantly 

tweaking to ensure part throttle performance and 

response is every bit as crisp and impressive as 

the biggest numbers. This really matters.

We try two other needle types, both slightly 

fatter than the previous, before Dan settles 

on 5179s. The key to these is a marginally less 

Dan’s not small, it’s 
just Big G is big. 
That’s why he’s 

called Big G
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tapered lower third on the body of the needle – a 

characteristic that further leans off the low rpm 

fuelling, therefore increasing response. The final 

dyno run garners a mighty impressive 120.5bhp 

– way more than I’d expected. “This isn’t a high-

running dyno either,” points out Dan.

He’s got the Katana to an excellent starting 

point with its new CRs. There’s still a very slight 

resistance to drop revs at the bottom-end, but 

Gary thinks he knows why. “The motor’s on stock 

cams and they’re generating a vacuum that’s 

momentarily holding the slides. A stronger return 

spring on the throttle cable will cure that.”

Once off the dyno I can’t resist running the Kat 

up and down the road just to see what it’s like. 

Grunt is instant and the fuelling now has that 

delicious balance of response and crispness  

I was after. It’s left Gary and I wondering how 

much more poke is waiting to be released 

from the motor. A freer-flowing end can would 

definitely help, so that’s next on my shopping list. 

Once I’ve got one I’ll be back to RTR for another 

dyno run. Didn’t I say a special is never finished? 

Thanks to

l Dan and Jason at RTR Motorcycles, 

rtrmotorcycles.co.uk, 01949 837 140
l Steve at Allens Performance, 

allensperformance.co.uk, 01949 836 733

On big air-cooled engines 
it usually pays to run them 

slightly on the rich side at the 
top end. If they’re too lean 

they can run too hot when flat 
out for long periods and lose 

a bit of power. 

DAN’S 
TOP TIP

Jim (standing) stares at the 
screen hoping  it will all make 

sense one day. One day

Those 33mm Keihin CRs 
in their glory. Still the 
boss carbs
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WHO IS DAN HEGARTY?

A man of many talents, that’s who. Owner of RTR Motorcycles (Road Track 

Racing), mechanic, engineer, and successful racer, Dan can include TT 

Privateers Champion, plus fastest newcomer at the Ulster GP and North 

West 200 on his racing CV. In mid-November he’ll be up against the world’s 

best road racers aboard his CBR1000RR superbike at the Macau GP. If 

you need some more than competent diagnostic dyno work done in the 

Nottingham area he’s the man (01949 837140, rtrmotorcycles.co.uk).

Above: We would say 
this... protective 
headgear (fail), hand 
protection (fail). I mean, 
we could go on...

Left: Tweaking up the 
float bowl drains – just 
a gentle nipping

Bottom left: Needle 
jets and mains all 
swapped out three 
times

PROJECT BIKES

GARY AND I 

ARE LEFT 

WONDERING HOW 

MUCH MORE POKE 

THERE IS TO COME 

WITH ANOTHER 

CAN... NEXT ON THE 

SHOPPING LIST
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KH400 chassis/H1F 500 power all ready to roll. It will be a 
long road, but the destination will be well worth the trip

Green meanie hot rod 
dream becomes reality

   Mark Graham

1977 Kawasaki KH400/H1F

he premise is simple and almost as 

old as the hills: the biggest engine in 

the littlest running gear – the hot rod. 

Being vastly underprivileged and never having 

ridden a Kawasaki triple. Ever. The only solution 

is to build a hot rod triple. 

Yes, a 750 H2 engine would go into a KH250 

chassis, the result would be hilarious for a short 

while, then wearisome for a much longer time. 

Much like an RD400 into a Fizzie, or something 

even madder yet to come.

A 500 H1 engine is a sensible insertion into 

the KH 250/400 running gear. And, like most 

things, it’s been done before, so plans exist on 

how to do it. A good, stock KH400 will produce 

around 35bhp at the rear wheel. A gently 

breathed-on H1 should produce at least 60bhp 

at the rear wheel. A far better proposition. Some 

He hasn’t seen inside 
the engine yet. That’s 

why he’s smiling 

P
ho

to
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hy
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n 
S
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le

y
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extensively worked over H1s have made 80bhp 

– so the potential is very much there.

A KH400 rolling chassis is located on the eBay 

in Inverurie in Scotland. The bidding goes to 

£1047 in my favour and vendor Davey wishes 

me well with the plan. It’s got a freshly painted 

tank and tailpiece (in a nicely shot stock Candy 

Emerald Green). It’s all there bar an engine with 

extra clocks, switchgear, 26mm carbs, a set of 

Allspeeds and loads of electrical gubbins. 

A week later an H1F engine complete with 

carbs appears on the ’Bay for £500 Buy It Now in 

Wolverhampton. Done. 

The component parts are all here. The will 

to make them live and breathe could not be 

stronger. So, the usual process begins: flog the 

unwanted stuff to finance the bits needed to 

make this happen. 

First on the ‘to get’ list are three 36mm 

Mikunis. The stock 28mm items work OK, but 

are widely regarded as too small for the mean 

effective port area of the H1. The 36s are way 

more the proper deal and with some mild porting 

work aimed at finding a fat midrange rather than 

a screaming top end, this all-Kawasaki hybrid 

should be a hoot to ride and easy too. All revs 

and too much top-end is fun on a track, but soon 

wears thin on the street. It will need an ignition 

system and some spannies too. 

The first stage, however, is to strip the engine 

and find what horrors or delights lurk within this 

1975 H1F... 

Above: old H1F engine 
was absolutely mingin’ 
but scrubbed up OK. 
Left: stator and rotor 
were well stuck on. Drill 
was the only option. 
Right: one job that 
won’t need doing is 
tank paint

A STOCK KH400 
WILL MAKE 35BHP AT 
THE REAR WHEEL, A 
GENTLY BREATHED-ON 
H1 SHOULD PRODUCE AT 
LEAST 60BHP. SOME, 
EXTENSIVELY WORKED 
ON, HAVE MADE 80

Read ALL you can about 
any project you plan to get 
involved in. The more you 

know the less likely you are 
to make rash decisions and 

end up with problems. They’ll 
come your way without 

inviting them on 
yourself.

MARK’S 
TOP TIP
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s the honeymoon over? I’m not sure. 

Have I bonded with the CBR yet? I have 

not. Is this a train wreck resto? No, it’s 

not that bad. But I do have a slight creeping case 

of buyer’s remorse. 

In the days since the purchase I’ve seen a mint 

Hornet 600 come up locally for just £1100. I 

really like Hornets. And I’ve seen an equally mint 

FW listed for £1500. Was the £500 discount 

for my ‘needs a tidy’ FW worth all the hassle of 

treating rust, replacing worn parts, risk of finding 

a real nasty? Chances are I’m going to spend that 

£500 trying to make this FW only nearly as good. 

But it’s about the journey, eh?

So, how’s it going? An initial four-hour cleaning 

session brought up a few issues, but those were 

balanced by a general tidiness about the bike. 

There’s been some neglect but it’s not been 

trashed. During the clean I found the side fairing 

inserts had been replaced with one of the clips not 

located. Fortunately the clips hadn’t been overly 

stressed and the inserts went back in as good as 

new. While doing that I found the plug cap/coil 

on cylinder four was sitting loose, but it popped 

back on straight away – I wonder if it had created 

any rough running for the past owner, although 

it had run sweetly on the ride home? As said 

previously, the clutch cable needed a good lube 

and adjustment, but it’s all fine now.

I was keen to go for another test ride – but the 

centrestand was fouling the chain. One of the 

rubber pads on the locating bracket attached to 

the muffler was missing. Five minutes later a cut-

up inner tube and two cable ties made a fix. 

The worst of 
these repairs 
will be hidden 
by the forks

Jon loves the outdoors. Why settle for a garage bench when you’ve got concrete and gravel

Rain stops garden fettle play

  Jon Bentman 

1998 Honda CBR600FW
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went to remove the caliper. 10 minutes later it 

came out as the remains of the inside brake pad 

detached itself from the mounting plate and fell 

on the floor. Yeah, not a pretty sight. The piston 

was horribly corroded, so it was a brutal case of 

wire brush, then wet and dry, and then more WD-

40 on the piston before working it back in. And 

yes, I know, I shouldn’t have done that but time 

was short – and for sure it’ll need replacing very 

soon, along with the seals.

Replacement pads, pin and grub screw from 

Wemoto totalled a very fair £19.23 (postage 

included). The pads went in with the pin all neatly 

copper-greased. The piston was initially reluctant 

to retreat back into the caliper having been 

pumped out again, but after a little repeated 

levering back and forth the piston is now working.

Another job needing an immediate fix was 

the fractured front mudguard. It needed wheel 

removal to get at the rusty captive nuts on the 

inside, but with copious WD-40 they yielded. 

The fractures were, well, significant, but with a 

replacement starting at £60, a £5 bodge had to 

be worth trying. 

A generous application of Araldite (together 

with a reinforcing insert of randomly-found 

plastic) dealt with the worst fracture, a powder 

and glue product called Superfix APX4 did the 

smaller cracks. Surprisingly, all this worked. The 

repair isn’t invisible, but seeing the cracks are 

hidden behind the fork legs at least they’re not on 

show. Result.

I started cleaning up the corroded fork sliders. 

Then rain showers (I’m in the garden here)

temporarily stopped play. I also found each of 

the paints I plan to use (etch primer, top coat and 

lacquer) want 24 hours each to cure. That meant  

I ran out of time for the cosmetics. 

I’m going big(ish) ride soon so the forks are a job 

for the next issue. And I’m still not at all sure about 

that chain and those sprockets... 

THE FRONT 
MUDGUARD WAS 
ANOTHER IMMEDIATE 
FIX. THE FRACTURES 
WERE SIGNIFICANT, BUT 
WITH A REPLACEMENT 
AT £60, A £5 BODGE HAD 
TO BE TRIED FIRST

Rear caliper responded well to rough remedy

Front calipers not exactly in the best of health

Creative use of bricks 
in place of scissor 

jack/paddock stand/ 
bench/anything at 

all in fact

 Fork sliders tell a story 
of sporadic maintenece 
at bestA powder and glue product 

called Superfix APX4 works 
very well on smaller cracks 

in plastic. That old favourite 
Araldite is still the go-to for 

bigger horrors along with 
some plastic offcuts for 

reinforcement.

JON’S 
TOP TIP

The test ride went well enough; the CBR 

delights in offering smooth effortless handling 

and no-nonsense performance from the engine. 

Riding it around the lanes, though, I couldn’t help 

but think how much I’d prefer riding this bike on 

track. These 600 supersports need to be ragged, 

need to be driving hard. 

Now to sort the rear brake. The slotted grub 

screw that protects the caliper sliding pin was 

refusing to budge and I had one of those moments 

where the screwdriver slips out and nearly wrecks 

the slot. I visited the nearest motor factor and in 

exchange for £17 I had me an impact driver. First 

punch (having soaked the screw in WD-40) the 

screw released. I love that impact driver. I ordered 

a new grub screw to celebrate.

Next I released the caliper retaining bolts and 
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1978
SPONDON 
YAMAHA RD350 

With Spondon no longer a 

running business, their frames 

are getting rarer. This F2 

chassis, originally for a TZ, and 

allegedly ex-Neil Tuxworth, is 

road registered and now fitted 

with a Fahron-tuned RD350 mill. 

It’s trick, with a monoshock rear 

end, box-section alloy rails and 

TZR250 wheels. Needs finishing 

though. Would make a mega 

trackday machine. Fitting an LC 

lump wouldn’t be much bother 

either. Considering the price of 

stock RDs and LCs, this was a 

snip at just over £3K.

Yup, I like that. I’ve got a 

soft-spot for air-cooled 

RDs – I used to have a 250 with 

350B barrels. Being a Spondon 

it’s way more interesting than a 

standard RD, and the potential 

to change it and fit a different 

motor/fairing is all there. Yes it 

needs work, but at that price it 

hardly matters.

1991
KTM LC4 600 

Ferocious period enduro tool. 

Great winter fun, but spares 

availability could be an issue, 

there’s no V5, and it’s currently 

showing all the signs of low-level 

electrical bodgery. Worth a cheeky 

offer, but 900 quid’s a bit strong 

for something so left-field.

Go for a known quantity 

instead because it WILL 

break and you WILL need spares. 

This looks like a grand headache.

1999
KAWASAKI ZX-7R 

Very tempting. So much so, an 

unnamed PS staffer (Alan) was seen 

reaching for his credit card during 

the final throes of this auction. 

Great potential, but there’s still a 

lot that needs doing, and it’s easy to 

underestimate just how much time 

and money that will take. Even so, 

just over £1200 isn’t crazy money for 

something with clear potential.

I’M ALWAYS on the 

look-out for projects 

and bikes to buy. 

Sometimes I have to 

hunt for them, other 

times they just fall 

into my lap. While it’s 

getting harder to find decent projects for 

the right money, they are still out there – 

you’ve just got to have a keen eye, and be 

ready to commit there and then.

Certain bikes, like Kawasaki triples 

(especially the 500 and 750) and air-

cooled RDs, now make strong money 

whatever their condition. But it’s still 

amazing that some bikes, no matter how 

good, can still be had for pennies: Honda 

VFR750s – I just don’t get why they’re so 

cheap – great bikes, and really affordable 

resto potential, even if they are Hondas.

The smart move now, if you’re looking 

for a restoration project, is to hunt down 

one of the less popular models. I’m not 

talking about a Z200 or a GS425, but 

lesser known variants of popular bikes, 

like the Suzuki GSX1100ESD – compared 

to a Katana they’re a bargain.

Talking of bargains, check out the 

Spondon RD on the opposite page, just 

over three grand for a bespoke race-spec 

chassis that’s road registered and comes 

with a tuned motor – now that’s a steal. 

Seriously, if I’d had the money, I’d have 

been after that myself. If you bought it, 

let us know. Happy hunting.

Big G

There’s a world of potential resto treasure out there. 

Big Gary weighs up the good, the bad and the plain ugly

Quality item, but rare and 
without a logbook

Something of a blank canvas, but needs graft £1210
SOLD FOR

1975
YAMAHA FS1-E 

Even at our more optimistic, 

we have to admit that most of this old Fizzy 

is knackered. What you’re really looking at is 

a frame and the basics of the motor. Could 

make sense for someone who has a stash 

of Fizz spares, but if you’re starting from 

scratch we’d suggest you jog on by.

I’ve seen better! A major job. ‘Only’ a 

moped, but the cost of restoring it will 

rocket. For serious FS1-E nutters only.

There’s a whole winter in the 

workshop left in that before it’s 

done. The money’s fair – love to see it 

again when someone’s completed it.

£1320
SOLD FOR

A bit more than just 
paint and a tidy-up

UP FOR

£900
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2003
HONDA SP-1 

Cat-C repair VTR1000 SP-1. Tidy pre-crash. 

Needs clocks, lights, top fairing – possible 

damage to forks/yokes/wheel too. £3395 

for a pukka homologation Honda grabbed our 

attention. Serious track tool once fixed.

Price-up the bits first, but still cheaper (I 

think) than buying a minter. Worth a look.

You would go to 
£3100 for this: a 
craftsman-made 
gem from the 
early alloy era, 
with a simple, 
tuneable engine 

There’s a serious bike 
waiting for revival here 

Don’t just buy the 
first bike or basketcase 

you see. There are 
plenty out there, often 
better, more complete 
and cheaper than the 

first you find.

Buy the most complete 
bike you can. Often the 

bits missing are the 
really hard to find and 
expensive parts that’ll 

end up causing you a 
headache and hurting 
your wallet. And if it’s 
there it can usually be 

restored.

Make sure it’s got a 
V5; if it hasn’t, be sure 

it’s got the correct 
numbers so you can get 

a logbook.

Inspect any project as 
thoroughly as you would 

a tidy bike, so you can 
see what needs doing 

and work out how much 
it’s likely to cost.

If you’re building a 
special it’s still best to 
buy a complete bike so 

you can sell the parts 
you don’t need and use 

that cash to buy the bits 
you do want.

Don’t travel miles for 
a basketcase, unless 

it’s a really rare model. 
Ask loads of questions 
before you travel, too. 

If you end up driving 12 
hours to see a pile of 

scrap you’ll have burnt 
a lot of fuel for nothing 
– money that you could 

have put into your 
project. 

Big G knows 
how to buy the 

right project

£3100
SOLD

You can feel the quality from here

UP FOR

£3395

b

Iron oxide 
with the bones 
of a Fizzy 
showing
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A machine before its time, but deservedly 
long-lived, with vast amusement potential,  

and incredibly cheap to buy today   

A
nd now for something 

completely different, to 

quote a sketch by the 

massively overrated Monty 

Python. The Yamaha TDM850 was 

one of those quirky little numbers 

that a manufacturer was unafraid to 

bring to market and one that starts 

to make more sense the more you 

look at it – or indeed ride it.

An unapologetic roadster, the TDM 

always looked more European than 

Japanese and indeed they became 

something of a national passion in 

countries like France. From Paris to 

the Pyrenees riders recognised the 

merits of a slim bike, a commanding 

riding position and an abundance 

of traffic beating, twisty-road-

demolishing parallel twin torque. 

The Germans and Greeks were quite 

partial to the TDM too. Good sense 

with a dash of élan, and all before 

Ducati thought they’d reinvented the 

wheel with their Multistrada.

The Mk1 TDM850 appeared in 

1991, its 360-degree crank, liquid-

cooled parallel twin engine boasting 

Yamaha’s trademark five-valve 

combustion chambers, the additional 

poppet – which became know as the 

‘bullshit valve’ making it three inlets 

and two exhausts. Counter-balance 

shafts smoothed away the worst of 

traditional parallel twin vibration.

There are but five ratios in the 

gearbox, a sixth being deemed 

unnecessary for the torquey twin. 

The frame is of pressed steel and 

overall there is a slightly cheap feel 

to the overall build quality; nothing 

unusual for a Yamaha of this period.

The Mk2 edition of the TDM850 

arrived in 1996 featuring a 

270-degree crank variant of the 

previous 360-degree parallel twin 

engine, which had debuted in the 

TRX850 sports roadster which also 

came to the UK in ’96. That motor 

was designed to offer character more 

akin to a V-twin and GP-style ‘big-

bang’ improved traction. At the same 

time the bodywork was face-lifted 

and the forks got 2mm fatter.

The model was discontinued at the 

end of 2001 to be replaced by the 

TDM900 when it got an aluminium 

frame and a bigger bore engine.

Today the TDM makes even 

more sense as a fun and useful 

roadster. For those brought up on 

a steady diet of inline fours, it’s a 

great reminder that other engine 

configurations are available.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR

YAMAHA

1 Brakes
270-degree engine bikes are 
often treated to blue-spot 
calipers in a not-really-
entirely-necessary braking 
‘upgrade’. 

2 Exhaust
Rot-prone mild steel, 
especially around collector 
box. Motad were a popular 
period replacement. 
Nowadays Delkevic at around 
£260 are favourite. Some 
older bikes will have systems 
cobbled together from odds 
and ends, some of which can 
be very neat and tidy.

3 Reg/Rec
Can be failure prone, 
especially if connections 
aren’t good. Which also spells 
trouble for that hard-to-
access battery. 

4 Rear linkage
Prone to seize if neglected 
but easy enough to strip and 
grease provided sleeves are 
still good.

5 Battery
You might be forgiven for 
thinking that the bike was 
built around the battery. A 
real pain to access. When 

TDM850

Words: Alan Seeley | Pictures: Bauer archive

Just in case anybody’s in 
any doubt about the high 
jinks and comedy 
potential of the TDM: it 
scores very highly  
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you come to replace one, fit 
a quality one and wire in a 
remote charging lead.

6 Engine
Oil level must be maintained. 
Checking level on 270-degree 
engine is a bit of a chore so 
is often neglected. Listen for 
knocking mains.

7 Frame
There were reports of some 
early bikes cracking the rear 
engine mounts on the frame.

8 Camchain tensioner
Can fail on some high-milers 

or when oil runs low. See 6 for 
details. Not generally an issue.

9 Fuel tank
Will merrily rust away on the 
inside if the bike has been laid 
up for a time with little fuel in 
the tank. Or with today’s higher 
ethanol content juice.

10 Forks
Long-travel front suspension 
left the stanchions in the 
elements for lengthy periods 
and the plating isn’t so 
thick. Check for pitting and 
corrosion. Gaiters are a very 
good move.

YAMAHA TDM850

1 2 3 4 5 6 98 107

Like its 2T predecessor the TDR, the 
TDM was slightly ahead of the customer 
curve. Typical Yamaha

Capacity: 849cc

Power: 75.9bhp

Top speed: 129.2mph

Weight: 201kg

“Slim, with 
twisty-road 

eating torque, all 
before Ducati 

thought they’d
reinvented the 

wheel with their 
Multistrada”
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“I still own a blue/

black 1998 4TX3 

which I’ve had for 

nearly 20 years 

and it still has only 

20k miles on it. I 

have a pair of Prostock cans fitted. If 

Yamaha had sold them with a set of 

cans that gave that Ducati noise and 

bit of attitude I’m sure they would 

have sold a lot more. I love the offset 

crank thing so that the cylinders fire 

out of balance. Soon after everyone 

was doing the sit up and beg riding 

position and offset cranks became a 

thing, so I like to think I was actually 

ahead of the curve for once. Yamaha 

wanted £7200 at the time and I was 

going to import one as a grey import 

from Holland for £5000. In the end I 

picked mine up for £2700 with only 

1800 miles on the clock.”

 I bought one…

Mick Tucker
Tamworth, Staffs

Gareth McGonnell
Adare, Co Limerick, Ireland

Rick Webb
Croydon, Surrey

“Mine is a 1998 

4TX3. It’s done 

56,000 miles. 

Oil level needs 

frequent checks; 

I get about 

1400 miles to a litre of semi-

synthetic. No real issues with 

faults, had to replace the vacuum 

hose to the fuel pump because 

it was perished (20 years old). 

The bike returns 45mpg ridden 

hard, but still achieves 50 two up. 

Doesn’t need a sixth gear (some 

may argue otherwise). Suspension 

might need beefing up according 

to your riding style (I have Hagon 

rear shock and Hagon springs in 

the forks). It will stomp around the 

twisty lanes superbly and will put 

many ‘super’ bikes to shame. Me, 

I love it and it will probably be one 

of the last bikes I ever part with.”

“Oil, oil, oil. 

You’ve got to 

keep a close 

eye on it. Mine 

died at around 

50,000 miles, 

by which time it was jumping out 

of third gear and had a worn cam 

chain. I’m 6ft 1in and found it very 

comfortable.”

Rider clearly enjoying 
things, and TDM owners 
generally enjoy running 
and riding theirs

Looks good in the 
black/purple 
combo

TIMELINE

 1991
Colours: black, red
Four-stroke parallel twin 
dual-sport roadster. 
Grey frame. 41mm forks. 
2-2 exhaust with grey 
silencers. 15-litre fuel 
tank. Round headlights.

 1992
Colours: black, 
greyish blue, red
Colour changes only.

1993
Colours: green, 
red, dark violet
Silver frame. 
Chrome silencers. 
Polished footrests/
exhaust hangers.

 1994
Colours: dark violet, 
dark green, grey
Minor gearbox and 
clutch mods. Seat 
mated to tank with 
grommets replacing 
Velcro.

 1995
Colours: dark red, 
dark violet
Colour changes only.

 1996
Colours: silver, yellow
270-degree crank engine. 
Revised, closer gearbox 
ratios. New, shorter frame. 
Revised exhaust and 
silencers. Slimmer radiator. 
Twin-bulb headlights. 
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Parts prices
Oil filter £8.45

Air filter  £25.07

Spark plugs (NGK DPR8EA-9, 2 required)    £4.19

Head gasket    £54.71

Regulator rectifier £130.21

Front brake pads  £35.03

Rear brake pads £32.77

Fork seals £6.84

Head bearings £41.92 and £40.67

Clutch plates £126.45 friction, £74.08 plain

Mirrors (each) £74.26

Indicators (each) £36.02

Clutch lever £17.21

Front brake lever £17.21

Shock £269.05

Sidedpanels (per side) £64.63 

Top cowl £218.18

Sidedpanels (per side) £51.80

“Stomps around the lanes 
superbly and puts many 

‘super’ bikes to shame”

Prices are for genuine spares for a 1998 4TX3 
model from Flitwick Motorcycles (01525 712197, 
flitwickmotorcycles.co.uk)

Specification

  1996 Yamaha TDM850 (Mk2)

ENGINE

Type liquid-cooled, dohc, 

10v, 270° parallel twin

Capacity 849cc

Bore x stroke 89.5 x 67.5mm

Carburation 2 x Mikuni BDSR38

Clutch/gearbox wet, multiplate/5-speed

CHASSIS

Frame steel dual beam perimeter

Front suspension 43mm telescopic forks, 

adj. preload and damping

Rear suspension monoshock, adj. preload 

and rebound damping

Front brake 2 x 298mm discs, 4-piston calipers

Rear brake 1 x 245mm single disc, 2-piston caliper

Tyres 110/80 ZR18 front, 150/70 ZR17 rear 

DIMENSIONS

Dry weight 201kg (449.7lb)

Wheelbase 1470mm (57.9in)

Fuel capacity 20 litres (4.4 gallons)

PERFORMANCE

Top speed 129.2mph

Power (claimed) 75.9bhp@7500rpm

Torque (claimed) 59.2lb.ft@6000rpm

HOW MUCH?

Mint £1500-£1700
Clean £1200-£1400
Tatty £900-£1100
Hound £500-£800

Effective fairing, 
clean clock layout, 
wide-comfy riding 
position – and hardly 
anyone bought one

 1997
Colours: silver/
yellow, red/black
Wiring modified to 
accept alarm.

 1998
Colours: black, 
blue, silver/yellow
Hazard warning 
lights fitted.

 1999
Colours: black, red, yellow
Colour changes only.

Pressed steel frame  
revamped in ’96
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WORKSHOP RATINGS

Oil change

 20 mins   

Change the oil every 4000 miles or annually, 

whichever comes first. A good semi-synth 

will do the trick. Check level frequently.

Spark plug change 

 20 mins   

Some faffing behind the panels and radiator 

is required to get the plugs out.

Top end rebuild

 1 Day   

They do tend to burn a little oil but unless it 

goes too far a top-end overhaul should only 

be necessary on very high mileage examples.

Engine rebuild

 2 Days   

Simple engine design with only two cylinders 

and the only specialist tools you require are a 

flywheel puller and a clutch-holding device.

Carb strip/clean 

 2 Hours   

Easy to access and to remove and refit. 

Simple to work on and Mikuni spares are 

easily available. Balance to avoid vibes.
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Fork oil change 

 3 Hours   

Legs out to give the forks a proper strip, clean 

and fresh oil. The forks are basic and easy to 

work on if a little corrosion prone.

Brake pads

 20 Minutes   

Give pistons and calipers a good clean when 

changing pads – or even in between changes 

– to avoid dreaded sticky pistons.

Twin 38mm Mikunis like to be very carefully 
balanced to give a smooth running engine

Stripped to its simple bare 
bones. Any similarties with the 
current Honda NC750 engine? 
Plenty. This was the  first 
‘modern’ parallel twin

£1195

s 1991 TDM850 3VD1

A former Cat C bike now presented by a dealer 

showing just under 30,000 miles. Not a lot of 

cash even at dealer prices to take a dabble in 

TDM ownership.

s 2000 TDM850 4TX4

A bike from the other end of the TDM850 run 

and another Cat C bike with a fair amount of 

light cosmetic damage. Showing just under 

25,000 miles and scrapes apart, a pretty clean 

example for its age.

Some we found earlier...

s 2000 TDM850 4TX4

£1095

Frame and engine numbers
(UK  models)
We have frame start numbers for each model only. 

Engine numbers don’t match in any case.

1991 3VD1
Frame 000101-on
Engine 000101-on
1992 3VD4
Frame 022101-on
Engine 022101-on
1993 3VD5
Frame 040101-on
Engine 040101-on

1994 3VD7
Frame 060101-on
Engine 060101-on
1995 3VD7
Frame 079101-on
Engine 079101-on
1996 4TX1
Numbers N/A
1997 4TX2

Numbers N/A
1998 4TX3
Numbers N/A
1999 4TX4
Numbers N/A



www.rd-bitz.com

•  Specialists in brake caliper and master 
cylinder restoration and repair 

•  Parts available on our website

www.classic-coatings.co.uk
Lincolnshire ✆ 01476 576087

“the perfect finish”

Classic Coatings Ltd

• Powder Coating

•  Motorcycle & 

Automotive 

• Diamond cutting

•  Alloy Wheel 

Refurbishment & Repair

• Vapour & Bead Blasting

• Tyre Fitting

Tel: 01252 625444

bought, sold

& sourced

Workshop Services

& accessories

International

Shipping Services

Honda CB1000 Super Four 1993 .. £2,995

Royal Enfi eld Continental GT 2015 .. £3,950

Triumph T100 2005.............................. £3,950

Ducati PS1000LE 2005 ...................... £14,950

Kawasaki Zephyr 1100 1993 ............... £5,500

BMW R100GS 1993 ............................... £3,950

Gilera Nuovo Saturno 350 1992 ........ £4,950

BMW K75S 1986 .....................................£1,950

Honda TLR200 1986 .............................£1,950

Moto Morini 3.5 Sport 1977 ................ £5,250

Moto Morini 3.5 Sport 1976................ £6,950

BMW R90S 1975 Orange ..................... £12,500

BMW R90S 1975 Black .......................... £9,995

Kawasaki Z1B 1975 .............................. £12,500

Honda ST70 1972....................................£2,750

Honda CD90Z 1971 ................................£1,950

Norton Commando ES 1970 ................£7,950

Yamaha RD250LC 1981 ...................£4,500

BMW K1100RS 1996 ..........................£1,996 Ducati 900SS 1995 ............................ £3,950

35
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Email: vjmcmembershipuk@gmail.com  Phone: 01454 501 310 Monday-Thursday 1000-1600vjmcmembershipuk@gmail.com Monday-Thursday 1000-1600
THE HOME OF THE JAPANESE CLASSIC

www.vjmc.com

Run by motorcyclists for motorcyclists

Vintage Japanese Motorcycle Club

Promoting the 
enjoyment of Japanese 

motorcyclesÉ

Pure and Simple

1970s and 80s 

Japanese Superbikes

www.earlclassics.com
see	our	current	collection	at:

01959	4444413-6	Months	

Wa  anty

Always	

25-30	bikes	

in	stock		

Viewing	by	a  ointment,	7	days	a	week		

Tatsfield,	TN16

Honda	 CB750K0	70 Fabulous	condition,	 the	first	su erbike £14,750

Kawasaki	Z1A	74 Lovely	original	 bike		 £14,750

Kawasaki	750	Tu bo		85				Mint	Restored	 UK	bike £13,750

Kawasaki	Z1B	75 Very	original	bike	in	brown £12,250

Honda	 CB750K1	71 Su erb	bike	in	Candy	Gold £11,500

Kawasaki	Z900	A4 Su erb	exam le £11,250

Honda	 CB750K2	75 UK	bike,	lovely	standard	condition £9,250

Suzuki	GS1000S	80 Su erb	exam le	in	red	and	white £8.950

Honda	 CX500TC		81 Su erb	exam le	new	 aintwork £8,950

Suzuki	GT750L		74 Beautiful	 original	bike,	in	blue £8,450

Honda	 CB750K4	74 Lovely	exam le	rides	beautifully £7.950

Kawasaki	Gpz1100B2		81 Su erb	standard	exam le	 £7,500

Suzuki	XN85	85 Su er	Rare	only	12,000	 miles £6,750

Suzuki	GS1000	78 Original	exhausts,	new	clutch,	 lovely £6,400

Honda	 CB900F	80 UK	bike	in	silver	original	exhausts £5,750

Suzuki	GT380	72 Lovely	original	 early	drum	brake	model £6,250

Kawasaki	Z650B3	77 Very	original	wire	 wheels £5,500

Yamaha	FJ1100	84 Truly	su erb	only	7,200	miles £4,950

Yamaha	XS1100	79 Lovely	Original	Muscle	bike £4,500	
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BIKES FOR SALE

 1974 KAWASAKI H1 500 MACH III

Price £10,980

If ever a bike was designed to make the hairs on 

the back your neck stand to attention with every 

opening of the throttle, it’s the 500cc H1 triple. 

Fully restored to an amazing standard – in the best 

colour, too – this H1 is ’70s biking distilled into 

three adrenaline inducing cyclinders. 

 1980 HONDA CBX1000

Reserved (place an order, get the next one)

The naked CBX was the six-cylinder superbike – a 

combination of engineering, performance, style 

and handling unsurpassed by Benelli and Kawasaki. 

This US-spec CBX had barely been rolled onto the 

shop’s showroom floor before a deposit was hung 

on its wide ’bars. We’re not surprised.

 1980 LAVERDA JOTA 1000

Price  £19,980 

An Italian classic with British roots, the Jota began 

life as a Slater Brothers tweaked 3C. If ever a 

superbike could be described as a ‘man’s bike’ it’s 

the Jota. In fact it’s a wonder it doesn’t run on neat 

testosterone, rather than petrol. This fully restored 

beauty has had more than £6K spent on the motor. 

H
ere at PS we’re drawn to exotic, 

high-end bikes like moths to a flame. 

Far from being mere mechanical 

devices these limited edition and 

hard to find machines are works of 

art in metal and carbon fibre that fill us with awe, 

excitement and desire. To own one is an aspiration 

we all hold. 

Sheffield based dealer The Bike Specialists 

know this more than most, having between 90-

110 hand-picked premium race reps, classics and 

specials in stock at any given time. Their luxurious 

showroom – part of a striking former WW1 army 

barracks, five minutes from the city’s train station 

– is a treasure trove of motorcycling marvels, 

and serious temptation for anyone who covets 

homologation specials and rarely seen restos. 

“This is no museum, though,” says Sales Manager 

and lifelong biker Dave Higgins. “Our stock is con-

stantly refreshed as bikes are sold and we find our 

next batch of exotica. All our bikes are handpicked 

- we pride ourselves in dealing exclusively in bikes 

with investment potential, rarity and ‘wow’ factor. 

It’s what our customers demand.

“I love watching people visit our showroom for 

the first time,” smiles Dave. “Their eyes light up 

and they usually walk along the lines of bikes, 

silently taking it all in’.”

Sheffield based they may be, but The Bike 

Specialists are a truly international business, with 

customers all over Europe and enquiries from 

as far away as The States and New Zealand. And 

while exotica is very much at the heart of what 

they do, their huge stock is open to most budgets. 

When PS visited we drooled over everything from 

beautifully restored RD400s and LCs to rarely 

seen Bimota V-Dues, NR750s and 996 Dukes.

“Our stock is constantly being refreshed, such is 

the demand,” says Dave. “So we recommend you 

visit and see for yourself.”

Make your dream a reality. Visit The Bike 

Specialists. 

With more than 90 high-end, exotic machines in stock at any time The Bike 
Specialists, Sheffield, is a dream destination for that ultimate must-have purchase 

Dealing in dreams 
TRADING PLACES
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 1982 YAMAHA RD350LC
Price £12,980 

This gorgeous late model matching-numbers 

350LC has covered just one mile since being 

completely restored using genuine new-old-stock 

Yamaha parts. Fast appreciating in value, and never 

losing desirability, the LC remains one of the top 

five most important bikes of the last 40 years .

 1973 SUZUKI GT750 KETTLE
Price £14,980

Japan’s original liquid-cooled two-stroke. This ’72 

model (registered ’73) has undergone a complete 

restoration and engine rebuild . Comes with its 

original owner’s handbook and early ’70s front 

mudguard mounted numberplate. If you’re thirsty 

for a collectable classic, put the Kettle on…

All bikers. All experts. All 
here to help. Meet the faces 
behind The Bike Specialists 

The Team

DAVE  
HIGGINS
SALES 
MANAGER
More than 30 

years motor trade 

experience, keen 

biker Dave hid his 

first ever bike at 

his girlfriend’s so 

his parents didn’t 

find out.

EVE 
HOLLAND
SALES LIAISON
Customer peace 

of mind is Eve’s top 

priority. With the 

business from the 

start, she leaves 

no stone unturned 

when making bike 

buying as smooth 

as possible .

JAMES 
HOLLAND
OWNER
Owner and founder 

of The Bike 

Specialists, James 

is a motor and bike 

trade veteran with 

a contacts list like 

few others. If you 

want it, he’ll get it.

DAVE ASPINALL
TECHNICIAN
Master Yamaha and BMW technican with 

over 35 years experience and a hawk’s eye 

for detail and perfection, Dave won’t let a 

bike leave the Bike Specialists’ worskhop 

until it’s purring to the highest standard.

The Bike Specialists’ 
showroom. It’s what 
dreams are made of, 

and then some…

Dave Aspinall doing what he does best – meticulously preparing another beautiful classic

CONTACT THE BIKE SPECIALISTS

thebikespecialists.com, 0114 399 3750
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To advertise 
your Dyno here

please call 
Chloe on 

01733 366497

DYNO ROOM
There’s only one way to get your bike fuelling right and that is to invest in some dyno time.  

Find a skilled dyno operator who understands your machine and 
put an end to carb and injection guesswork.

KENT

DERBYSHIRE STAFFORDSHIRE

01732 743 248
Unit 1, Block 5, Vestry trading estate, Otford,

Sevenoaks, Kent TN14 5EL

Slipstream
Tuning

● Rolling Road Tuning

● Dyno Jet Kits

● Power Commanders

● K&N Air Filters

● ECU Flash Tune 

● Yoshimura Exhausts

● Akrapovic Exhausts

● Scorpion Exhausts

● Racefi t Exhausts

● Ohlins Suspension

● K-Tech Suspension

● Hyperpro Suspension

● Restoration Projects

●  Engine Rebuilds

Road & Race

● MoT & Servicing

www.slipstreamtuning.co.uk

RetroTune 
FOR ALL YOUR MOTORCYCLE NEEDS

ROLLING ROAD DYNO

SERVICING AND REPAIRS

DIAGNOSTICS

RACE PREPARATION



Adverts for privately-owned bikes registered before 2005 are FREE in PS. Ads for post-2005 bikes start from £20. 
To make sure you see the adverts first, take out a subscription to  Practical Sportsbikes. 

YOUR ADVERT WILL APPEAR IN THE NEXT TWO AVAILABLE ISSUES.

SELL YOUR BIKE FOR FREE IN

Conditions of Acceptance: For private advertisers only and for trade by prior agreement. No correspondence can be entered into. Unfortunately we cannot guarantee that your advertisement will appear in a particular issue. Bauer Media does not accept 
responsibility for any errors or mistakes in adverts. All advertisements are subject to approval of the publisher, who reserves the right to amend, refuse, withdraw or otherwise deal with copy submitted and who will have no obligation to provide you with any 
reason for so doing. Bauer Publishing reserves the right to publish your advert in our other magazines that we deem relevant. If you do not wish it to appear in our other titles, please make us aware.

Make    Mode l      Year                             Price 

Name .................................................................................................................................

Address .......................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................

Postcode .....................................................................................................................

Daytime tel no ............................................................................................................

CHECKLIST: 
1.   Please use block capitals and start your advert with the make and model. 
2.   Specify the type of advert.
3.   Don’t forget your phone number. Advertisements submitted by email must contain a name, daytime phone 

number and full postal address.
4.   Have you included a cheque made payable to Bauer Automotive? Or alternatively we will call you for your 

card details
5.   You may photocopy this form if you have more than one bike to sell.
6.  Due to demand, we can accept a maximum of three adverts per customer per issue.
7.  We do not accept trade adverts without prior agreement. All trade advertisements should have (T) at the 

end of the advert copy.

Please include Make, Model, Year, Price, Tel No./Area, also up to 25 words of text. Super ads: up to 200 characters and submit separately. 

PLEASE USE CLEAR BLOCK CAPITALS

1

2

3

Please tick 
the advert 
you want...

Bike 
details...

FREE

PLUS

’70s, ’80s & ’90s
FREE

Single column picture ads for privately-owned 
sportsbikes registered before 2005

MODERN
£20

Single column picture ads for privately-owned 
classic bikes registered in or after 2005

AUTOJUMBLE
FREE

Ads for spares and
miscellaneous items

TRADE
£20

Single column picture ads
for trade sales

BIKES WANTED
FREE

Ads for motorcycles
you’re looking to buy

SUPER
£30

Double-column, high impact picture ads including Make, Model, Year,
Price, Phone Number and Area, also up to 200 characters

PARTS WANTED
FREE

Need something to finish 
your rebuild? Ask here

Your advertisement will automatically be placed in the next two available issues of Practical Sportsbikes – please state if only one issue is required.
Due to high demand, we can only accept a maximum of three adverts per customer per issue. You may photocopy the coupon below if necessary

Adverts for privately-owned bikes registered before 2005 are free (bikes registered after 2005 cost £20; super double-column adverts cost £30)

BOOK BY POST
Please fill in the form below, specifying the type of advert (’70s, ’80, ’90s & ’00s, 

Autojumble, Bikes for Sale, Bikes Wanted, Parts Wanted). Include Make, Model, Year, Price, 
Tel Number and Area, also up to 25 words of text. Please include your name and address 

(not published). Then post to: PS Reader Ads, Practical Sportsbikes, Media House, 
Lynchwood, Peterborough, Camb, PE2 6EA.  Photographs (we regret that we cannot 

return these) should be of a good quality, with your name and address on the back. 

BOOK BY EMAIL
Send your advert details to: psreaderads@bauermedia.co.uk 

Please include your surname and postcode in the subject line. Include Make, Model, 
Year, Price, Tel Number and Area, also up to 25 words of text. Please include your 

name and address (not published). Include your photo as an attachment, named 
accordingly, preferably as a jpeg. If payment is required we’ll call 

you for your card details.

ENQUIRIES
We do not take advertisements over the phone. Should you have a query regarding a private advert, please call 01733  366336. 

For trade advertising, call Chloe Sharpe on 01733 366497.
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BIKES FROM THE  
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Sell your bike for free in                         See coupon for details
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JIM’S 
BEST BUYS
Five best for less than £3000

1000cc-PLUS

Honda CBR1100XX 1996-2004

UNDER 250cc

Yamaha DT125R 1988-2003

“Brilliant off-road and on, 
the DT offers far more 
than its modest capacity 
suggests. A taxed and 
tested runner can be had 
from £1000, a minter 
around £2000. Bargain.”

750-1000cc

Kawasaki ZX-9R 1998-2002

“Faster than a ’Blade, 
cheaper than an R1, more 
useable than a 916. The 
ZX-9R C is a huge amount 
of bike for £2500. Without 
the Yam this could well have 
been the bike of the ’90s.”

250-499cc

Honda CBR400RR Gull-Arm 1990-1996

“Amazing engineering – 
almost RC30 level, timeless 
styling, superb quality 
and exciting to ride too. If 
this were a 750 it’d cost 
somewhere near £20K. An 
absolute steal at £2500.”

500-749cc

Suzuki GSX-R750 SRAD 1996-1999

“A 750 so good that it can still bloody the noses of late 
’90s litre-sized superbikes. Values are still low, often 
stunningly so. Huge performance at bargain basement 
money. But climbing steadily now. £3000 for a good one.”

“A true hyperbike, and good for most things. From 
commuting, touring, scratching and even just nipping 
down the shops, the ’Bird is a bargain at around £2200 
for a nice one – whichever way you look at it.”

Please mention

when responding 
to adverts
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S P O R T S B I K E  S P E C I A L I S T S

Email: info@davecooper.co.uk          www.davecooper.co.uk

(CB), Unit 7, Pettings Court Farm, Hodsoll St, Wrotham, Kent, TN15 7LH     Tel/Fax: 01732-820082 Mobile: 078607 02112

CLIP-ON ADJUSTABLE BIKE RACKS
£69.50

JUNIOR RACKS 50cc-80cc SENIOR RACKS 100cc-600cc

Fits any vehicle with British Standard Towbar and you can still tow 

with the rack in use. Made from 4mm British Steel tubing. 

Finished in protective enamel, light boards, tie down straps and 

double racks also available.

TRAILERS
SINGLE BIKE – £289 DOUBLE BIKE – £349

TREBLE BIKE – £389 SIDECAR – £365 (All prices inc VAT). 
Delivery service available. Spare Wheel £28.50 extra

Trailers come complete with independent suspension, clip-on loading ramp, tie down 
loops, wheel support clamps, security locking facility, removable light board and six 

enamel colours. “New” wall mounting brackets – to hang trailer on your garage wall 
£15.00 pair. Prices include light board and ramp.

DAVE COOPER TRAILERS

www.hagon-shocks.co.uk

TRAILERS

SPARES & PARTS

11 Yewtree Industrial Est, 

Mill Hall, Aylesford,

Kent ME20 7ET

SAME DAY FRAME, FORK AND YOKE 
STRAIGHTENING CAST WHEELS 
REPAIRED FROM £70 PLUS VAT

www.motoliner.com 01622 790705

We are a company specialising in the sale of 

factory matched automotive paint aimed purely 

for the motorcycle refi nishing market. Being 

motorcycle painters ourselves for the past 

30 years has enabled us to structure a vast 

database of motorcycle colour formulations.

www.bikecolours.com

Ignition stator repairs for vintage and modern road & off road bikes.
Rewound to heavier duty. Regulators supplied. 

Fast, friendly service.

www.westcountrywindings.co.uk
Unit 6 & 7 Kingstons Farm, Matching Green, Harlow, Essex CM17 ORB

Tel: 01279 731172

THE IGNITION

REPAIR

SPECIALIST

VAPOUR BLASTING SERVICE NOW AVAILABLE

Slip it in quicker
with a Sigma!

Tel: 01892 538802
www.sigmaperformance.com

www.classic-coatings.co.uk 
✆ 01476 576087

Classic Coatings Ltd

Quality new and 
used parts

www.motorcyclerecycle.co.uk 
motorcyclerecycle@hotmail.co.uk

01206 793111

SPARES & PARTS

POWDER COATING

FRAME STRAIGHTENING

SERVICES

ELECTRICS SERVICES

PAINTWORK

CYCLE

SPRAYS
THE ULTIMATE PAINTWORK

Specialising in British, 
Italian, American

and Japanese

Tank & bodywork repairs

Custom & helmet paintwork

www.cyclesprays.com
email: tony@cyclesprays.com

Call: 01483 275258

Unlike our competition.
You can be sure we will not

just rush your valuable
parts through with some

industrial job lot.
UK collection & delivery service

QUALITY IS NOT EXPENSIVE 

IT IS PRICELESS

Unit 3, Harris Street,
Bingley, BD16 1AE.

01274 562474
www.Triple-S.co.uk

5% Discount With This Ad

VAPOUR BLASTING
ULTRASONIC CLEANING
High Quality • Quick turnaround service

Email: fandjhalliwell@btconnect.com

www.fjmotorcycles.co.uk
Tel/Fax: 01695 722004
Mob: 07778 339841

Unit 2, 3 Wigan Road,
Skelmersdale, Lancs WN8 8NB

ULTRASONIC

CARBURETTOR CLEANING

HARPERS

Tel: 01270 669339   Mob: 07752 008698
email: sales@harpers-ultrasonic.com

Tel: 01744 883451
www.crcrestorations.co.uk

RainfoRd ind EstatE, st HElEns Wa118lY

. Ultrasonic carburettor cleaning

. Vapour Blasting

. Aluminium/Stainless Steel Tig Welding

Dunlop • Avon • Michelin • Pirelli • Continentals • Bridgestone • Metzeler

Racing Tyres always in stock!
Full Fitting, Balancing & Wheel Removal Service Available

FAX: 01942 262956 OPEN MON-SAT 8.30am-5.30pm

TYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRTYR SSSSSSSSSSSSSSTYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRESSSSSSSSSSSSSS
MMMMMMMMM

Put your trust in the professionals

Brown Street, Leigh, Lancs

MAIL
ORDER 
NEXT DAY

DELIVERY

FREEPHONE: 08000 194 035

SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSMMMMMMMMMMMMDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDTYRESTYRESTYRESTYRESTYRES

BLAST 
CLEANING

POWDER
COATING

TYRES

Please mention  when replying back to advertisers 
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0844 
409 
7587

CALLS TO 0844 NUMBERS ON THIS PAGE COST 5P PER 

MINUTE PLUS YOUR PHONE COMPANY’S 

ACCESS CHARGE

Bikes Wanted

Bikes for sale

Autojumble

Please mention  when replying back to advertisers 
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Buying, Fixing & Riding the best 

bikes from the 70Õs, 80Õs & 90Õs

Please mention  when contacting advertisers 
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GARY’S TOP 
BUYING TIPS

Big G’s been buying bikes for more than 40 
years. These rules ensure he always buys well

Know your budget 
and stick to it, 

especially if you’re 
bidding online. If you 
overpay, you’ll only 
regret it.

Research and 
compare prices 

of the bike(s) you’re 
interested in. Don’t let 
nostalgia cloud your 
judgement.

Inspect the bike 
first. Pictures 

never show bikes in 
their true light. If you’re 
unsure of what you’re 
looking at, take a mate.

Look for the 
things on the 

bike that need doing 
or will require money 

spending on them – use 
these as points for 
haggling.

Paperwork – 
make sure there 

is some, particularly a 
V5. If there isn’t ensure 
there’s a watertight 
reason why.

HPI check it. 
It only costs 

a couple of quid to 
check if a bike’s legit. 
There’s not a lot more 
downheartening than 
discovering it isn’t once 
you’ve handed over a 
wad of cash.

Buy a complete 
bike. Sounds daft, 

but if it’s missing vital 
parts, they could cost 

you a small fortune to 
replace – and that’s 
assuming you can even 
find them.

Check the oil – is 
it clean/dirty/

contaminated? Start 
the motor from cold, 
listen for rattles and 
knocks, see/smell 
if it’s burning oil. Try 
all the electrics too 
(many people don’t 
bother and only later 
find out the wiring’s 
garbage). Inspect 
the head races, rear 
suspension for worn 
linkages, suspension for 
damping, and tyres for 
tread/condition. Simple 
stuff, but it could save 
you a heap of cash and 
time in the future.

Get a test ride 
if you can, to 

further verify all the 
checks you made.

NEVER tell the 
missus how much 

a bike cost, especially if 
the price is in the same 
ball park as the new 
kitchen/holiday she’s 
been coveting for the 
last year.

Sell your bike for free in                         See coupon for details

BUYING, FIXING &  
RIDING THE BEST 
BIKES FROM THE  

70s, 80s & 90s
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Practical Sportsbikes magazine is 
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permission of the publisher. All material 
published remains the copyright of 
Bauer Consumer Media Ltd. We reserve 
the right to edit letters, copy or images 
submitted to the magazine without 
further consent. The submission of 
material to Bauer Media whether 
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he year is 2001. The year 

Stanley Kubrick’s Space 

Odyssey movie had us 

all getting done over by 

computers with minds of their 

own. That’s yet to come. Rampant 

electronic gadgetry was mercifully still 

far away when this hit the shops.

Instantly, Yamaha’s R1 became old 

news. The new GSX-R1000 engine was 

stronger everywhere and the chassis 

way more composed. Where the R1 

felt frantic, the GSX-R was well within 

itself. And it felt like a 750. Until you 

hit the upper reaches of the rev range 

and gear after gear it screamed on. 

It’s still a madcap thing to ride. The 

passage of 16 years has in no way 

One for the

SUZUKI GSX-R1000 K1/2

Bikes are not investments here at PS. But a bargain is 
a bargain – and this is currently a BARGAIN
Words: Mark Graham

dimmed its appeal. And with prices starting 

to climb towards the £3000 mark for the 

finer examples, now would be a good time 

to secure what is highly likely to still be a 

thing of wonder in another 16 years time.

Second gear can go west, fuel filters like 

to clog up, discs warp a bit too easily, and 

the fancy gold finish on the fork sliders 

tends to let itself go silver, but aside from, 

the K1, like firsts of any generation, is 

always the one to have.

Look how SRAD prices are staging a 

recovery and consider the strengthening 

money in big bore sportsbikes generally. 

First generation R1s are getting ridiculous 

now. If ever there was a time to buy a top 

drawer 150bhp motorcycle to enjoy  – this 

is surely it. 

This is an awful lot of very fast bike for the money.  
And there’s never been a better time to treat 

yourself to one of these babies. Do it





Six Wheel Multi-Bike Off Road Custom Future Classic Classic Vintage

UK opening hours: Mon - Fri 8am - 8pm, Sat 9am - 5pm, Sun 10am - 4pm. 
Carole Nash Motorcycle Insurance:  ^Source: Survey conducted by Bauer Media Group, sample size 1,105 the research was conducted in July 2016.  ^^Terms and conditions apply, visit 
www.carolenash.com/sixwheelgiveaway, image of car shown is a Suzuki Ignis SZ5 for illustrative purposes only, actual prize car is Suzuki Ignis SZ-T.  Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd is 
authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, firm reference no. 307243.  Carole Nash is a trading style of Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd, registered in England and 
Wales no. 2600841.

Based on reviews from January 2017 Ð June 2017

of customers would 
recommend Carole Nash94

2015

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2017

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2016

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

CAROLE NASH
VOTED THE UK’S  
FAVOURITE & BEST  
MOTORCYCLE  
INSURANCE BROKER^

WIN A SUZUKI  
 GSX-R125 BIKE  
& IGNIS CAR,

 WORTH OVER 
£15,000! ^^

carolenash.com

Call for a Motorcycle quote

0800 988 6985
One bike, one car, one policy

Call for a Six Wheel® quote

0800 458 2544

JUST GET A BIKE, CAR OR  
SIX WHEEL

®

 QUOTE TODAY!


